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Abstract

The aim of this thesis work is to develop and investigate a deterministic integration

approach based on the transfer-printing protocols for the integration of semiconduc-

tor nanowire devices onto non-native surfaces and into nanophotonic systems. The

developed technique goes beyond the state of the art to demonstrate a semiconductor

pick-and-place capability permitting successful and accurate operation at the nanoscale.

In the first part of this thesis work, the controllable capture and release of target semi-

conductor nanowires onto host surfaces (e.g. Au, SiO2, Si, polymer) is presented; also

arrays and patterns were created using selected nanowires as building blocks. Further-

more, a nanowire alignment method was developed allowing to control the position of

single devices with high accuracy levels in the order of 200 nm. These developed pro-

tocols were used to assemble laterally aligned nanowire pairs with separations between

individual elements as low as 1 µm.

The developed transfer-printing technique was used for the assembly of photonic cir-

cuitry using nanowire lasers as the building blocks. Not only this was demonstrated in

planar surfaces, but also on layered structures and in three dimensions, with a vertical

separation in the order of few hundreds of nanometers. The unique laser properties of

semiconductor nanowires were studied in large populations pre- and post-printing to un-

derstand the inter-wire performance variation and the effects from the transfer-printing
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process. The majority of this thesis work was done using semiconductor nanowires fab-

ricated in bulk (InP) or in core/shell (GaAs/AlGaAs) structures. The flexibility of

the developed printing method however, is applicable to nanowires beyond those pre-

sented in this thesis. Finally, we have investigated possibilities of using laterally aligned

nanowire pairs for the next generation of photonic devices. For systems with reduced

separation (< 1 µm): a numerical model describing the high-frequency dynamics of

evanescently-coupled nanowire lasers pairs was investigated. For the separation where

no significant coupling was found (> 1 µm): a dual-colour lasing emission system with

course and fine separations between the individual wavelengths was shown.

A significant part of this thesis work was focused on developing pick-and-place

methods that allow integration of single nanowire devices and addressing challenges

associated with this process. Thus, the aspiration behind this project was to develop a

key-enabling technique that allows to capture a selected nanowire device and integrate

it onto a target surface, with a positioning accuracy that is in the order of nanoscale

dimensions of the device. The thesis work is concluded with the future directions of

this project and shows preliminary results on the large-scale integration of nanowire

devices and pick-and-place of quantum-dot clusters.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter discusses the motivations and aspirations behind this PhD project. The

core aim of this work was to develop a deterministic and accurate transfer-printing (TP)

technique for the heterogeneous integration of semiconductor nanowire (NW) devices

into non-native substrates. Non-native substrates are defined as material platforms on

which the devices were not grown. Thus, the first section of this chapter is focused on

explaining the high potentials that such technique has for the implementation of novel

hybrid (nano-)photonic systems that combined in a single platform nanoscale devices

built from different material systems; hence permitting to circumvent limits in device

fabrication imposed by material growth. In this first section of the chapter, we will also

introduce state-of-the-art results in the emerging field of integrated (nano-)photonics,

to put our work into context.

The second section of this Chapter will introduce the TP technique for the hetero-

geneous integration of photonic devices. Here, the motivation behind the development

of this technique is discussed, and a historic perspective is provided showing how this

integration method has evolved in recent years. Importantly, in this section the under-

lying physical mechanisms behind the deterministic pick-and-place mechanism of the
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TP technique are introduced. We also explain why the reversible adhesion processes,

in which this technique relies for operation, enable the assembly of novel hybrid op-

toelectronic devices. It is worth mentioning that although the introduction of the TP

technique is provided in Chapter 1, the required specific tools, protocols, and methods

are reported in Chapter 2, as the latter will describe our first experimental results on

the TP of NW devices in a wide variety of receiving surfaces.

The third section of Chapter 1 starts with the discussion of the development of

semiconductor NW lasers and their growth mechanisms. Additionally, this section

will provide a brief historical perspective describing the developments which lead to

the discovery of lasing emission in NW devices, (firstly demonstrated in Zinc Oxide,

ZnO, NWs). Then, the background physics of semiconductor NWs will be presented

discussing essential device properties for the successful achievement of stimulated light

emission.

The last section of this chapter will provide an outline of this thesis briefly discussing

the structure and themes discussed in each individual chapter of this dissertation.

1.1 Motivation

It goes without saying that the invention of lasers is considered one of humanity’s

greatest achievements of the 20th century. This became possible due to the energy

quanta discovery by M. Planck, published in his works between December 1900 and

January 1901 [1] that described the black-body radiation; and the concept of stimu-

lated emission, proposed by A. Einstein in 1917 in his paper ‘On the Quantum Theory

of Radiation’ [2]. Nearly 40 years later, in 1955, the first Maser (microwave amplifica-

tion by stimulated emission of radiation) was built by C. H. Townes and his colleagues
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using ammonia (NH3) molecules and achieving stimulated emission at the frequency

at 23.87 GHz [3]. C. H. Townes along with N. G. Basov and A. M. Prochoroff were

awarded the 1964 Nobel Prize in Physics for their theoretical work leading to the devel-

opment of the maser [4]. Following the early developments in masers during the 1950s,

a race began to demonstrate the first laser (light amplification by stimulated emission of

radiation), which culminated in 1960, when T. H. Maiman reported the first ever laser

in his work ‘Stimulated Optical Radiation in Ruby’ [5]. In his paper, T. H. Maiman

described a process which enabled the achievement of stimulated light emission using a

synthetic ruby crystal (as the gain medium) and helical xenon lamp (as the excitation

source), and demonstrated lasing emission at the wavelength of 694.3 nm [5]. Following

Maiman’s demonstration, key scientific advances followed promptly, including the de-

velopment of the first semiconductor laser by R. N. Hall in 1962. Hall’s laser was made

of Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) and emitted in the near-infrared (NIR) at the wavelength

of ∼ 850 nm [6]. Ever since, the fields of laser physics and photonics in general have

thrived – more complex laser designs and systems have been continuously developed

with enhanced material properties and geometries. In parallel, R. P. Feynman’s famous

lecture ‘There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom: An Invitation to Enter a New Field of

Physics’ in 1959, sparked at the time tremendous interest in the scientific community

and is considered the moment the importance of nanotechnology was recognized due

to the high potential of creating novel ultra-small devices at nanoscale.

Whilst the first ultraviolet (UV) laser was demonstrated back in 1966 using ZnO

material; the nanoscale counterpart was reported in 2001 by P. Yang’s Group in their

work ‘Room-Temperature Ultraviolet Nanowire Nanolasers’ [7]. The reported NW

lasers were only 20 – 150 nm in diameter with a length up to 10 µm and lasing modes
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at the wavelength range between 370 – 400 nm [7]. The ultra-small dimensions of these

quasi-1D devices offered low-threshold lasing emission (∼ 40 kW/cm−2) and room-

temperature operation. Importantly, this remarkable work demonstrated the possi-

bility of fabricating coherent light sources at the nanoscale with the NWs themselves

forming Fabry-Perot (FP) cavities permitting light confinement and the achievement

of stimulated light emission.

The rapid development of lasers, since their first demonstration in 1960 until today,

has paved the way towards the manufacturing of a variety of ultra-precise systems

which are ubiquitous nowadays in our society and with applications across all domains

ranging from security to medicine, manufacturing, communications, etc. [8–10]. Laser

systems not only have transformed our day-to-day life, but have also enabled important

scientific breakthroughs – from astronomy to chemistry [11] – and in the last 60 years,

lasers have been amongst the most used toolsets in Nobel Prize awarded works [11].

For instance, a laser interferometer setup was at the core of the recent discovery of

gravitational waves by the LIGO observatory [12].

In parallel, in the last two decades great advances have been produced in the field

of (nano-)fabrication, permitting the precise design and fabrication of a multiplicity of

nanoscale devices and systems across disciplines [13,14]. In particular, (nano-)photonics

is nowadays recognised as a leading scientific field due to the wide applications it offers

across a variety of domains, such as security, quantum technology, artificial intelli-

gence, biology, to name but a few [15]. However, the use of many novel and promising

nanophotonic devices, including the key-enabling semiconductor NW lasers that will

be studied in this thesis, is mainly restricted to research Lab environments. In par-

ticular, the transition of semiconductor NW lasers to industry settings is still largely
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limited by the difficulties associated with their integration into bespoke devices and

systems and their excitation. Regarding the latter, a research work by C. M. Lieber’s

group reported lasing emission in a semiconductor NW under electrical excitation [16].

This offered a very important step towards the practical development of semiconductor

NW laser devices able to reach commercial products. However, it is still difficult to

replicate those results [17], given the important fabrication challenges associated with

the formation of high-quality electrical contacts in the NWs (through which the exci-

tation is achieved) permitting to achieve lasing emission in electrically-injected NWs.

Nonetheless, this is a fast moving research area at present with significant amount of

groups, investment and research projects aimed at achieving room-temperature lasing

emission in NW laser by means of electrical excitation [16,18,19].

Selective and precise integration of NW devices onto non-native surfaces and sys-

tems is another fundamental key technological challenge. This needs to be tackled to

ensure the development of industry-informed NW-based systems targeting functional

applications and with prospects of reaching the market. To date, various methods of

positioning NWs have already been explored; however, the reported techniques showed

limited performance and transfer yields when integrating single target NWs - this is

discussed in Chapter 2 in greater detail. In this PhD project, we have developed a

key-enabling system for the heterogeneous integration at the nanoscale of semiconduc-

tor NW lasers using deterministic TP methods. Herein, we demonstrate the accurate

and controllable pick-and-place of individual and ‘bundled’ semiconductor NW devices

by means of TP techniques. We also report novel methodologies enabling the system-

atic fabrication of a wide range of nanophotonic systems using semiconductor NWs

as building blocks, including the development of 1D/2D arrays and bespoke struc-
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tures built with NW lasers in a variety of substrates (see Chapter 2). The integration

technique developed during this PhD project enables controlled removal of NW lasers

from their growth substrates and positioning them at desired locations in target re-

ceiving surfaces with sub-µm precision. This alignment accuracy opens new exciting

routes of key-enabling applications as demonstrated throughout this thesis work, and

which we expect to expand in the future. Furthermore, the TP technique allows engi-

neering (nano-)photonic systems, by permitting the assembly of NW lasers and other

nanoscale components with other pre-fabricated photonic components on-chip; hence

enabling the achievement of coupling effects and other interactions needed for practi-

cal systems fabrication. Several (nano-)photonic systems fabricated by means of TP

techniques to integrate NW devices at their core will be presented in Chapters 4 and

5. Finally, in this work we have also extended the capabilities of our developed TP

tool to demonstrate pick-and-place of other nanoscale elements (in addition to NW

devices). Specifically, we demonstrate the ability to integrate ultrasmall quantum-dot

(QD) clusters onto target host surfaces. This thesis work describes the techniques and

tools used for NW assembly as well as demonstrates the practical application of the

systems and photonic circuitry, enabled by this technique.

1.2 Deterministic Transfer-Printing (TP) Technique

This section introduces the TP technique. We discuss the motivation behind the use

of this technique as a method for nanoscale device heterogeneous integration, the un-

derlying physics principles and the processes followed to develop the technique. TP

is a deterministic pick-and-place technique, which allows transferring target objects

(‘inks’) from their native substrates (‘donor’) onto host surfaces (‘receiver’) without
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inflicting damage or modifying them. The technique also allows utilizing various target

components and assembling those into systems thus permitting to circumvent material

growth limitations in device fabrication [20]. The TP process is achieved using bespoke

polymeric micrometric-scale stamps (µ-stamps) that permit capturing the target inks

and releasing them in the receiver. As it was mentioned at the beginning of this thesis,

the device integration processes by means of TP can be achieved with high-positioning

accuracy using either individual [21,22] or multiple devices at once [22] (see Chapter 2

for discussion). Moreover, by stacking devices on top of each other, TP makes possible

to assemble structures vertically or creating devices with 3 degrees of freedom [23].

The polymeric µ-stamps used for device integration in the TP technique are typ-

ically made of a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) material: a polymeric organo-silicon

compound that is optically transparent (at visible light wavelengths) and has viscoelas-

tic properties [24,25]. Typically, µ-stamps are designed with specific shapes conforming

to those of the devices (‘inks’) that are to be transfer-printed to achieve better surface

contact, and therefore help achieving higher pick-up and release yield. TP relies for

operation on the principle of reversible adhesion. The latter, along other important

physical effects behind the TP technique, are discussed in detail in subsequent sec-

tions.

1.2.1 TP for Optoelectronic Device Fabrication

The ability to precisely manipulate and control the adhesion force between two objects

or surfaces offers great promise for the assembly of systems enabling a myriad of novel

devices comprised of components from distinct material systems and permitting their

integration with prefabricated structures. At times in history, the inspiration for scien-

tific breakthroughs directly comes from biology: a prime example is the ‘Gecko Tape’
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– demonstrated in 2003 by the 2010 Physics Nobel Prize laureates A. K. Geim and K.

S. Novoselov and their colleagues. In their work ‘Microfabricated adhesive mimicking

gecko foot-hair’ [26], they presented a 1 cm2 polyimide array with fibrillar structures

imitating those found on a gecko (Gekko gecko) foot, see Figs. 1.1(a-b). These tiny

hairs were estimated to individually produce a force ∼ 10−7 N [26] and when com-

bined in a single sample resulting in adhesion force of 10 Ncm−2 (due to van der Waals

(VdW) and/or capillary forces) [26]. The dimensions of the fabricated devices in [26]

were: height 2 µm, pitch 1.6 µm and diameter of 500 nm. These easily allowed to

overcome the weight of a toy (∼ 40 g) attached to horizontal glass plane, as shown

in Fig. 1.1(c). Interestingly, the same forces governing the adhesion mechanisms in

the gecko’s foot are used in soft lithography – a technique introduced in 1998 by Y.

Xia and G. Whitesides [27]. Soft lithography techniques utilize elastomeric stamps for

embossing, printing, and moulding of nanoscale devices (for example, quantum dots)

from a wide variety of materials [27]. This technique was created as an alternative

method to photolithography [27], for the development of small structures and features

on non-native surfaces. Importantly, unlike photolithography, soft-lithography does

not precise the use of complex device fabrication facilities and provides comparable

repeatability whilst remaining an inexpensive technique. Soft-lithography is nowadays

widely used for integrating large clusters, replicating features, and fabricating patterns

on curves features, see [28–30] for selected works. However, these ‘printing’ fabrication

techniques were not used to their full potential. As a result, J. A. Rogers and his group

suggested the possibility to capitalise on the reversible adhesion mechanisms and de-

veloped its own deterministic printing method [20]. The method developed by Rogers

et al. [20] demonstrated that, under adequate conditions, a stamp-printing technique
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is capable to controllably capture selected devices or structures from their growth sub-

strate and subsequently release them onto non-native surfaces with high yield. Shortly

after their technique demonstration, J. A. Rogers’ group provided proof-of-principle

results on the fabrication of a wide variety of hybrid devices/systems enabled by the

controllable transfer-printing included the integration of membranes, nanorods, bend-

able electronics and material-based patterns, just to name a few [20]. Rogers and the

co-workers also worked extensively on the heterogeneous integration of microscale light

emitting diodes (µ-LEDs), a research that transited into a commercial application for

their derived printing technique [20]. Rogers’ developed technique came to be known as

TP, although it is also referred at times as micro-transfer printing and nano-transfer-

printing.

a

b

c

Figure 1.1: (a-b) Scanning electron microscopy micrographs of an area of the fabricated
polyimide hairs. (b) Shows the bunching of hairs – this process was found to be re-
sponsible for the adhesive force decrease. (c) Photo showing a spider-man toy attached
with one of its hands to a horizontal glass plate. The toy is 15 cm in height, weights ∼
40 g and has its hand covered with 0.5 cm2 of the gecko tape. Figures taken from [26].
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1.2.2 Reversible Adhesion

The concept of reversible adhesion was proposed by J. A. Rogers’ group at the Uni-

versity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign who used it to describe the TP technique [20].

Fig. 1.2 depict the protocols of the three proposed TP processes [20], namely: (1)

‘Additive Transfer’, (2) ‘Subtractive Transfer’ and (3) ‘Deterministic Assembly’. These

are described below for the case where a polymeric slab with rectangular µ-stamp fea-

tures is used for the TP processes (see Fig. 1.2). For the ‘Additive Transfer’ process

(left panel in Fig. 1.2), the µ-stamps in the polymeric slab are coated (or deposited)

with ink; upon the polymeric slab is brought into contact with a receiver substrate, the

ink-coated µ-stamps, transfer the ink to the receiving substrate. ‘Subtractive Transfer’,

depicted in the middle panel in Fig. 1.2, represents the opposite process to ‘Additive

Transfer’. Now, the ink is captured by the µ-stamps in the polymeric slab, producing

as a result patterned structures on a donor substrate. Finally, ‘Deterministic Assembly’

combines the two aforementioned techniques using a single polymeric slab with µ-stamp

features. Firstly, the ink is captured from the donor substrate by the µ-stamps. Then,

the µ-stamps are aligned with a receiver substrate; after this, by making a surface

contact between the µ-stamp and the receiving surface, the ink is transferred at a de-

sired location onto a receiver sample. It must be noted that typically, in the case of

‘deterministic transfer’, prefabricated features such as µ-disk resonators, µ-LEDs could

be used as ink. Moreover, the devices to be transferred are typically designed with

special anchors or pedestals which fracture as the µ-stamps make surface contact with

the devices, permitting their capture (without affecting device performance). After

the ‘deterministic transfer’ process, the µ-stamps could be re-used to print additional

devices. In fact, the reported results suggest that the polymeric µ-stamps retain their
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pick-and-place performance even after > 10 000 cycles [20, 31, 32]; this was partially

confirmed in [26] using the gecko tape, as the authors were able to re-use it several

times, although performance decreased due to increasing tearing of the ‘Gecko hair’.

(a) Additive Process (b) Subtractive Transfer (c) Deterministic Process

1. Prepare Stamp

2. Deposit 'ink' 
on stamp

3. Contact stamp.
Transfer 'inks' to
reciever substrate

stamp

ink

reciever

1. Deposit 'ink' layer
on donor substrate

2. Contact stamp.
Retrieve 'ink' from
donor substrate

3. Use 'ink' on stamp
and/or donor substrate

donor

ink

ink

donor

ink

reciever

1. Prepare 'ink' 
on a donor substrate

2. Contact stamp.
Retrieve 'ink' from
donor substrate

3. Contact stamp.
Transfer 'inks' to
reciever substrate

Figure 1.2: Schematic illustrations of three basic modes for transfer-printing:(a) Addi-
tive Transfer, (b) Subtractive Transfer, and (c) Deterministic Assembly. Figure adopted
from [20].

The mechanisms responsible for adhesion in the TP technique are described by a

combination of van der Waals (VdW) forces and capillary interaction [20]. However, for

small and nanoscale objects (e.g., semiconductor NWs, QDs, etc.) where no capillary

forces are present – the bonding force is purely due to van der Waals forces [33]. VdW
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forces are distance dependent interaction between electrically neutral atoms, molecules,

and surfaces [34], with surface attraction occurring when these are tens-of-nanometers

apart [34]. In 1937, H. C. Hamaker proposed a model for London-VdW interaction

between two spherical objects [35]. London-VdW interactions (or London Dispersion

force) is an intermolecular force which arises when electrons in two adjacent atoms

occupy positions that make the atoms to form temporary dipoles, also described as

‘induced dipole – induced dipole’ interaction [35]. The model proposed in [35] suggested

that London-VdW forces generally cause an attraction and estimated it for two cases:

sphere-sphere and sphere-flat surface [35]. Moreover, H. C. Hamaker defined a constant

(which later became known as Hamaker constant, AHam) describing the strength of the

VdW force between two particles in vacuum (see Eq. 1.1):

AHam = π2 × λV dW × ρ1 × ρ2 (1.1)

Where, λV dW is London-van der Waals constant that determines the particle-

particle pair interactions for two materials and ρ1,2 are number densities (number of

atoms per cm3) of these two materials. The force between the two spherical macro-

molecules is derived by integrating VdW interaction energy, VdW, as described in [36]:

F = −dWV dW

dD
(1.2)

F = −AHam
6D2

R1R2

R1 +R2
(1.3)

Where, D is surface separation between the two objects and R1 and R2 are radius

of these two spheres. Also, due to the distance dependence of VdW interaction Eq. 1.3
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should satisfy the condition: R1,2 >> D [36]. Furthermore, J. N. Israelachvili, in his

work [36], derived van der Waals forces for two flat surfaces (per unit area) as:

FFlat = −AHam
6πD3

(1.4)

It is worth mentioning that negative F in Eqs. 1.1 - 1.4 implies attraction [36]. From

[35, 36], we see that the magnitude of VdW forces is strongly related to the geometry,

material, size, and interaction area of the two objects. Therefore, to successfully capture

with a polymer stamp a target object (‘ink’) from its native (‘donor’) substrate the

condition imposed by Eq. 1.4 must be satisfied [36]:

G

stamp

ink
C > G

ink

donor
C (1.5)

Where GC are interfacial adhesive strengths between the stamp/ink and ink/donor

surfaces. From a general form of the steady-state energy release rate [20], G = F
w ,

where F is the force applied to the stamp in the normal direction and w is the stamp’s

width. Then, the condition for the release of a target ink, previously captured by a

polymeric stamp, onto a receiving surface is described by:

G

stamp

ink
C < G

ink

reciever
C (1.6)

From [20], it was shown that the stamp’s energy release rate has a strong velocity

dependence, hence G
stamp/ink
C can be expressed as G

stamp/ink
C (v). This relationship is

given by [20]:

G

stamp

ink
C (v) = G0

[
1 +

(
v

v0

)n]
(1.7)
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Where, G0 is the zero-velocity energy release rate [20], v is the separation velocity,

v0 is the reference velocity associated with G0, and n is the scaling parameter. From

Eq. 1.7 the critical separation velocity can be obtained by rearranging the equation.

vc = v0

G
stamp

ink
C −G0

G0


1

n

(1.8)

This shows that the transfer-printing of target devices with polymeric stamps can

be controlled via the release velocity. Fig. 1.3 shows a schematic diagram that marks

the transition from a retrieval to printing regime. In simple terms, in order to achieve

high-yield device pick-and-place with polymeric stamps during TP, the device release

speed must be slower than the pick-up velocity.

G
 (J

/m
2 )

v (cm/s)

Strong Interface

Weak Interface
G0

Gcrit(v)

vc vmax0

Pick-up

Prin
tin

g

Figure 1.3: “Schematic diagram of critical energy release rates for the stamp/ink and
ink/receiver interfaces of a model printing experiment consisting of a stamp, continuous
ink film, and receiver substrate” Figure extracted from [20].

In addition to the device capture/release speed control, additional methods of con-

trolling the adhesion force and enhancing the yield of devices for the TP technique have

been proposed. These include: laser-assisted integration [37], use of active chemicals
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for temporal VdW force increase [38], as well as utilizing different processes to peel the

µ-stamp during ink release. Moreover, an alternative adhesion force control has been

proposed which relies on controlling during the curing process of the stamps the chem-

ical concentration of the PDMS used to fabricate them (see Chapter 2 for a detailed

description). This method allows to tailor the elastomeric properties of the stamp ma-

terial (PDMS); hence permitting the control of the bonding force between ink and a

stamp. It is worth mentioning that often this PDMS curing process relies on trial-and-

error approach. By fabricating different PDMS stamps with different concentrations,

it is possible to generate statistical measurements of device pick-up and release yields.

It then becomes possible to determine which specific PDMS composition improves the

performance of polymeric µ-stamps during the transfer printing of different types of

semiconductor NWs or any other type of devices. Furthermore, the full description of

the TP technique including the tools, protocols, process for the fabrication of stamps,

historical perspective and systems/structures which fabrication has been enabled by

TP since its inception are provided in Chapter 2.

1.3 Semiconductor Nanowire (NW) Lasers

Semiconductor NWs are small wire structures with diameters in the order of 100s of

nm (or smaller) and lengths ranging from 1 to 10s of µm [39]. NWs have revolutionized

the field of (nano-)photonics by enabling the development of novel ultra-small devices

impacting a wide range of scientific disciplines, expanding from on-chip communica-

tions, quantum-computing, sensing and healthcare [40–42]. Importantly, due to their

inherent structure and properties, semiconductor NW devices can exhibit lasing emis-

sion [43]. The first semiconductor NW lasers were reported in the early 2000s, see [41]
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for review. Since then, in the past two decades, research involving semiconductor NW

lasers has gained increasing attention due to its unique properties, versatility, variety

and highly reduced footprint of these nanolaser sources [41]. Furthermore, advances

in the fabrication of semiconductor NWs has permitted to fabricate novel heteroge-

neous nanolaser structures with high degree of synthetic control [41]. This section will

start providing a brief historical overview of the research developments that led to the

demonstration of lasing emission in semiconductor NWs. Then, the growth techniques

that have enabled the fabrication of semiconductor NW lasers are discussed along with

their capabilities and limitations. It is worth mentioning here, that the devices used

in this thesis work, fabricated by our collaborators at Prof. C. Jagadish’s group at the

Australian National University, are discussed in Chapter 2 in greater detail. Therefore,

this section will introduce the background of NW lasers along with the principles of

lasing emission, whilst the relevant information about the specific NW laser devices

used in this work will be covered in subsequent sections of this thesis.

1.3.1 Historical Perspective

Nanowires are quasi-1D nanostructures with diameters ranging between few and hun-

dreds of nanometers and lengths from hundreds of nanometers to few centimetres

[41, 44]. The ability to tailor their morphology makes NW devices interesting to a

large variety of applications and fields, including electronics, photovoltaics, nanolasers

etc. [45]. The structures which are considered the predecessors of NWs and undoubt-

edly have paved the way towards their realization are usually referred as whiskers (or

nano-whiskers, or nanowires) [41,46]. Whiskers (nanowires) are crystalline fibre struc-

tures with diameters ranging from 100s to 10s of nm (similar to the dimension of NWs).

These devices were firstly reported by R. S. Wagner and W. C. Ellis in 1964 at Bell Lab-
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oratories [46] using a crystallographic growth concept called vapour-liquid-solid (VLS).

In their work [46], Wagner and Ellis presented Silicon (Si) whiskers (nanowires) of 1000

Å (100 nm) in diameter and 0.2 mm in length grown on a Si substrate. The growth

process on which the whisker (wire) growth is based, could be divided into several im-

portant stages: (1) The Au particle is placed on a {111} Si surface and heated to ∼

1223 K (950 C◦) forming an Au-Si alloy (Au-Si eutectic bonding, see [47] for further

reading). (2) A precursor mixture of SiCl4 and hydrogen is added for the whisker

(nanowire) growth, as referred in [46]: “The liquid alloy acts as a preferred sink for ar-

riving Si atoms or, perhaps more likely, as a catalyst for the chemical process involved.”

(3) “The Si enters the liquid and freezes out, with a very small concentration of Au

in solid solution, at the interface between solid Si and the liquid alloy.” [46]. “The

gold-catalyst droplets rise elevator-like from the substrate, riding upon the tips of the

growing wires.” [48] resulting in growth of the Si crystal (in the <111> direction) until

the Au particle is consumed, or until the growth conditions change.

In the mid-1970s, E. L. Givargizov at the U.S.S.R Academy of Sciences and K.

Hiruma at Hitachi’s Central Research Lab reported respectively, methods for the fab-

rication of whiskers (nanowires) built from compound semiconductors (InAs and GaAs)

[49]. This enabled to investigate novel possibilities of fabricating whiskers (or nanowires)

using wider material platforms. However, it was not until decades later, specifically in

2001, when P. Yang and his group at the University of California, Berkeley demon-

strated lasing emission in a semiconductor NW [7]. Although, it is worth mentioning

that also during that time, works by C. M. Lieber and L. Samuelson were focused

on demonstrating photoluminescence in semiconductor NWs [50–52]; P. Yang’s group

managed to achieve room temperature UV emission in optically-pumped self-organized
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<0001> oriented ZnO NWs grown on a sapphire substrate [7].

1.3.2 Growth Techniques for the Fabrication of NW Lasers

Growth mechanisms are central for the NW laser fabrication. These shape both their

morphological and topological parts, affecting not only their light emission properties,

but also their aspect ratio. Importantly, the latter is a critical element to achieve

successful TP processes permitting their integration with heterogeneous substrates and

systems. There are various methods that enable the fabrication of NW devices, see for

example [53] for a review on different techniques. Here, we focus the scope on ‘Bottom-

Up’ and ‘Top-Down’ NW fabrication techniques, since these two are directly related

to the results presented in this thesis. These two technique have their own advantages

and limitations; and it could also be said that each of these two groups has their own

different set of growth methods, based on nuances associated with available materials,

tools, machines also importantly applications. Hence, here we focus on the general

introduction of both the ‘Bottom-Up’ and ‘Top-Down’ NW fabrication techniques to

provide context to the two main growth methods of the NW devices that were used

in this PhD project. In general, in the ‘Bottom-Up’ growth technique the NW devices

are chemically synthesised by systematically assembling molecules piece-by-piece from

the substrate’s surface upwards. This is therefore an additive process that enables

a precise control over the fabricated structures [53]; hence offering to produce highly

ordered arrays of NW devices. The ‘Bottom-Up’ NW growth technique is depicted in

Fig. 1.4(a): small ‘seed’ particles are positioned in the substrate before the NW growth

process is started. These ‘seed’ particles have the mission to induce the NW growth

at their specific locations. This part of the process is similar to that described for

the VLS technique [46]. After the deposition of the ‘seed’ particles, a vapour material
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is introduced to start the formation of crystalline structures [46]. As a result of this

process, NW devices start to grow upwards (from the substrate’s surface) continuously

and controllably. Moreover, the NWs’ shape and orientation can be precisely controlled

during growth. Furthermore, the ability to implement several phases during the growth

process offers the possibility to fabricate complex multi-layer structures within the

NWs [46]. This technique is widely used from NW device growth due to its flexibility

and potential for realizing novel designs with nanoscale control.

(a) (b)
mask1

mask2

Figure 1.4: Comparison of (a) ‘Bottom-Up’ and (b) ‘Top-Down’ fabrication processes.
Mask1 refers to template particles, Mask2 is a photoresist mask.

For instance, the Indium Phosphide (InP) NWs used in this work, were fabricated

using the ‘Bottom-Up’ growth technique, by a process referred as selective-area metal-

organic-vapor-phase epitaxy (SA-MOVPE) [54]. This method [54] allowed to grow

wurtzite (WZ) InP NWs with high-quantum efficiency and room-temperature lasing

emission. However, a limitation of the ‘Bottom-Up’ technique is the inhomogeneous

variations in NW height across a whole sample, which affects the possibility to pro-

duce highly ordered NW structures formed by identical devices. As a result pf these
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inhomogeneous variations in height, the NW devices grown by this method exhibit

slight differences in their dimensions, thereby affecting their specific lasing characteris-

tics (e.g. differences in emission wavelength or lasing thresholds between NWs) [54,55].

Nevertheless, importantly in Chapter 5 we describe a novel deterministic technique that

permits the selection and binning of NW lasers from a single growth sample with re-

quired lasing parameters using pre-screening methods and transfer printing techniques

in combination [56]. This novel technique that will be presented in this thesis (see

Chapter 5) partially solves difficulties related to device variation within a single growth

batch [57].

In contrast, the ‘Top-Down’ growth technique is a subtractive fabrication method

based on chemical etching for the development of NW devices. This ‘Top-Down’ NW

fabrication technique is typically related to lithography methods. In this technique a

layer of semiconductor material (e.g. InP, GaN, etc.) with user-defined and precise

thickness is firstly grown on a substrate. After this initial growth, positive or negative

masks (with desired spatial patterns) are used in combination with etching processes

to fabricate the individual NW devices from the initial layer of semiconductor material

[58]. The etching processes typically offer good vertical control of the fabricated NW

devices and may permit the fabrication of structured arrays of devices (defined by the

masks design); however, this top-down NW fabrication technique can also cause surface

defects and might have reduced resolution [53], as a result of the wavelength used for

light-induced lithography. Or, in the case of electron-beam lithography it might require

an excessive amount of time for fabrication. It is worth mentioning that in Chapter

2 a similar method was used for the fabrication of the polymer µ-stamps that will be

used during this Thesis for the heterogeneous integration of NW devices. Hence, this
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specific method will be discussed in Chapter 2 in greater detail.

1.3.3 Lasing Emission in Semiconductor NWs

Carrier Generation and Recombination in Semiconductors

Recombination mechanisms in direct bandgap semiconductors can be divided into two

groups: radiative and non-radiative. Radiative recombination occurs when an electron

in the conduction band (CB) recombines with a hole in the valence band (VB) resulting

in the excess energy emitted in the form of a photon [45]. These radiative transitions

processes are: (i) spontaneous and (ii) stimulated emission, shown respectively in Figs.

1.5(a) and 1.5(c). As seen in Fig. 1.5(a), the spontaneous emission process occurs

when an atom in an upper level spontaneously decays to the lower energy level as a

result emitting a photon with random direction and phase. The energy of the photon

is equal to, hν = E2 −E1, where ν is the photon frequency, h is Planck’s constant and

E1 and E2 are the energies of the ground and excited states, respectively. The Einstein

coefficient A21 describes the rate of spontaneous emission for the transition from E2 to

E1 and is given by:

− dN2(t)

dt
= A21N2(t) =

dN2(t)

τ21
(1.9)

where, τ21 is the radiative lifetime and N2 is the number density of atoms in the E2

state.

Stimulated emission is a process where a photon is emitted with the same energy

and momentum as an incident photon [59]. In thermal equilibrium, a direct bandgap

semiconductor has few electrons in the CB and few holes in the VB. As shown in Fig.

1.5(b), when a photon of energy (hν) passes through a semiconductor, the photon
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(a) Spontaneous Emission (b) Absorption (c) Stimulated Emission

E2

E1

E2

E1

E2

E1

Figure 1.5: Spontaneous emission, Absorption and Stimulated emission processes under
photon stimulation, adapted from [59].

has a high probability of being absorbed. As depicted in Fig. 1.5(b), absorption is a

process in which an atom absorbs an incoming photon (of energy, hν) and as a result

an electron makes a transition from a lower to a higher energy state. The incoming

photon transfers its energy to an electron in the VB, thus moving the electron to

the CB. In this situation, a new incoming photon can stimulate the emission of a

second identical photon associated with the transition of an electron from the CB back

to the VB. As mentioned above, in thermal equilibrium the number of electrons in

the CB is relatively small [59], hence the probability of stimulated emission is much

lower than that of absorption. However, external excitation can significantly increase

the number of electrons in the CB, resulting in the probability of stimulated photon

emission becoming higher than that of absorption [59]. This process leads to population

inversion and is essential for lasing emission. Therefore, population inversion is a state

in a laser system in which a higher energy level is much more populated than the lower

level; thus, this cannot occur under conditions of thermal equilibrium [60]. To achieve

realistic thermal non-equilibrium state, 3- and 4-level laser systems must be used. For

further reading see ref. [60]. It is worth mentioning here, that classically there are two

excitation methods used in semiconductor lasers – optical and electrical excitation. In

optical excitation, light from an external light source is injected into the gain medium

of a target laser to achieve stimulated emission. In electrical excitation, an electrical
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current is applied to induce population inversion. For the case of the NW devices

utilised in this work, optical excitation was used, as it will be described in subsequent

chapters of this thesis. Eq. 1.10 describes the rate at which the stimulated emission

process occurs:

dN2(t)

dt
= B21N2(t)S(v) (1.10)

where, B21 is Einstein’s coefficient for stimulated emission and S is the spectral

density of electromagnetic energy. The non-radiative recombination of an electron-hole

pair is defined by the absence of an emitted photon [61]. Fig. 1.6 shows two types of

non-radiative processes, namely Shockley-Read-Hall Recombination and Auger Recom-

bination. Shockley-Read-Hall Recombination (also known as Trap-Assisted Recombi-

nation) is a process which occurs in defects of the crystal lattice of semiconductors. As

it has already been described, the ‘Bottom-Up’ process often involves a catalyst particle

(Au particle for example) that induces 1D grow of semiconductor crystals. However,

during growth the particle defuses into the structure producing local defects, triggering

non-radiative carrier recombination processes in NW devices [61]. As shown in Fig.

1.6(a), Trap-Assisted Recombination creates a new energy state (Et) that affects the

local absorption and emission properties of the material. Importantly, the energy is

exchanged in the form of lattice vibrations, resulting in an emitted phonon [61]. Auger

Recombination has higher probability to occur in non-equilibrium conditions, when car-

rier density is high [61]. As shown in Fig. 1.6(b) Auger Recombination is a three-carrier

process. During the recombination of an electron-hole pair the energy is absorbed by

a third carrier, instead of producing a photon [61]. The third carrier then loses energy

to thermal vibrations. Typically, this effect is taken into consideration when designing
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laser cavities, as it can significantly worsen laser performance [61].

(a) Shockley–Read–Hall Recombination  (b) Auger Recombination

E2

E1

E2

E1

Et

Figure 1.6: Non-Recombination Processes, diagram adapted from [61].

As shown in Fig. 1.7, semiconductors can have two different types of bandgap,

referred as direct and indirect bandgap. The bandgap represents the minimal energy

difference between the minimal-energy state in the CB and the maximal-energy in

the VB. In the case of direct bandgap materials (see Fig. 1.7(a)), the CB and the

VB occur at the same value of quasimomentum. Thus, the emission or absorption of

a photon occurs without change of κ-vector. As shown in Fig. 1.7(b), for indirect

bandgap materials, a photon cannot make a direct transition into the CB minimum

and thus must change its wave vector (κ-vector) to absorb or emit photons. Hence,

the direct bandgap semiconductors (e.g. InP, ZnO, GaAs) are good candidates for

emitting photons. Thus, the reason for the wide development of NW lasers in III-V

and II-VI semiconductors.

1.3.4 Fabry-Perot (FP) Cavities

This section describes the concept and principle behind Fabry-Perot (FP) cavities and

their relevance for the development of laser sources. In fact, NW devices given their

specific dimensions and inherent structure, form micron-scale FP cavities along their

longitudinal axes [62], hence similar concepts that describe their mode formation, gain-
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(a) Direct Bandgap (b) Indirect Bandgap

Figure 1.7: E-k diagrams showing the interband transition in (a) Direct Bandgap and
(b) Indirect Bandgap semiconductors, adapted from [61].

and-loss parameters and lasing threshold can be used. In their simplest form, FP lasers

are the earliest developed general-purpose laser diodes [62]. As shown in Figs. 1.8(a)

and 1.9(a), a FP cavity consists of an active layer (typically a semiconductor crystal)

that is placed between two highly reflective mirrors forming a resonant cavity. Mirrors

provide the required reflectivity feeding back a portion of the emitted photons back

to the active medium to stimulate the emission of more photons; hence yielding the

amplification process required for lasing emission [62]. Obviously, to construct a FP

laser, the reflectivity of the mirrors has to be high enough (but below 100%) to allow

part of the emitted light to escape the cavity through the mirrors. The reflectance of

the mirrors can be either equal or one of the mirrors can be purposely designed with

lower reflectivity to favour higher light emission from one of the sides of the device. Fig.

1.8(b) depicts schematically the structure of a NW laser which can on its own create a

FP lasing cavity. Here, the NW end-facets act as partially-reflecting mirrors thanks to

the contrast in the refractive indices at the NW-air interface found at the NW’s end-

facets. For example for an InP NW device, the refractive index of InP is ∼ 3.4 whist
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the refractive index of air is 1, so from the Fresnel reflection calculation, the reflectivity

is ∼ 0.3. The NW is placed on a low refractive index surface (typically ∼ 1.5) to enable

high mode confinement [63]. During excitation (by means of optical pumping) energy

is provided to the system to trigger stimulated emission of photons and population

inversion. In this situation, the NW’s facets act as mirrors as indicated, reflecting light

back into the cavity (formed by the semiconductor NW itself) hence permitting the

achievement of lasing emission from these nanoscale devices.

mirror facet

laser cavity

NW cavity

(a) (b)

Figure 1.8: Diagrams depicting (a) FP cavity and (b) NW laser cavity.

From FP theory [64], the captured optical waves (inside the cavity) travel back

and forth along the length of the laser in the presence of mirrors (forming the cavity).

As an optical wave travels along the cavity, it gets scattered and amplified [64]. For

lasing operation, the gain (of the laser) must overcome the losses in the cavity. It must

therefore satisfy the following condition: gm - am > 0, where gm is the optical gain per

unit length and am is the loss per unit length. Both loss and gain in the cavity will

vary with wavelength [64]. The condition of an oscillating cavity is described by:
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r1r2e
ikLCE0 = E (1.11)

where, r1 and r2 are complex end-facet reflectivities (classically, r1 6= r2), Lc is the

cavity length, κ is the wave vector and E0 the incident EM field [64]. The cavity length

(Lc) is equal to λ/2q; where, λ is the wavelength and q is an integer, also known as

the mode order [64]. As depicted in the top panel of Fig 1.9(b), FP lasers can produce

an infinite number of standing waves. However, the active medium, depending on the

specific material it is built from, will only be able to provide gain for a specific range

of wavelengths, as shown in the middle plot in Fig 1.9(b). Hence, only some of the

resonant wavelengths are supported, as shown in the bottom plot in Fig. 1.9(b). As

stated, lasing emission will only occur when the gains exceed all losses in the cavity.

The mirror losses are defined as:

αM =
1

LC

1

ln(
√
R1R2)

(1.12)

However, these are not the only losses present. To account for the total losses,

intrinsic losses should be also considered. To satisfy the threshold condition, the round-

trip gain must be equal to losses [64]:

Γgth = αi + αM (1.13)

where, Γ is the confinement factor, gth is the threshold gain, αi – internal modal

absorption loss, αM are mirror losses [64]. The confinement factor is described as

the ratio between the power of the optical mode within the gain region and the total

power [64]:
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Figure 1.9: (a) FP laser with Mirror (I) being the high-reflectance mirror and Mirror
(II) the low-reflectance mirror. (b) Images showing the gain and loss concepts in lasers,
where the top figure represents the FP modes with a mode separation of c/2nL; the
middle figure shows the gain curve (black dashed curve) and loss level (red dashed line)
and the bottom figure shows the modes that are supported for lasing emission. (c)
L(in)-L(out) curve of a laser.

A longitudinal mode is a standing wave pattern formed by waves confined in the

cavity. As defined in [65], “the longitudinal modes correspond to the wavelengths of

the wave which are reinforced by constructive interference after many reflections from

the cavity’s reflecting surfaces”. Therefore, all other wavelengths are suppressed by

destructive interference [64]. The length of a cavity is described by Eq. 1.15 and the

wavelength separation is described by Eq. 1.16:

L =
λ

2
q (1.15)

∆v =
c

2nL
(1.16)
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Where L is the cavity length, λ is the emission wavelength and q is an integer, δv is

the wavelength separation between two adjacent longitudinal modes, n is the refractive

index of the material and c the speed of light.

Depending on their specific dimensions, optical cavities can also support transverse

modes. A transverse mode is an electromagnetic field pattern of radiation in the plane

perpendicular to the propagation of the radiation. The modes in a cavity depend on the

parameters of the electromagnetic field – frequency, polarization as well as the cavity

dimensions, surface quality and the refractive indices [45]. The low order cylindrical

waveguide modes are derived analytically using Maxwell’s equations [66]. Various types

of transverse modes exist – transverse electromagnetic (TEM), transverse electric (TE),

transverse magnetic (TM) and hybrid modes (HE, EH), see [45] for description. These

types of modes differ in the direction of magnetic and electric components in the direc-

tion of propagation. Importantly, in spite of their reduced dimensions semiconductor

NWs can support light emission in multiple-transverse modes [45]. In particular, the

multiplicity of supported lasing modes for the semiconductor NW lasers used in this

work have been numerically calculated and also experimentally described in [45]. In

Chapter 5 of this thesis we present novel numerical work on the properties of the trans-

verse modes supported by InP NW lasers for the case of pairs of evanescently coupled

InP NW lasers suggesting the used of this novel structures for very high speed (> 100

GHz functionalities).

Finally, there has been significant progress made in the development and fabrication

of semiconductor nanowire devices during the past two decades. A growing number

of research groups focus on creating high-quality semiconductor NWs by manipulating

the growth conditions [67, 68], optimizing the lasing performance of semiconductor
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NW lasers [69–71], creating novel photonic systems where NWs are used as building

blocks [23,56,72–74], realizing embedded complex structures within NWs’ cavities (e.g.

disks, quantum-wells, quantum-dots) [75, 76], utilizing novel material groups [77], to

name but a few. It is safe to say that the research related to NW devices is becoming

increasingly attractive due to the unique properties that these quasi-1D devices offer

at the nanoscale.

1.4 Thesis Outline

Chapter 1 introduced the motivation for this work and the background on transfer-

printing techniques and NW lasers are presented. Chapter 1 also explained why tech-

niques for NW integration techniques are crucial for developing novel ultra-small foot-

print nano-photonic systems and the challenges these hold. In subsequent Chapters of

this Thesis, I will introduce in detail the transfer-printing technique used in this work.

Yet, since most of the work for this thesis was carried out using semiconductor NW

laser devices, Chapter 1 also included the operation of Semiconductor Lasers and the

lasing principles in nano-size cavities. Finally, Chapter 1 provides a historical review of

NW devices, explaining the development process that led to the achievement of stim-

ulated light emission in NW lasers, firstly demonstrated in ZnO nano-sized wires. At

last, Chapter 1 introduced the principles of lasing emission in NW devices, explaining

what are the essential parts that should be considered when developing these devices.

In Chapter 2, the deterministic transfer-printing technique for the controllable and

accurate pick-and-place of NW devices and their arrangement on target, non-native

surfaces is presented. This chapter also discusses the tools, setups and techniques

enabling the NW transfer-printing protocols. Moreover, we show how the µ-stamps
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(that will be used for the NW pick-and-place processes) are fabricated, we discuss

their specific and bespoke designs and their importance for the NW TP technique

developed throughout this work. In Chapter 2, we also compare the TP technique

for the integration of NW devices with alternative methods, and explain in detail the

specific advantages our technique gives as well as its drawbacks. The final section

of Chapter 2 describes the alignment technique we developed allowing for the highly

accurate positioning of NWs. Further, we demonstrate the systematic integration of

NW devices achieving positioning accuracies below 1 µm.

In Chapter 3, the methods and tools for the experimental characterization of NW

lasers are discussed. These include a µ-photoluminescence (µ-PL) setup, spectrometers,

scanning electron microscopes (SEM) as well as the other tools and techniques that were

extensively used throughout the PhD project for the experimental analysis of NW laser

systems.

Chapter 4 reports the multiple nano-photonic integrated systems with embedded

semiconductor NW devices that were developed during this project. This chapter begins

with the demonstration of on-chip NW laser-waveguide coupled systems fabricated by

means of TP techniques, showing successful coupling between the NW lasers emission

and waveguides. The different types of waveguide designs investigated, along with two

different NW-waveguide coupling methods, namely: atop and head-to-tail integration,

presented in Chapter 4. Next, we report a technique which enables the fabrication of

NW-nanoantennas coupled systems for vertical NW laser systems. Finally, we describe

our results on the integration of semiconductor NWs in a 3D network architecture

in the form of a double-cross (nano-hashtag) design. This process describes a key-

enabling technique for producing a novel type of THz radiation detectors, permitting
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the simultaneous recording of two polarization channels; thus allowing to retrieve the

full polarization information of incoming THz signals.

Chapter 5 reports our studies on complex hybrid systems with NW lasers. In this

chapter we present at first a numerical model permitting to simulate the operation of

evanescently-coupled pairs of semiconductor NW lasers. Using this model we report for

the first time the achievement of very high frequency oscillations (exceeding 100 GHz)

in couple pairs of InP NW lasers. Chapter 5 also reports a novel experimental method

for the selection, binning and integration of NW lasers with specific desired configu-

rations and performance. The last section of Chapter 4 provides our results on the

integration of semiconductor NW lasers forming compact structures with controllable

edge-to-edge separations between devices ranging from below 1 µm. We used that tech-

nique to demonstrate dual-colour lasing emission from heterogeneous NW laser systems

with extremely reduced footprint and permitting their optical excitation with a single

(micrometric) beam spot from a pump laser.

Finally, Chapter 6 reports on our preliminary work on the transfer-printing of in-

organic perovskite quantum-dots (QDs) for their integration into non-native polymer

(PDMS) and diamond substrates. This is followed by the introduction of a novel tech-

nique for the simultaneous printing of multiple NW devices over a large-area in receiving

substrates, with which this Thesis concludes.
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Chapter 2

Transfer-Printing of

Semiconductor Nanowires

In this chapter, the technique developed for the nanoscale transfer-printing (TP) of

semiconductor nanowires (NWs) is presented. This technique enables the heterogeneous

integration of semiconductor NWs with high positioning accuracy into a wide variety

of substrates and surfaces. This opens new routes for the use of semiconductor NWs

as building blocks for the fabrication of future nano-photonic systems. This chapter

begins introducing the concepts and motivation behind the technique used for the

deterministic assembly of NW devices. We present the specific features of our technique

in comparison to alternative methods for NW transfer or assembly. Furthermore, this

chapter describes the concept of reversible adhesion behind the described technique

and reviews previous work on TP of larger micro-metric photonic devices onto planar

and flexible substrates. Additionally, we outline the fabrication techniques used to

develop the different designs of polymeric µ-stamps enabling the TP of semiconductor

NWs. These include the development of the moulds to fabricate the µ-stamps and
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the process followed to cast the viscoelastic polymer (polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS)

used to fabricate the µ-stamps and for µ-stamp testing. Finally, this chapter describes

the modified dip-pen nano-lithography setup used for the controlled assembly of NW

devices by means of TP processes at the nanoscale.

In the second part of Chapter 2, we present the experimental results achieved with

the TP technique for the controllable capture-and-release of semiconductor NW lasers

for the fabrication of bespoke nanophotonic systems with these devices. These results

were obtained using Indium Phosphide (InP) NWs of different dimensions showing

all room-temperature lasing emission. The NWs were selectively removed from their

growth substrates and placed onto multiple types of non-native surfaces, either as

individual devices or forming NW bundles, using our developed TP technique at the

nanoscale. After integration, the transfer-printed NW lasers were optically excited to

verify that their room-temperature lasing emission was retained. We also report the

integration of semiconductor NW lasers onto patterned structures and passive photonic

circuitry. Furthermore, we present the ad-hoc alignment technique developed during

this work and which enables the lateral integration of NW arrays with a controlled

(sub-µm) separation between target devices. This alignment technique was used to

demonstrate the fabrication of semiconductor NW arrays into non-native surfaces with

both fine (1 - 3 µm) and coarse (10 - 40 µm) separations between individual elements.

2.1 Concept and Motivation

The aim of this work is to develop a µ-TP system with extended-capabilities permit-

ting the controllable integration of selected semiconductor NWs with highly-precise

(sub-µm) accuracy. Such TP system will hence serve as an enabling tool for the as-
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sembly of NW devices (as building blocks) into tailored (nano-)photonic systems and

circuitry. As discussed in Chapter 1, the TP technique allows seamless integration of

optoelectronic devices onto non-native surfaces. The flexibility of this technique also

offers the possibility to pre-select devices prior to their integration or to combine mul-

tiple different structures in a single system. During the last two decades, since the

concept of TP was initially described numerous advances have been reported for this

technique including the method for parallel integration of devices, high-yield printing,

multi-stacking (3D-integration), to name a few [20].

Moreover, TP was a technique designed to allow the fabrication of novel photonic

devices and structures beyond their growth limits [20]. For instance, early works have

reported experimentally on the integration of 2D structures, micro-platelets and disks,

as well as on large scale integration of nanorods [20]. Furthermore, the technique

became widely used for high yield integration of µ-LEDs onto non-native substrates [78].

The micrometric printing precision and parallel integration of hundreds of devices in

a single step enabled by TP processes was soon established as a commonly accepted

approach for the assembly of photonic devices [79]. Importantly, the TP technique is

solution-free and does not require any processing of the target substrate or the devices

themselves.

In the case of the heterogeneous integration of NW devices by means of TP, pub-

lished reports have mostly focused on demonstrating stamping of large-scale NW ar-

rays [20]. Moreover, when applied to NW devices the reported TP processes were

similar to the so-called contact-printing method [80], where a NW growth sample is

directly dragged against a target surface to achieve controlled release of large number

of devices. Importantly, no specific reports demonstrated the use of TP processes for
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the controllable integration of individually-selected NW devices into target locations

in non-native substrates. For the case of integration of single NW devices, alternative

techniques have been reported including the use of micro-probes [81], optical tweez-

ers [82], or fluid-assisted techniques [83, 84]. However, those methods typically relied

on a NW scatter onto the target area before a fine alignment process. Therefore,

these approaches offered a poor control over the characteristics of the integrated NW

devices, reduced positioning accuracy and did not allow pre-selecting those prior inte-

gration. In our work, we have developed a TP technique at the nanoscale permitting

the controllable integration of individually-selected NWs onto diverse surfaces and pre-

patterned substrates without damaging the devices or affecting their optical properties

whilst allowing high positioning and orientation accuracy. Our technique therefore en-

ables the fabrication of novel nanophotonic systems with NWs at their core (including

devices with room-temperature lasing emission). Importantly, the flexibility of our

reported technique permits the integration of NW devices atop other structures, there-

fore opening perspectives for the integration of nano-light emitting structures into 3D

photonic systems. During our work, we have particularly focused on the accurate het-

erogeneous integration of semiconductor NW lasers. These devices offer a revolution

in photonics research enabling a wide range of novel nanolaser systems with reduced

footprint [16,19,42,85,86] with great prospects to yield crucial impact across scientific

disciplines, e.g. on-chip communications [72], security [87], spectroscopy [74,88], etc.

2.2 Methods

In this section we demonstrate the methods and the setups developed to successfully

achieve controlled transfer-printing of semiconductor NW lasers. Additionally, the
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modified dip-pen nanolithography system at the heart of the developed TP technique

is described in detail. Moreover, we describe the processes followed to fabricate and

test the µ-stamps used to capture and release the NW devices for their deterministic

integration into target surfaces.

2.2.1 Modified Dip-Pen Nanolithography

The TP technique developed during this PhD project is based on a modified dip-pen

nanolithography (DPN) system. DPN is a patterning technique developed to transfer

collections of molecules in a positive printing mode [89]. Molecules are transferred with

atomic force microscope (AFM) tips via capillary transporting [90], as depicted in Fig.

2.1(a). It is worth mentioning here, that AFM systems are typically equipped with high-

resolution translational stages permitting them to perform nanoscale measurement and

operations. In [90], it was concluded that the deposition rate of molecules is strongly

associated with the surrounding environment (e.g. temperature, humidity), writing

speed and the chemical nature of the molecules. Thereby, DPN systems are typically

implemented with humidity control and piezoelectric translational stages offering high

accuracy steps. Fig. 2.1(b) shows a set of fabricated patterns using the DPN technique

on a gold substrate. These show arrays, clusters, and grids ranging from nano to

micro-scales in size. And were fabricated to demonstrate the capabilities and transfer

resolution of the technique.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic diagram of the DPN technique depicting how water meniscus
are formed between the AFM probe, coated with 1-octadecanethiol molecules, and the
gold substrate. (b) Micrographs of the fabricated patterns with the DPN system at
various transportation and contact rates. The numbers in the figures indicate distance
in µm. Images were taken from [89].

The dip-pen system used during this project is a commercially available Desktop

Nano Lithography Platform System (NLP 2000), an instrument with a graphical user

interface and capabilities of depositing a wide range of materials with sub-µm accuracy

and precision, as described in [91]. As shown in Fig. 2.2(a), this system includes an

integrated microscope, translational stage modules, and an assembly area [91]. The

integrated microscope module is equipped with interchangeable 10x and 50x optical

objectives and an interface connected CCD camera. The translational stage modules

include XYZ encoded piezo-driven linear stages, two encoded goniometer tilt stages

(Tx, Ty) and an implemented rotation stage system (R) [92], with an area coverage of

a 4 inch wafer.

The dip-pen system was customized to permit its application as a TP system for the

heterogeneous integration of (nano-)photonic structures. To that end, the original be-

spoke cantilevers in the dip-pen system were replaced by polymeric µ-stamps mounted

in bespoke stamp holders. Fig. 2.2(b) shows an image of the assembly area in the dip-

pen system, with the stamp holder (replacing the original cantilever in the module) , as

well as the donor and receiver samples, and a metallic plate. The polymeric µ-stamps
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Figure 2.2: Photographs of the modified DPN system used during this PhD project
showing different modules.

used for the selective device capture and release are mounted onto the stamp holder,

which is in turn inserted into the main system, as shown in Fig. 2.2(b). Donor and

receiver samples are wax bonded to the metallic plate to ensure that they stay fixed

during the TP process. The metallic plate is placed on the translational stage module.

Additionally, since the polymeric µ-stamps used for the TP processes are transparent by

nature, our system permits to continuously observe the target area using the integrated

microscope module in the dip-pen systems connected via the computer interface.

The computer interface also allows controlling the translational stages and the inte-

grated camera module of the setup. Fig. 2.3(a) shows the translational stages control

module. This permitted to control the position in precise increments varying from 100

nm to 1 mm in XYZ coordinates. Moreover, absolute coordinates are displayed in

consoles and available for a fast recover and recording of coordinates (with a recovery

accuracy of the coordinates of +/- 25 nm). The tilts of the stages are controlled using

the rotation axis section in the interface, with a range going from 0.01 to 1 degrees.

The integrated rotational module consists of an externally mounted closed-loop rota-

tion stage, commercially sourced from SmarAct [92]. The resolution of the stage is ∼

4 µ◦, as specified in the data-sheet [92]. The camera interface, shown in 2.3(b), allows
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recording and varying focal points of the camera by moving the column.
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Recorded
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Figure 2.3: User interfaces of the (a) translational stage and (b) camera module of the
modified dip-pen system.

2.2.2 Previous TP Works with Optoelectronic Structures

As previously outlined, the main focus of the previous works on the use of TP tech-

nique has been the implementation of micro-scale photonic circuitry (using for example

µ-LEDs or membranes). For example, at our institute, several works have reported

on the fabrication of µ-LEDs arrays achieving close to nanoscale (< 100 nm) printing

resolution. Figs. 2.4(a-e) show results on constructing arrays of 2 µm-thick AlInGaN

LEDs on a polyethylene terephthalate/PDMS substrate with a reduced target separa-

tion ranging from 1 - 0.150 µm. The devices in the array were individually transferred

and aligned to those previously printed.

Figs. 2.4(f-g) show further work on the integration and arrangement on a sin-

gle substrate of LEDs operating at various colours for dual-color emission [93]. Here,

blue and green pixels were transfer-printed from their growth substrate onto contacts
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Figure 2.4: (a-e) An array of transfer-printed LEDs on a host substrate, images taken
from [78]. (f-g) Micro transfer-printed multi-colour LEDs on bonding pads, figures
taken from [93]. (h) Silicon plates stacked in a controlled manner. (i) on-skin flexible
electronics with TP chips, extracted from [20]. (j-k) TP micro-ring resonators onto
silica substrate, figures taken from [94].

between the n-/p-bonding pads, as shown in Fig. 2.4(f). The fabrication process

combined devices of different dimensions: green-emitting InGaN micro-LEDs (disk di-

ameter of 20 µm) and blue-emitting ultra-thin InGaN µ-LED (100 x 100 µm) which

were individually transferred onto target locations. Moreover, previous works by Prof

J.A. Rogers’ group at Illinois included the integration of a multilayer stack of silicon

platelets, demonstrating 3-D assembly of photonic structures and fabrication of passive

devices in flexible and curvilinear formats [20]. Recently, the TP technique was used

to develop hybrid coupled photonic circuitry by printing disk resonators next to the

planar silicon waveguides [94]. AlGaAs micro-disk resonators were picked from their

growth substrate and subsequently integrated with a target separation gap of 100 nm
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achieving the measured Q-factor of 7 x 103. These selected works clearly depicted the

flexibility and applicability of the TP technique for a systematic and accurate inte-

gration of passive and active photonic devices/components into a target area and host

substrates.

2.3 Polymer µ-stamps for TP of NW Devices

The capture-and-release mechanisms of optoelectronic structures at the core of the

transfer-printing are achieved using polymeric µ-stamps, mostly fabricated out of PDMS

(polydimethylsiloxane) a polymer belonging to the organosilicon compound group.

Over the past years, PDMS has been ubiquitously used in micro fluidics and soft-

lithography areas [95]. One of the paramount advantages of this material is its vis-

coelastic properties which allow producing optically transparent, flexible, and tacky

surfaces [27], [28].

2.3.1 Procedures for the Capture/Release of NW Lasers

The mechanism of reversible adhesion for heterogeneous integration of optoelectronic

structures was proposed by Prof. Rogers’ group at the University of Illinois. His

group presented the concept [20], described the underlying physics, and worked on the

optimization of the properties of elastomeric stamps for work with multiple structures

[29]. To illustrate the concept of reversible adhesion, we introduce a case describing the

capture/release processes of a silicon membrane using a bespoke polymeric µ-stamp, see

Figs. 2.5(a(i-ii)). The presented µ-stamp has four pointy pyramids at the corners, as

shown in the inset of Fig. 2.5(a). When force is applied to the stamp, its roof collapses

forming a larger contact area between the µ-stamp and the silicon membrane. Due to
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the stamp’s viscidity, if properly optimized [29], the bonding force is large enough to

overcome that between the membrane and the substrate, permitting the membrane’s

capture by the stamp. Then, once the membrane has been lifted off from the surface,

the polymer stamp returns back to its original shape, keeping the membrane captured.

The contact area between the stamp and the membrane decreases and is only held

by the four pyramids. Thus, when the membrane is slowly released onto the receiver

substrate, it’s successfully integrated onto the target area, as described in Chapter 1.

a b
i

ii ii

i

Figure 2.5: Schematic 2D diagram of the capture process for: (a) µ-LEDs, (b) NWs.
Typical dimensions of µ-LED stamp ∼ 100 × 100 µm, for the NW stamp these are in
the order of ∼ 10 × 30 µm.

Since, semiconductor NWs are orders of magnitude smaller in area than the mem-

branes or µ-LEDs of Fig. 2.5, both the technique for their capture/release with polymer

µ-stamps, and the latters’ design and dimensions needed to be consequently altered.

To achieve successful capture and release of semiconductor NWs we developed new

bespoke µ-stamps with a specifically designed µ-tip suitable for single NW device. Fig.
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2.5(b(ii)) depicts the designed µ-stamp’s tip making contact with a NW. The inset in

Fig. 2.5(b(ii)) shows that when force is applied to the µ-stamp, it deforms covering a

larger area, than in Fig. 2.5(b(i)). Hence, this allows to increase the adhesion between

the µ-stamp and the NW making it higher than that between NW and substrate. As

a result, we are able to capture controllably selected devices from the substrate. After

the NW is detached from the surface, the µ-stamp recovers its original shape, therefore

decreasing the contact area between µ-stamp and NW, whilst still keeping it captured.

After this process it is then possible to release the captured NW on a different receiving

substrate to complete the TP process.

Figure 2.6: Stages of the TP technique at the nanoscale used for the integration of
semiconductor NWs: (1) NW lying on donor substrate (red). (2) Polymer µ-stamp
is aligned with the NW. (3) NW is captured by the µ-stamp. (4) µ-stamp is aligned
on the receiving surface (blue). (5) µ-stamp makes surface contact with the receiving
substrate. (6) NW is released at the desired location.

The different stages of the TP technique for the heterogeneous integration of NW

lasers are shown in Fig. 2.6: (1) The µ-stamp is aligned with a desired semiconductor

NW on the donor substrate. During this stage, all angular or rotational misalignment

and tilts are adjusted between the NW and the stamp’s µ-tip. (2) Full surface contact
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is produced between the µ-tip and the selected NW. (3) The stamp deforms conforming

to the NW’s shape. Then, the resulting enhanced adhesion between NW and µ-stamp

enables to overcome that between NW and substrate, allowing to capture the NW. (4)

The µ-stamp returns to its original shape, hence reducing the contact area between

the stamp and NW. After this, the µ-stamp with the captured NW is aligned with

the target location on the receiving substrate. (5) Mechanical pressure is applied to

the µ-stamp until full surface contact is produced between the NW and the receiving

substrate. (6) By slowly lifting the µ-stamp, the bonding force between the µ-stamp

and NW decreases until it becomes insufficient to overcome the bonding between the

NW and substrate. Hence, the NW is released at the desired position in the receiving

substrate.

2.3.2 Design and Fabrication of Polymer µ-Stamps

The TP procedures for the controllable capture and release of semiconductor NWs

required careful tuning of the PDMS µ-stamp’s composition in order to perform such

operation with a high transfer yield. We also outline how the tuning of the composition

of the polymeric µ-stamps was achieved and describe the fabrication process of the

moulds used to produce the µ-stamps. In this section we present two bespoke µ-stamp

designs developed during this project to transfer-print NW devices.

Stamp moulds were designed and fabricated to allow the supple casting of µ-stamps.

An open-source software K-Layout was used to develop masks which were then used

for the development of the µ-stamps’ shapes. The µ-stamp moulds were fabricated on

silicon wafers, as depicted in Fig. 2.7(a). At first, a whole Si wafer was solvent cleaned

following the standard procedure of Acetone, Methanol and Isopropyl alcohol soaking

in an ultrasonic bath. After this process, the wafer was placed on a hot-plate and baked
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at 100◦C for 10 minutes to ensure all remaining solvents are evaporated.

Figure 2.7: Process diagram of the fabrication of the polymeric µ-stamps by means
of moulding. (a) Si substrate. (b) Selectively patterned silica on silica substrate. (c)
Reactive ion etching of the substrate. (d) Silica deposition atop the substrate. (e)
Photoresist patterning atop the etched structure. (f) Fabrication of the polymeric
µ-stamps by casting PDMS inside the fabricated moulds.

The wafer was masked with a thin layer of SiO2 forming the shape of the µ-tip (10

× 30 µm), depicted in Fig. 2.7(b). A reactive ion etching process was used to etch the

whole substrate. However, as SiO2 and Si have different etching rates, as we etched

silica, we produced a 10 × 30 µm and 6 µm in thickness trench inside the substrate,

see Fig. 2.7(c). After building a hard mould for the µ-tip, the surface was covered with

a thin layer of SiO2 for the next fabrication stage, see Fig. 2.7(d). At this point, we

have fabricated a 6 µm thick block inside the silicon substrate. Next, we spin-coat the

sample with SU-8 photoresist. It should be noted however, that the thickness of the

SU-8 solely depends of the type of photoresist used. Next, the structure is moved to the

lithography setup where a selected mask is chosen and applied onto the device. As the

lithography tool exposes a certain dosage of UV light, the covered regions are getting

cured. We then move the structure onto the developing station, where the sample is

dipped into the developing solution. The latter is specifically chosen depending on the
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type of the photoresist used. After this procedure, the whole structure is baked at 140◦

for 5 minutes. After which, the mould for the polymeric µ-stamp is produced, as seen

in the cross-section shown in Fig. 2.7(e).

PDMS is provided as a two-part liquid compound which cures differently under

various temperature conditions [28]. From a chemical point of view, PDMS is made

of long siloxane polymer chains. The supplied PDMS (Silicone Solutions) comes as

a base (RTV615A) and a curing agent (RTV615B) materials. The flexibility of the

produced material is strongly linked to the base/agent weight ratio (the higher the

cross-link ratio, the stiffer the stamp becomes) and was recently studied here [28].

To cast the µ-stamps, a PDMS mix (base/agent) with a RTV615A/RTV615B weight

ratio of 10:1 is poured into the mould. Prior to that the solution is stirred to mix the

two compounds. To achieve the required elastomeric properties of the micro-stamps,

we leave the mixture at 100◦C for 2 hours. Fig. 2.7(f) depicts the last stage of the

µ-stamp fabrication process, when the PDMS is fully cured.

Figure 2.8: Types of polymeric µ-stamps developed during this project and their ge-
ometries. (a) Top-view of a PDMS flat µ-stamp with: (i) flat-tip and (ii) elongated
pyramidal-tip designs. (b) Micrograph of a side-view showing a PDMS pyramidal µ-
stamp.

After the PDMS curing process, the fabricated µ-stamps are casted and peeled off

their moulds resulting in negative polymeric structures with defined features. Impor-
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tantly, PDMS is an elastomeric material acting like a transparent rubber, hence it can

be stretched and deformed, returning later to its original shape. We have designed and

fabricated two different types of µ-stamps, namely flat-tip and elongated pyramidal-tip

µ-stamps. Images of both are shown in Figs. 2.8(a(i)) and 2.8(a(ii)), respectively. Fig.

2.8(a) shows a micrograph of a top-view outline of a flat-tip polymeric µ-stamp. The

µ-stamp consists of two main sections: body and µ-tip, the latter is used to capture and

release the NWs. The thickness of the body is an order of magnitude higher than that

of the tip to prevent stamp collapse onto the substrate during the NW capture/release

processes. During the course of this PhD project, we have investigated the use of these

two µ-stamp designs for the TP of NW devices, as it will be detailed later in this chap-

ter. Fig. 2.8(a(i)) shows a typical flat stamp which is used to transfer-print NW devices

with high accuracy, very high yield and which benefits from its total transparency, per-

mitting to visualise at all moments the TP processes. Fig. 2.8(a(ii)) shows in turn

an elongated pyramidal tip µ-stamp, which was used to integrate semiconductor NWs

on surfaces with weak bonding or reduced contact area (see Chapter 5). Additionally,

Fig. 2.8(b) shows a side-view of an elongated pyramidal µ-tip to better showcase its

structural features.

To optimize the performance of the developed PDMS pyramidal-tip µ-stamp for the

TP of semiconductor NWs we purposely fabricated µ-stamps with 3 different base-to-

agent concentrations of 6:1, 8:1, and 10:1, respectively, to determine the most effective

compositions. The different fabricated µ-stamp samples were tested by measuring

their success rate in capturing NWs from a given surface under analogous conditions.

Specifically, we used InP NWs (diameter: 435 nm, length: ∼ 5 µm) NW devices

randomly scattered on a SiO2 substrate. The NW capture success rate at the first
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attempt for the 3 different stamps’ composition was equal to 20%, 60%, and 90% for

6:1, 8:1, and 10:1 concentration (tests were carried out with 20 NWs for all cases).

Moreover, PDMS curing parameters were also optimized following the recipes in [96].

2.4 Heterogeneous Integration of NW Devices

In this section we present results on the systematic and accurate TP of semiconductor

NWs of different dimensions into diverse material substrates, patterned structures, and

pre-fabricated systems. These results therefore demonstrate that the developed TP

technique at the nanoscale provides a novel nanofabrication method opening new routes

towards the fabrication of heterogeneous (nano-)photonic systems with embedded NW

devices at their core [72,73,97,98].

2.4.1 Integration of NW Lasers into Diverse Substrates

In this section, we report results demonstrating the integration of InP NW lasers [55]

of various diameters (435, 660, and 920 nm) and length varying from 4 – 7 µm onto

heterogeneous surfaces including silicon, silica, gold, diamond, and polymeric substrates

[97, 99, 100] by means of the nanoscale TP technique. A CCD camera embedded into

the TP rig allows to visually inspect the donor substrate where the InP NW lasers are

originally located permitting to cherry-pick selected devices. Fig. 2.9(a) provides a

micrograph showing multiple NWs on their original donor substrate next to a flat-tip

µ-stamp. At this stage, we can visually assess the different NW devices on the donor

substrate and select either single NWs or NW bundles for their transfer-printing onto

a different substrate by means of TP. Fig. 2.9(b) shows a selected NW that has been

captured by the µ-stamp from the donor substrate. This is subsequently transferred
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onto a receiving PDMS substrate to form an array of NW lasers with a separation of

∼ 30 µm between elements in the array. The latter was formed by both individual

NW lasers and clusters (bundles) of NWs bonded together. The versatility of the

nanoscale TP technique developed during this project allowed us to mix-and-match

different devices into a single platform. Hence, the array of InP NWs shown in Fig.

2.9(c) fabricated by means of TP counted with different types of NWs (435, 660 and

920 nm diameters) in each of its rows.

a b c

Figure 2.9: Micrographs showing the formation of a NW arrays on PDMS substrates.
(a) The target NW is selected from a cluster of scattered devices. (b) The NW is
picked with a flat-tip µ-stamp. (c) The device is sequentially integrated onto the
PDMS substrate. Figures taken from [97]. All scale bars are 30 µm.

A very important property of the TP technique is that the transferred NW devices

are not damaged during the integration processes. Since in this work we are mainly

dealing with NW lasers, it is of crucial importance that these devices keep their room-

temperature lasing emission after transfer. Figure 2.10 shows multiple integrated InP

NW lasers (diameters ranging between 435 - 920 nm, length ∼ 6 µm) onto a gold surface

by means of TP. The devices were individually and controllably transfer-printed onto a

target area in the gold surface at specifically selected locations (to form a 1D array of

NW lasers). After integration, the InP NWs were optically excited about their lasing

threshold at room temperature (the process of optical excitation is discussed in detail

in Chapter 3). Fig. 2.10(a-d) show the obtained characterization measurements for the
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NWs (1-4) in Fig. 2.10(e), respectively, as well as bright- and dark-field micrographs

of the NWs in plots (i) and (ii), respectively. Lasing emission spectrum in figures iii)

correspond to the dark field micrographs of the lasing devices in ii).

Figure 2.10: (a-d) Bright (i) and dark (ii) field micrographs, lasing spectra (iii) and
lasing threshold curves (iv) measured for four selected InP NW bundles forming part
of the fabricated 1D array onto the gold surface by means of TP. (e) CCD image of
the 1D array marking the four InP NW bundles whose characterization measurements
are shown respectively in (a) NW1, (b) NW2, (c) NW3 and (d) NW4. Figure taken
from [97].

Moreover, the TP technique can also be fully applicable to the case when semicon-

ductor NW devices need to be integrated onto passive components. As an example,

we have also demonstrated the transfer-printing of InP NWs onto a 0.5 x 0.5 cm, 10

µm thick diamond membrane bonded onto a silica substrate. However, it is important
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to note that thinner membranes could also be used. Figs. 2.11(a-c) show the process

to print ∼ 435 nm InP NW lasers on the diamond membrane sample. The NW lasers

were visually pre-selected to enable individual device selection. After a selected NW

was transfer-printed on the diamond surface, this was optically excited using a µ-PL

setup. Fig. 2.11(d) shows a dark field micrograph of one of the integrated InP NWs

on the diamond membrane showing lasing emission from its end-facets when optically-

pumped above its room-temperature lasing threshold.

Figure 2.11: (a-c) Figures show various transfer-printing steps of NW lasers on Diamond
substrate: (a-b) µ-stamp with a NW is printed into Diamond membrane. (c) Second
NW device is aligned and printed close to the first device. (d) A darkfield micrograph
of a lasing NW device on diamond substrate. Scale bar is 30 µm.

Integration of NW Lasers onto Diffractive Surfaces

Integrating semiconductor NW lasers into diffractive patterns and surfaces is of interest

to the scientific community due to the variety of applications this would offer [73, 101,

102]. Importantly, the combination of NW lasers with diffractive surfaces paves the way

to mode selection mechanisms in these NW devices [102], which would be otherwise

difficult to control or might require complex fabrication stages [103] or device post-

growth processing [104]. As discussed in Chapter 1, more traditional ways of positioning
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and aligning NW devices consist on the use of AFM tips or using Langmuir-Blodgett

processes [105,106]. Typically, this will need NW devices to be mechanically scattered

across a target substrate by rubbing the NW donor sample in the receiving area, prior

to carrying out the final NW positioning procedures. Hence, a more robust, controlled

and precise way to perform the NW integration onto target (diffractive) surfaces from

their original donor sample is needed. The use of our newly developed TP technique

at the nanoscale permits to tackle this challenge allowing to integrate semiconductor

NW lasers into diffractive surfaces, such as period gratings [101]. In addition to these

results, later in this thesis we also describe the methods for the integration of NW lasers

into Cat’s Eye antenna structures by means of TP [73].

Figure 2.12: (a) Schematic diagram showing NW lasers integrated with different ori-
entations on a diffractive surface. (b) Transfer-printed array of InP NW lasers on a
PDMS grating substrate. The arrow indicates the grating orientation. Scale bar is 30
µm.

For the integration of NW lasers onto diffractive periodic structures, we used InP

NWs (d ∼ 435 nm, length ∼ 5 µm) with room temperature lasing emission [101]. As

the periodic diffractive structure we selected a PDMS grating sample (Λ = 256 nm) and

pitch of 50 nm. This was fabricated using a SiO2 mould where PDMS was poured and

casted. After the PDMS grating fabrication, we controllably integrated by means of TP

individually-selected NW lasers in three different axial orientations with respect to the

substrate’s gratings, as schematically depicted in Fig. 2.12(a). To achieve this result,
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we made use of the rotational stage module embedded into the dip-pen nanolithography

system. This permitted to rotate the stage holding the grating sample in three steps

of 45 degrees. It is worth mentioning here that the grating patterned surface offered

a reduced contact area between NW and receiving substrate. Therefore, it was found

that the NW release process on the grating surface was very difficult to achieve using

the flat-tip µ-stamp. This was due to the reduced NW/grating contact area which

did not permit to overcome the adhesion between NW and µ-stamp. Hence, for this

experiment we used the elongated pyramidal tip µ-stamp, as its pointy tip use for

NW capture permitted to reduce the contact area between NW and stamp, easing in

turn the NW release process in the grating surface. At the end of the TP processes

carried out with the elongated pyramidal tip µ-stamp the transfer-printed NW lasers

are successfully integrated atop the polymeric grating, as shown in in Fig. 2.12(b),

where the arrow indicated the grating orientation.

2.4.2 Fabrication of Spatial Patterns with NW lasers

Here, we report our results on the fabrication of controllable spatial patterns, such as

2D NW arrays by means of TP. We demonstrate arrays of semiconductor NWs with

controlled number of devices, defined spacing between elements and specific device

orientations. Fig. 2.13 shows fabricated structures by means of TP where multiple

NW devices are systematically and precisely integrated across the metallic electrodes

of a pre-fabricated Bow-Tie antenna platform. In the systems of Figs. 2.13(a-c) a

controlled number (1, 2 or 3) of InP NWs (length ∼ 10 µm, diameter ∼ 260 nm)

were systematically integrated in close proximity to successfully form these compact

systems. In a similar manner, the TP technique was also used to fabricate arrays of

NWs integrated at desired locations across metallic contact terminals and with both
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controlled coarse and fine separations between individual integrated elements, as it is

shown in Figs. 2.13(d-f). The latter show fabricated systems using individually-selected

GaAs NWs (length ∼ 20 µm and diameter ∼ 200 nm) which were integrated one-by-one

onto a pre-fabricated receiving surface with a controlled separation of these equal to the

distance between the existing metallic contacts. Furthermore, our TP technique also

allowed to fabricate systems with multiple NWs printed with fine separation across one

of the metallic contact pairs, resulting in multiple GaAs NW devices being integrated

onto a single gate of the device, as shown in Fig. 2.13(e).

a b c

d e f
Figure 2.13: (a-c) Micrographs of transfer-printed InP NW lasers on 50 nm-thick Au
Bow-Tie gates. (d-f) micrographs of TP GaAs/AlGaAs NW lasers on 50 nm-thick Au
electrodes. Scale bar = 20 µm.

Finally, we also demonstrate the systematic integration of NW devices by means

of our TP technique at the nanoscale onto a single surface forming bespoke spatial

patterns, as seen in Fig. 2.14. For example, Figs. 2.14(a-c) depict the process of creat-

ing a 1D array of InP NWs with controlled micrometric separation between elements

and with precise controlled orientation angle of the transfer-printed NWs. The final
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fabricated 1D array is shown in Fig. 2.14(d). In the process shown in Figs. 2.14(a-c),

the first NW in the array is used as the reference point for the alignment and location

of the other NWs. These were integrated with controlled orientation angles, from 0◦ to

90◦, in increasing steps of 15◦ between consecutively integrated NWs. The NW high-

lighted with a red square in Fig. 2.14(d) is the NW whose transfer-printing process is

shown in Figs. 2.14(b-c). The 1D NW array in Fig. 2.14(d) was fabricated on a silicon

substrate. However, the technique described here to fabricate arrays or other spatial

patterns with semiconductor NWs with controlled separation between elements and

defined orientation angles is fully applicable to other substrates (e.g. silica, diamond,

gold, etc.). Additionally, Fig. 2.14(e) shows a 2D array of InP NWs (diameter ∼ 435

nm, length ∼ 7 µm) fabricated on Si substrate with a controlled separation of 20 µm

between elements in different rows and columns and with specific selected orientations

of (0, 90 and 45◦).
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Figure 2.14: (a-c) Images showing the TP stages of an InP NW laser: (a) The µ-stamp
captures an InP NW laser from the donor substrate. (b) Surface contact is made
between µ-stamp and receiving substrate to release the NW. (c) NW is positioned at
the desired location on the receiving substrate. Scale bar = 30 µm. (d) SEM image
of a 1-D array of NW lasers with individual elements separated by 20 µm and with
controlled orientation angles from 0 to 90◦ (in 15◦). Scale bar = 30 µm. (e) SEM image
of a 2D array of InP NW lasers. The NWs on different columns have been integrated
with different angle orientations (0, 45 and 90◦). Scale bar = 20 µm. Figure taken
from [101].

2.4.3 Sub-µm Alignment of NW Devices

In this section, an alignment technique to achieve sub-µm positioning accuracy in the

integration of NW devices onto different target surfaces with controlled position and

angle orientation is described. This technique is based on image processing techniques

to calculate the location of the NW’s centroid in real-time. This enables tracking the

NW’s absolute position on the TP toolset and subsequently record its coordinates.

Using this technique it is therefore possible to highly increase the positional accuracy

of integrated NW lasers to ensure sub-µm precision. To demonstrate this technique

and estimate the printing accuracy of the technique, we fabricated pairs of parallel-

aligned NWs with controlled defined separation between individual NWs. The absolute
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positioning accuracy was estimated from the positional offsets obtained between the

target and finally achieved device separations in the laterally-aligned NW pairs. A

high-resolution scanning electron microscope (SEM) system was used to image the

fabricated NW pairs and determine the actual device separations for their comparison

with the target values.

A first experimental work to demonstrate the repeatability and accuracy of our

TP technique at the nanoscale was carried out by sequentially integrating individual

InP NWs (435 nm in diameter and ∼ 5 µm in length) in a host Si substrate to form

longitudinally-aligned NW pairs in a facet-to-facet configuration whilst still retaining

sub-µm alignment resolution [72]. This was achieved by developing an image processing

script drawing an artificial line on the dip-pen toolset software interface, in order to

align the transfer printed InP NW lasers used in that work. For this activity, a first NW

was transfer-printed onto the host Si substrate. In this case, Si was used as it provides

good contrast during the SEM image analysis. A second NW was then transfer-printed

collinearly with the first device in the indicated facet-to-facet configuration, with the

aim to achieve accurate alignment between their longitudinal axes. SEM images of

the different fabricated longitudinally-aligned InP NW structures are shown in Figs.

2.15(a-d). These revealed an achieved NW facet alignment resolution of ∼ 50 nm with

a standard deviation of ∼ 35 nm for our TP technique.

This simple longitudinal NW-to-NW alignment technique inspired us to develop a

computer controlled alignment mechanism based on a real-time image processing. To

demonstrate the technique and estimate the actual positioning accuracy it provided

we fabricated laterally aligned NW pairs with defined target micrometric separations

between devices. The purpose of this activity was two-fold: (1) the development of
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Figure 2.15: SEM images of two longitudinally-aligned InP NWs individually transfer-
printed onto a host silicon substrate. Each sub-figure shows a different longitudinally-
aligned NW laser pair fabricated by means of TP. Scale bar = 5 µm.

reduced size systems with NW devices in parallel (and also longitudinal) integrated

arrangements in its own right is a unique and interesting research area, hence by devel-

oping an enabling tool permitting their highly precise and controllable manufacturing

that would bring a significant advantage to the field; (2) this configuration permitted

use to estimate very efficiently the transfer-printing accuracy of our setup, since all NW

dimensions (and the devices’ separations after integration) could be easily extracted us-

ing SEM imaging.

Fig. 2.16(a) shows a schematic diagram of the technique used for the alignment and

positioning of two NW lasers. Before starting the NW alignment process, we pick a

set of NWs and release them in bulk onto an intermediate PDMS substrate. There the

NWs are visually inspected using the optical microscope module on the TP rig in order

to select single NWs for their final integration in the laterally-aligned configuration

on a Si substrate. A first NW (NW1) is transfer-printed at a specific location on the

target Si substrate. NW1 is then used as the reference point for the further alignment
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Figure 2.16: (a) Schematic diagram of the process developed to achieve sub-micrometric
NW integration by means of TP. A first NW laser (NW1) is integrated in the receiving
substrate. A second NW laser (NW2) is captured by the µ-stamp from its original
substrate and brought above the location of (NW1). NW2 is moved across NW1’s
location in steps of 100 nm with images being captured at each step. The images are
used to build intensity maps, such as that in (b) to find the position of maximum overlap
between the two NWs (zero-offset position). (c and d) Intensity profiles obtained (from
the inset images) for the positions of maximum overlap between NWs (c) and a location
were the NWs show a large positional offset.

of the second NW (NW2). This is picked up with the same orientation as NW1 using

the same polymer µ-stamp, as depicted in Fig. 2.16(a). In the next step, the two

NWs, NW1 which is already integrated in the substrate and NW2, captured by the

polymer µ-stamp and located above NW1 are aligned parallel to each other. At last

the TP toolset is controllably moved laterally in steps of 100 nm to sequentially shift

the position of NW2 across the location of NW1 in the substrate and a micrograph is

captured at each of these scanning steps.

The algorithm of the developed alignment technique analyses the micrographs cap-
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tured at each step and calculates the overlap width between the NWs. An example of

the calculated overlap between the NWs over various scanning steps is shown in Fig.

2.16(b). In the latter, the smaller the calculated value, the higher is the overlap be-

tween the two NWs. For instance, Fig. 2.16(c) shows the processed intensity from the

micrograph captured at the start of the alignment process (shown in the inset) where

the two NWs are misaligned and do not overlap with each other, as a result the plot

in Fig. 2.16(c) shows two peaks, one per NW. Fig. 2.16(d), on the other hand, plots

the processed intensity from the micrograph captured at a different scanning step (see

inset) showing a single peak as the two NWs are perfectly overlapped in this second

case. By processing the captured images at the different 100 nm scanning steps we can

create a plot showing the overlap distance in pixels, as shown in Fig. 2.16(b). Each

point on the plot shows the processed profile at a given scanning step: the lower the

analyzed plot width, the larger the overlap between NWs.

For each scanning step the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the captured

micrograph’s intensity profile is calculated. The step with the lowest FWHM is then

selected as the exact position where two NWs are fully aligned (i.e. arranged at the

same lateral position one atop the other). Once the devices are aligned, we define a

target separation, which will correspond to the separation between the centroids of both

NWs. Next, we move the stage of the TP toolset by a distance equal to the desired

separation between the devices and print NW2 controllably and precisely at that target

position. It should be noted that the accuracy of this integration technique depends

on the camera’s pixel size and the ability to resolve edges of NWs. Since, these define

how ‘accurately’ we can see/record a NW at each scanning step.

To estimate the positioning accuracy of the reported NW alignment and integration
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Figure 2.17: (a-l) SEM images of fabricated laterally-aligned InP NW laser pairs on a
Si substrate with distinct spacings of 3, 2 and 1 µm between devices. Scale bar in (a)
corresponds to images (a-c), scale bar in (d) corresponds to images (d-f), scale bar in
(g) corresponds to (g-i), and scale bar in (j) corresponds to images in (j-l), respectively.
Scale bars = 5 µm (a-f, j-l) and 2 µm (g,h,i).

technique, we fabricated two different types of NW arrays, with target small and large

micro-metric separations between devices. These were fabricated on a Si substrate and

built using InP NW lasers of two dimensions (‘long’ NWs: diameters ∼ 260 nm, lengths

∼ 10 µm; ‘short’ NWs: diameters ∼ 435 nm, lengths ∼ 6 µm). The first array consisted

of NW pairs integrated with target reduced separations between NW centroids (varying

from 1 to 3 µm). For this first case, the highest optical magnification of the camera on

the TP toolset (50%) was used. This resulted in the reduction of the field of view but

increased the relative size of the nanowire devices on the captured images. By measuring

calibrating structures built by means of e-beam lithography (across the whole field of

view) on a test sample, we were able to estimate that the average relative pixel size in

these captured images is equal to ∼ 200 nm. The second NW laser array was fabricated

with larger target separations between the individual NWs growing from 10 and 40 µm.

In this second case, a reduced magnification was used in the TP toolset camera for a

larger field of view (given the much larger NW separations). As a result, for this second
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array type the single pixel size was increased to ∼ 350 nm. Once these two types of NW

laser arrays were fabricated using the alignment and integration technique previously

defined in this section, these were taken to the SEM system for analysis. This was

done to calculate the offset between actual achieved and target NW separations (for all

integrated devices) in the arrays. This in turn permitted to determine the accuracy of

the developed NW alignment and integration technique.
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Figure 2.18: Transfer-printing results of 12 NW devices of various dimensions (shown
in Fig. 2.17). The accuracy was estimated by comparing measured positional offsets
between two NW devices from their target separations of 3, 2 and 1 µm, as shown in
Fig. 2.17.

Figs. 2.17 show the fabricated arrays comprised of pairs of InP NW lasers (presented

above) built with selected separations varying from 1 – 3 µm. The offset between the

aimed and achieved NW separations (measured between NW centroids) was used to

calculate accuracy of the alignment technique. Fig. 2.18 shows the calculated offsets

between target and actual separations between the NWs in the fabricated pairs. From

Fig. 2.18 we conclude that the printing accuracy for the developed alignment technique

for small NW separations was very high in all cases and systematically below 500 nm.
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In Fig. 2.18 Cases ‘1-4’ referred to the different fabricated systems shown in Figs.

2.17. The calculated average offset values for all NW pairs in the 4 fabricated arrays

with small separations between devices was calculated to be equal to 80 nm with σ of

165 nm. We have assessed our printing accuracy using two values: average offset and

standard deviation (σ). The average offset is calculated by averaging positional offsets

of all printed devices and it shows a systematic shift in direction relative to a target

location. The standard deviation (σ) is calculated using statistical tools and shows the

dispersion of a set of positional offsets of the printed devices.
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Figure 2.19: (a) Analysis of the positioning accuracy for all NWs in the fabricated 2D
NW laser array whose SEM image is shown in (b). Scale bar = 20 µm. The 5x5 array
was fabricated on a Si substrate using InP NW lasers (435 nm diameter and 5 µm
long) with larger micrometric spacing between individual NWs growing gradually from
10 to 40 µm in steps of 10 µm.

To demonstrate the versatility of our alignment and integration technique, we have

fabricated a second type of NW array with large micrometric separations between the

individual elements. Achieving high NW integration precision also for larger spacings

between individual NWs is also of great importance. This would be particularly useful

for fabrication of hybrid large-scale NW-based systems, where all NWs are placed at

precise target locations in pre-selected surface before further device growth processes are
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carried out (e.g. metallic contact growth). Fig. 2.19(a) shows an SEM micrograph of a

fabricated 2D NW array. In the latter, the individual columns were formed sequentially,

integrating selected NWs with growing separations between devices equal to 10, 20, 30

and 40 µm, respectively. As a result, in the array of Fig. 2.19, 25 NWs were integrated

onto a Si substrate by means of TP. The top NW of each column was used as the initial

reference point to integrate the second NW. After this, the third NW was positioned

using the second one as the reference point and so on. Therefore, with this selected array

architecture we obtained 20 samples of precisely aligned and integrated NW devices.

We must note that, the estimation of the accuracy of the alignment and integration

technique for this second array with larger separations between devices was done in the

same way as in the previous example. Fig. 2.19(b) shows a graph with the estimated

positional offsets between target and achieved NW separations. From the estimated

accuracies, it can be concluded that in 19 of the 20 NWs, highly-precise integration

with sub-µm positioning resolution was achieved. Moreover, most of the devices were

integrated with a positional accuracy below the 500 nm level. The average calculated

offset was found to be equal to 94 nm with a σ of ∼ 370 nm, with a sample size of

20 NWs. This result outlines a direct relationship with the pixel size that was used in

these alignment estimations.

The presented results indicate the achievement of sub-µm positioning accuracy of

transfer-printed NW lasers. Our method of aligning the NW devices by calculating

the FWHM could be adopted by many systems currently using transfer-printing or any

other heterogeneous integration technique counting with an embedded camera system.

To estimate the positioning accuracies of the transfer-printed laterally-aligned NW

pairs, we developed a computer-run algorithm to process the SEM images used to
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Figure 2.20: (a) SEM image of a fabricated laterally-aligned NW laser pair. InP NWs
with dimensions of 10 µm in length and 260 nm in diameter were used to fabricate the
NW array. (b) Processed image profile obtained at the scanning point indicated by the
dashed yellow lines in the NW laser pair shown in (a). It should be noted that the
specific pixel size for each of the different SEM images analysed was calculated from
known distances within the images.

inspect them. This algorithm was designed to scan the SEM images of the fabricated

laterally aligned NW laser pairs (as in Fig. 2.20(a)) to estimate the average distance

between the centroids of the two devices forming them. This process was carried out

at various scanning steps along the length of a NW laser pair. For each of these steps

a processed image profile was generated. As an example, Fig. 2.20(b) shows the image

profile obtained for the scanning step carried out at the position in the NW laser pair

indicated by a dashed line in Fig. 2.20(a)). Specifically, this process was repeated

20 times along the length of a laterally-aligned NW laser pair following the scanning

direction marked by the yellow arrow in Fig. 2.20(a). The generated image profiles were

then fitted with a smoothing function (Savitzky-Golay filter) and it was verified that the

centre point was located in each instance. These peaks were in turn used as the location

of the centroids of the two devices in the NW laser pair. The separation between the two

peaks therefore determined the separation distance between the centroids of the two

NW for a specific scanning position. The final separation between the two integrated

NWs forming a laterally-aligned NW laser pair was calculated averaging the obtained
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separation values for the 20 scanning steps considered.

2.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have described and discussed the developed TP technique at the

nanoscale for the heterogeneous integration of semiconductor NW devices. We have

also introduced the underlying concepts, applications in photonic device assembly and

recent advances in the field. Furthermore, other existing techniques for transferring NW

devices were discussed and compared to our TP technique. From this comparison, we

can conclude that TP offers important advantages that have high potentials for a broad

range of applications in nano-/micro-devices integration. These include high-accuracy

alignment and rotational control of target devices, an ability to record positions of

target devices during the transfer process and flexibility when fabricating patterns and

arrays of devices. Furthermore, we have introduced the design and fabrication steps for

the development of the polymeric µ-stamps used in our TP technique at the nanoscale.

Lastly, we have discussed the TP protocols developed for the controllable capture of

NWs from their donor substrate for their subsequent release onto receiving surfaces.

In the second part of the chapter, we have demonstrated the ability of our TP

technique for the precise integration of semiconductor NWs of different materials and

dimension onto a rich variety of receiving surfaces, e.g. polymers, diamond membranes,

SiO2, gold and Si substrates, and metals. Importantly, we also show that our nano-

fabrication technique does not affect the lasing performance of the transfer-printed NW

lasers, as these retain their emission properties at room temperature. We also demon-

strate that the TP technique enables controllable integration of selected NWs with

target orientations and forming spatial patterns (arrays) onto pre-fabricated surfaces
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and circuitry (e.g. gratings, Bow-Tie antennas, metallic electrodes). These results open

new routes for a variety of potential applications in complex nanophotonic circuitry,

where NWs are used as building blocks for future nano-scale optoelectronic systems.

The final section of the chapter discusses a newly developed NW alignment tech-

nique incorporated into the TP toolset. Using this technique, we achieved systematic

and computer controlled positioning of individually-selected NWs onto a target loca-

tion with controlled separation between devices whilst retaining sub-µm integration

accuracy. Moreover, the technique can be used to form both large arrays and compact

systems using semiconductor NWs.
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Chapter 3

Characterisation of NW Laser

Systems

In this chapter the characterisation methods and techniques used to analyse the NW-

based systems and devices of this work are described. This section explains the optical

excitation technique used to achieve room-temperature lasing emission in semiconduc-

tor NWs, and the design of the µ-photoluminescence (µ-PL) setup used in this work to

that end. Additionally, the calibration and alignment techniques used throughout the

project are also discussed in this chapter. Finally, the processes used for the character-

isation of NW lasers after hybrid integration on heterogeneous surfaces are reviewed.

3.1 Micro-Photoluminescence (µ-PL) Setup

Micro-photoluminescence is a versatile technique which enables to study light emission

from materials and devices by means of optical excitation [81]. The semiconductor

NWs of this work were fabricated from direct bandgap materials: InP [54, 55] and

GaAs [85]. This, added to the unique structure of the NW devices, forming Fabry-
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Perot cavities, permitted the achievement of room-temperature lasing emission from

these nanostructures by optically exciting them with photons of energy higher than their

bandgap. We therefore designed and built a µ-PL setup allowing the efficient and non-

destructive characterisation of semiconductor NW lasers at room temperature. Such

system is also used to characterise and investigate the performance of the perovskite

quantum-dots (CsPbX3) [107] that are described in Chapter 6.

The schematic diagram of the implemented µ-PL setup is shown in Fig. 3.1. This

included two different pulsed lasers operating respectively at the wavelengths of 532

and 355 nm. The visible light (532 nm) pump laser system is mostly used for the

optical excitation of the semiconductor NW lasers used in this work. The laser is a

pulsed diode-pumped solid state microchip laser yielding optical pulses with a width

of 0.713 ns (Full-Width Half Maximum, FWHM) at a repetition rate of 7.14 kHz.

The ultraviolet (355 nm) laser system is a frequency tripled Q-switched Nd:YVO4

laser yielding 18-ns long pulses (FWHM) with a repetition rate of 28 kHz. The second

pump laser system is used for the room-temperature optical excitation of the perovskite

quantum dot samples, described in Chapter 6.

Half-waveplates (λ/2) and polarizing beam splitters (PBS) were included at the

output of both pump laser systems, as shown in Fig. 3.1. These components allow to

control the polarization and the energy of the optical pulses injected into the main part

of the µ-PL setup system. Control of the pump light polarization is somewhat essential

for NW laser structures; those have been reported to be highly sensitive to pumping

light polarisation given their reduced (nanometric) widths [81]. The polarisation of the

pumping light was set to be linear at all times during the experiments. Importantly,

to reduce operation risks, the additional outputs from the polarization beam splitters
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not used in the setup were directed to beam dumps.

A Flipping Mirror (FM) enables to switch between the two pump lasers for their

subsequent injection into the main part of the setup. A neutral density filter (NDF)

was included to reduce the injected energy from the pump lasers, since the two are

emitting at different power rates. Thus, the wave-plates are used to attenuate a portion

of the injected light to avoid damaging components in the setup. Lenses L1 and L2

are used to focus the pumping light onto the attenuation wheel (AW). By changing

the set angle on the attenuation wheel it is possible to control the power injected

into the NW lasers or other optically pumped nanophotonic devices. A Beam splitter

(BS1) separates the injected light into two different optical paths. This is aligned

so that the light from each of the two pump lasers (visible and UV) is separated and

directed to two different stages that hold the samples for characterisation. Two different

optical objectives (OB1 and OB2) are used in combination with translational stages

(TS) and implemented periscope systems (PS). These allowed to simultaneously pump

the investigated NW lasers and collect their emitted light via the same optical path.

The optical objective used for the UV excitation part of the setup had a magnification

of 60x and a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.85. This allowed for the characterisation

of structures with reduced dimensions (measured beam sport of ∼ 1 µm) structures,

as it provides a small beam size and enhanced spatial resolution. The other optical

objective (OB2) used for the optical excitation of NW lasers with the green-light (532

nm) laser system, has a magnification of 20x and a NA of 0.5. This enabled the efficient

optical excitation of ultra-small NW lasers, as it yielded a measured beam size of 1.54

µm (FWHM), comparable in size to the dimensions of the studied NWs (∼ 300 - 900

nm in diameter and lengths 2 - 20 µm). The pump laser spot size was measured to be
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equal to 1.54 µm using image correlation techniques, as discussed in ref. [97]. This was

done by measuring the relative pixel size of an image of the laser pumping spot and

comparing it with that of a reference structure of known size.

Optical filters (OF) of different wavelengths depending on the specific pump laser

were used to block the excitation light in the detection side of the setup. Thus, only

the emitted light from the characterised nano-photonic structures was sent for analy-

sis. A beam splitter (BS2) is used to separately send the light from the characterised

nanostructures into a CCD camera and a fibre-coupled high-resolution spectrometer

(SP). Another lens (L3) is included to focus the collected light into a multimode optical

fibre (d = 200 µm). The CCD camera is used to collect the emitted light from the

characterised structures, enabling the imaging of the lasing emission of the NW lasers

of this work, as well as permitting the alignment of the pumping light spot during char-

acterisation. A LED is included in the setup to illuminate the system; hence allowing

the capture of brightfield micrographs and the clear visualisation of the area of the

sample under analysis: the LED light was injected using a beam splitter (BS3).
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Figure 3.1: µ-PL setup used for the characterisation of NW laser systems: PL - Pump
Laser, λ/2 - Half-Waveplate, PBS - Polarization Beam Splitter, FM - Flipping Mirror,
NDF - Neutral Density Filter, L - Lenses, AW - Attenuation Wheel, PS - Periscope, TS
- Translational Stage, CCD - Charge-coupled Device Camera, OF - Optical Filter, BS -
Beam Splitter, LED - Light Emitting Diode, NW - Nanowire Laser, SP - Spectrometer

An edge detection module (EDM) was built and incorporated into the µ-PL setup

(Fig. 3.1), as shown in Fig. 3.2. This allows collecting the light emitted directly

from the facets of an optically excited NW laser. Here, a NW is optically excited

perpendicularly using objective (OB2), and the light emission from the NW’s facet is

collected for analysis using the objective. OB3 (see Fig. 3.2) was embedded onto a

translational stage for alignment purposes. OB3 has a magnification of 20x, NA of 0.3
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and focal length 24.6 mm. A beam splitter (BS4) separated the light collected from

the NW’s facet into two paths which were sent respectively to a CCD camera and to a

fibre-coupled spectrometer (SP). A Lens (L5) was used to focus the collected light into

an optical fibre (diameter = 50 µm) coupled to a spectrometer. The designed system

permitted full alignment in all three dimensions (XYZ). The measurements obtained

with the setup are discussed in Chapter 4.1.

BS4

CCD

SP
TS2

OB2

OB3

L5

TS3

NW

Figure 3.2: Designed Edge-Detection module incorporated into the µ-PL setup for
the direct detection of the NW lasers’ facet emission: TS - Translational Stage, OB
- Optical Objective, CCD - CCD Camera, SP - Spectrometer, L - lens, BS - Beam
Splitter, NW - Nanowire Laser

3.1.1 Optical Excitation of NW Lasers

As previously mentioned, optical excitation is a very efficient and reliable technique to

assess the light emission properties and performance of NW lasers and other photonic

devices. Using this technique with the µ-PL setup described in the previous section we

were able to achieve lasing emission at room-temperature from different types of NW

lasers without damaging them and analyse their light emission. Our analysis included
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the capture of dark-field micrographs and the measurement of the lasing and PL spectra

and lasing threshold of the NW lasers. As it had been previously discussed in Chapter

1, to excite NW devices, those had to be detached from their growth substrate and

transferred in bulk onto low-index substrates where the NWs laid down horizontally.

In such configuration a semiconductor NW forms a FP cavity along its longitudinal

axis. Moreover, the large refractive index contrast between the InP NW (for example,

nInP = 3.4) and air (nair = 1) yields high reflectivity (∼ 0.3). This enables the NW

facets to act therefore as highly reflective mirrors and also provides high confinement

within the NW’s cavity for the supported modes [108]. This results in reduced levels for

lasing threshold enabling the achievement of room-temperature coherent light emission

with the semiconductor NWs used in this work. Fig. 3.3 shows a schematic diagram of

an optically-excited semiconductor NW laser. A pump lasing beam at the wavelength

of λp is focused onto the centre of the NW cavity. The pumped light is absorbed by

the NW, triggering the emission of higher wavelength photons (at λe) which propagate

along the longitudinal direction of the NW (forming the cavity) before escaping through

the facets. When the optical pumping energy exceeded the lasing threshold of the NW,

the latter yielded coherent light emission through the facets at λe, as depicted in the

diagram of Fig. 3.3.

Following their optical excitation the different NWs of this work provide lasing emis-

sion at a wavelength related to their specific material bandgap. This optical excitation

technique used here is indeed to date the most commonly used method for NW laser

characterisation. The technique is efficient, does not damage the devices and does not

require any additional complex fabrication steps. To add, this is discussed in greater

detail in Chapter 5.2 of the thesis. Here is worth mentioning that the development of
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Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of an optically excited NW laser. The device is subject
to optical pumping (λp) and produces lasing emission throught its facets at a higher
wavelength (λe)

functional systems with NW lasers will require the devices to be electrically-injected.

We should note that electrical excitation of NW lasers remains to date a fundamental

challenge, see ref. [109] for a review. One of the reasons for this is the high cavity

losses in NW laser devices and the high complexity in developing high quality elec-

trodes to effectively drive these ultrasmall laser sources. Important research efforts

are being currently dedicated to tackle these issues to deliver practical and efficient

electrically-injected NW lasers for functional systems reaching the market.

Although the electrical excitation of semiconductor NW devices is highly complex

(to the best of our knowledge this was only demonstrated once in the literature ref. [16])

it is still likely that this challenge will be overcome in the future. In our view, the pick-

and-place technique investigated in this thesis might play a critical role in the realization

of this key objective. The ability to position NW devices vertically on target surfaces

can ease or reduce the multi-step fabrication processes. For example, in Chapter 4 we

show how to integrate NWs on electrodes. The attractive ability to integrate NWs

and other opto-electronic devices at a precise location and between layers during their
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multi-stage growth (when necessary) offers a variety of possibilities for the realization of

novel devices including future electrically-driven NW laser structures. Hence, given the

current limitations in electrically-injected devices and the benefits of optical excitation

techniques for our work on heterogeneous integration of semiconductor NWs, it was

decided to use exclusively optical pumping techniques for the characterisation of NW

lasers during this work. Only a single successful demonstration that author is aware of

demonstrating an electrically excited NW laser is reported in the literature so far, see

ref [16]. Moreover, for our work the use of pulsed-laser sources, as oppose to continuous

wave (CW) lasers to excite our semiconductor NWs was crucial. This ensured that no

excessive heat is built inside the NW’s cavity which could result in NW overheating

and further damage. During our measurements we estimated the optical excitation

power using the technique provided in ref. [54]. This was used in turn to calculate the

threshold energies required to achieve lasing in these nanoscale devices.

It is worth noting that there are two ways of exciting NW lasers by means of

optical pumping. The first one is by injecting light uniformly along the length of the

NW laser, see ref. [57, 110] for NW. The second method is achieved by injecting light

perpendicularly a specific area of the NW. For this project and for the versatility of

the measurements in terms of light collection, we have relied on the second method.

In the case of OB1, with a reduced size beam spots (less than 1 µm) it will give a

non-uniform gain distribution. This indeed will affect the mode selection during the

excitation process. As a result, OB2 was used as it offers a size of the beam spot at

around 1.56 µm. Thus, allowing to get repeatable results, as it would cover a larger

area of the NW.
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3.1.2 Spectral Analysis and Imaging of NW Lasers’ Emission

There is a variety of information one can get from the optical excitation of NW lasers.

To characterize the lasing properties of these devices, in our work we have focused on

the spectral analysis and imaging of their coherent light emission. This allowed us to

determine the emission wavelength, characterize the different emission modes, evaluate

the lasing threshold characteristics of these nanolasers as well as capture brightfield

and darkfield micrographs of their emission. For the characterization processes, the

µ-PL and NW samples were aligned so that the optical excitation beam would be pur-

posely focused on the middle of a NW. By changing the fixed angle on the attenuation

wheel the fluence with which the NWs are optically pumped will increased/decreased.

Additionally, a half-waveplate included in the setup permits to control the polarization

of the optically-pumped light into the NW lasers under analysis.
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Figure 3.4: Characterisation results of two InP NW lasers lying on an aluminum (a,b)
and a SiO2 (c,d) substrate obtained with the µ-PL setup of Fig. 3.1. (a,c) showing
lasing emission spectra and (b,d) threshold curves. Insets in (a,c) and (b,d) are dark-
and bright-field micrographs, respectively.

Figs. 3.4 and 3.5 provide examples of typically measured results obtained with
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the µ-PL setup of Fig. 3.1. Specifically, Fig. 3.4 shows the characterisation results

obtained following the optical excitation of individual InP NW lasers (dimensions: d

= 435 nm, length ∼ 5 µm) on SiO2 and Al substrates.

Figs. 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) show respectively the measured spectra and threshold curves

obtained for a single NW device on Al substrate. Additionally, the insets in Figs.

3.4(a) and 3.4(c) are brightfield micrographs (captured with the CCD camera on the

µPL setup) of the corresponding InP NW lasers under analysis lying on their specific

substrate. In Figs. 3.4(a) and 3.4(c) each point on the plots corresponds to the total

integrated emission power from the InP NW laser at the different values of excita-

tion fluences. This total emission power is directly calculated measuring spectra for

the different excitation fluence values considered and by integrating the emitted light

intensity by the NW lasers around their lasing wavelength range.

Using this method, the curves in Figs. 3.4(b) and 3.4(d) were produced allowing

to determine the threshold values in optical excitation upon which room temperature

lasing onset from the NW lasers was achieved. Specifically, Fig. 3.4(b) reveals that the

lasing threshold value at room temperature for the characterised bulk InP NW laser

on an Al substrate was equal to approx. 18 mJ/cm2, whereas Fig. 3.4(d) showed a

considerably reduced lasing threshold, of approx. to 10 mJ/cm2, for a bulk InP NW

laser on a SiO2 substrate.

There are several potential reasons for that: (1) due to the inhomegenous broadening

during the growth process [41], NW lasers, even from the same growth batch, might

posses different parameters (e.g. diameter, length, facet quality etc.). Hence, each

unique NW device has its own threshold and emission wavelengths [110]. This, is

discussed in Chapter 5.2 in more detail along with a technique developed to overcome
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this issue; (2) the substrate materials (Al and SiO2) have different losses. Moreover,

even the difference in refractive indices between the two substrate with nAl ∼ 2.5

and nquartz ∼ 1.45 results in different modes being emitted from the wires [111, 112].

Figs. 3.4(a) and 3.4(c) show respectively high resolution spectra for the characterised

InP NW lasers on Al and SiO2, measured at the highest excitation fluence values

indicated in Figs. 3.4(b) and 3.4(d) respectively. In both cases, single-mode emission

with narrow lasing peaks at the wavelengths of 855 nm and 875 nm respectively are

obtained from the two characterised InP NWs lasers. Finally, the insets in Figs. 3.4(a)

and 3.4(c) depict captured darkfield micrographs for the investigated InP NWs revealing

the characteristics of their lasing emission. The latter is obtained from the devices’ end-

facets and produces typical diffractive patterns revealing the coherence of their emitted

light [55].
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Figure 3.5: Characterisation results of a single MQW GaAs-AlGaAs NW laser lying on
SiO2 substrate. (a) showing lasing emission spectra and (b) threshold curves. Insets in
(a,b) are dark- and bright-field micrographs, respectively.

Additionally, Fig. 3.5 collects the characterisation results obtained from a MQW

GaAs NW laser [57, 85] with a diameter of d = 450 nm and a total device length of

∼ 5 µm. The latter was individually-selected from its original substrate and transfer-

printed onto a receiving SiO2 substrate for analysis. Fig. 3.5(b) shows the measured

threshold curve obtained for this device, showing a lasing onset point at an excitation
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fluence value of ∼ 11 mJ/cm2. The inset in Fig. 3.5(a) shows a darkfield micrograph

of the MQW GaAs NW laser captured when the device was optically excited with a

fluence value of 25 mJ/cm2. This inset also reveals for the GaAs NW under analysis

(as it was also the case for the InP NW lasers in Fig. 3.4) light emission through the

device’s end-facets and the observation of the typical diffractive pattern characteristic

of lasing emission. Fig. 3.5(a) plots the measured optical spectrum for the MQW

GaAs NW laser at that same fluence value of 25 mJ/cm2. The inset in Fig. 3.5(b)

shows a brightfield micrograph of the GaAs NW under analysis which is lying down

horizontally on the SiO2 substrate.

3.1.3 Measurement Techniques

Spectrometers were used to analyse the emission wavelengths and to measure the lasing

thresholds of the semiconductor NW devices used during this work. In particular, we

have made use of two different spectrometers: Ocean Optics HR4000 and a Jobin Yvon

TRIAX 550. We should also point out that during the course of the PhD project, we also

used these spectrometer systems to characterise other types of photonic nanostructures

(e.g. perovskite quantum dot crystals) and III-V group NW lasers with various emission

wavelengths.

The Ocean Optics system has a detection wavelength range going from 300 nm to

1200 nm and provided a spectral resolution of 2.5 nm. Even though, the resolution of

this spectrometer is relatively low to allow for the full spectral characterisation of NW

laser devices (where FWHM of lasing modes is < 1 nm), this very compact apparatus

still enabled to detect the individual emission peaks of NW lasers in a fast and efficient

manner for initial rapid characterisation measurements over long wavelength ranges.

The Jobin Yvon TRIAX 550 spectrometer, shown in Fig. 3.6, was very extensively
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Figure 3.6: Image of the internal structure of the TRIAX 550 spectrometer with a
diagram of the optical path for the signal under analysis.

used along our work to characterise the spectral properties of NW lasers (forming the

major focus on this work) as well as for the activities with perovskite nanostructures.

The TRIAX 550 system is a fully computer-controlled system which consisted of a

single entrance slit and 2-output ports (front and side) which could be switched via a

computer controlled module. The side exit port was connected to a photomultiplier

tube (PMT) detector operating in the wavelength range expanding from 190 nm to 860

nm. The front port was coupled using a in-house built alignment system to a detector

module consisting of two sensors: a silicon (Si) detector operating from 200 nm to

1100 nm and an InGaAs sensor operating in the range going from 950 nm to 1700

nm. This purposely built system consisted of a 3-axis stage enabling the alignment of

the exit aperture of the spectrometer with the entrance apertures of the sensors. This

detector system was installed onto the TRIAX 550 spectrometer system by matching

the focal lengths and apertures externally coupled to the front exit of the spectrometer.
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Additionally, the spectrometer was equipped with three grating turrets (3600 g/mm,

1200 g/mm, 300 g/mm) for different resolution and measurement ranges. As a result of

all this, the TRIAX 550 spectrometer allowed detection over and extended wavelength

range covering from 190 – 1700 nm, providing a maximum spectral resolution of 0.07

nm.

The combination of these two spectrometer systems allowed both the analysis of

the light emitted by NW lasers (and other nanostructures) with a higher resolution

(TRIAX 550) and in a time efficient manner (OceanOptics) depending on the desired

circumstances. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that both spectrometer systems

allowed to distinguish between the individual Fabry-Perot modes of the NW lasers of

this work.
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Figure 3.7: Fluorescent lamp spectrum measured from the TRIAX 550 system when
the system is aligned (in black) or non-aligned (in red) accurately, affecting the systems
resolution.

It is important here to emphasise the relevance of accurate optical alignment to

obtain precise spectral measurements with the TRIAX 550 spectrometer. This instru-

ment uses a combination of entrance and exit slits, turret, mirrors and grating for the
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analysis of incoming light signals. A small light flux passing through the entrance slit

is reflected from the collimating mirror and focused on the grating turret. There, the

light is split into individual wavelengths and reflected back onto the second collimating

mirror which will send the signal to the Exit Slit towards the detector. Next, only the

line that corresponds to the correct position of the turret will have a precise angle to

pass through the exit slit. In this way, only light of a certain wavelength will enter the

sensors. As a result, the better the beam quality, the more resolved the signal will be,

as any divergence in the beam will result in false signal readings. As an example of the

latter, Fig. 3.7 shows two measured spectra of light signals with the system properly

aligned (black) or non-aligned (red). Specifically, Fig. 3.7 plots measured reference

spectra using a fluorescent lamp to generate a light signal with emission at well-known

and precise wavelengths [113]. The two spectra in Fig. 3.7 clearly reveal the importance

of accurate system alignment for precise readings and high resolution measurements.

Moreover, the captured peak (inset of Fig. 3.7) at ∼ 437.85 nm corresponds to the

80Hg line at 436.6 nm. The spectrometer was then adjusted and calibrated accordingly

to the known wavelengths from the lamp.

3.2 Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)

In our work, various scanning electron microscope systems were used to obtain high-

resolution images of the NW lasers investigated during this PhD project. SEM imaging

was essential for the parts of our work related to the investigation of the nanometric

positioning accuracy provided by our TP technique. Importantly, SEM provides a

much better resolution when compared to standard microscopy using visible light to

illuminate samples. SEM is based on the injection and scan of an electron beam into
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the surface of a sample under analysis. This causes the release of secondary, back-

scattered, Auger electrons, as well as, x-rays and energy which is absorbed by the

sample. The released secondary electrons are captured by a detector allowing to form

a high resolution image of the investigated sample. Since the wavelength of electrons is

much more reduced than that of visible light, SEM allows to resolve and image features

with increased resolution well below the optical diffraction limit. Hence, using this

technique it becomes possible to clearly image the features and specific positions of

individual NW lasers as well as to determine the separation between closely integrated

devices. In order to obtain a clear and non-saturated image during the SEM imaging

procedures, the NW samples were placed on a conductive substrate to avoid a charge

build-up on the sample.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.8: (a) NWs mechanically transferred onto a Si substrate. (b) InP NWs
transfer-printed forming a 1D array with selected angle orientations. (c) top: two TP
devices in a lateral configuration; bottom: a single InP NW laser.

Figs. 3.8 shows examples of SEM images depicting some of the NW laser systems

investigated during this PhD project clearly revealing the strengths of the technique

allows to resolve features with nanometric resolution. Fig. 3.8(a) shows multiple InP

NW lasers horizontally disposed and scattered on a Si substrate, either individually

or forming small clusters of devices, scale bar = 5 µm. Fig. 3.8(b) shows a 1D array

of InP NW lasers integrated on a Si substrate with a separation between NWs of 15

µm and with controlled orientation angles from 0 to 180 degress in steps of 15 degrees

between adjacent devices. Fig. 3.8(c) shows two individual NW lasers integrated on
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a Si substrate in a laterally-aligned configuration and with a separation between the

NWs of 1 µm. The bottom plot in Fig. 3.8(c) shows an SEM image of a single NW laser

on a Si surface permitting to clearly resolve its structural features. For this specific

PhD project, various types of SEM systems were used: those are specified in different

sections of the thesis.
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Chapter 4

Nanophotonic Integrated

Systems with Transfer-Printed

Semiconductor Nanowires

In this chapter NW-based nanophotonic integrated devices fabricated using the TP sys-

tem are demonstrated. Here, semiconductor NWs are used as building blocks in various

miniaturized platforms demonstrating enhanced performance and target applications.

Chapter 4 is topically divided into three sections, that are focused on presenting: (1)

NW-waveguide (WG) coupled systems, (2) vertical lasing emission from coupled NW-

Cat’s Eye (CE) antenna platforms, and (3) enhanced THz detection using a 3D-cross

NW Bow-Tie (BT) antenna system. The results in this chapter show how TP and NW

lasers could be used to fabricate a next-generation of integrated NW-embedded systems

by means of the deterministic pick and place TP technique of this project.

In the first part of the chapter nanowire-waveguide coupled systems are discussed.

These were fabricated by integrating NWs with on-chip WGs following two coupling
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methods: lateral and end-to-end facet. The two coupling methods are based on different

NW-WG alignment approaches and potentially could be used for different applications

and platforms. The versatility of the TP system allowed the practical demonstration

of those two different methods, resulting in several NW-WG coupled systems which

are presented below. Importantly, these demonstrated wavelength multiplexing, rel-

atively long-propagation lengths, and stable NW-WG coupling under strong sample

deformation.

In the second part of the chapter, complex devices demonstrating vertically emitting

semiconductor NW lasers are presented. The design of the proposed system has a

significantly reduced footprint and lasing threshold, compared to those of the same

dimensions on planar substrates.

In the final part of the chapter, a multi-step process for the fabrication of 3D-

cross integrated-NW THz detectors is presented. Here, the main emphasis is focused

on showing how the pick-and-place TP technique achieved integration of NWs in 3-

dimensions and demonstrated that it could be used as a tool for fabricating high-

accuracy systems for THz sensing.

4.1 Integration of NW Lasers into Waveguide (WG) Sys-

tems

The integration of micro- and nanoscale laser sources with on-chip photonic integrated

circuits (PICs) is of great interest for applications from low-power, short haul optical

interconnects [114] to point of use biosensor systems [115]. By locating laser sources

directly on-chip, the critical alignment of fiber to waveguide couplers can be overcome

and sources can be distributed arbitrarily across the chip, reducing packaging costs for
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volume manufacture of such devices. In recent years, several reports showing NW-WG

coupling were demonstrated [116–118]. These can be grouped into two main methods:

direct growth of semiconductor NWs into passive waveguides [118,119] and mechanical

transfer of NWs from their growth substrate to target devices [117, 120]. Regrowth

methods allow high accuracy alignment between physical structures on different ma-

terial platforms through lithographic processes and have been reported with coupling

efficiencies between NW array lasers and silicon waveguides of ∼ 4% [120]. However,

these typically involve complex fabrication growth processes.

In this work, we have used TP to demonstrate the integration of NW lasers into

waveguiding platforms showing that it is possible to produce coupled NW-WG systems

with the technique. Moreover, the suggested method is much more flexible than the

previously reported approaches, allowing to construct bespoke NW-WG systems beyond

“single NW-waveguide designs” for different functionalities. For example, using the TP

technique we demonstrated Y-junction waveguides and multiplexers with NW lasers.

To demonstrate our technique, InP NW lasers operating at near-IR wavelengths (∼

880 nm) were coupled in this work with pre-fabricated polymeric waveguides using the

pick-and-place technique. Next, the printed NW laser devices were optically excited

above their lasing thresholds and their guided light emission was investigated to confirm

NW-WG coupling and analyze the coupling characteristics. Here, we used InP NW

lasers with an average length varying between 4 - 6 µm and diameters of ∼ 435 nm, with

different light emission in the near-infrared region (850 - 900 nm) [55]. These nano-laser

devices were selected for several reasons: their lasing properties and mode distribution

has been investigated and is well-known [55], due to their dimensions and structure

they do not deform during the transfer-printing processes. Moreover, the dimensions
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of these InP NWs ensure the achievement of lasing emission at room temperature with

reduced threshold energies for lasing [55]. All the aforementioned properties make them

excellent candidates for the proof-of-concept demonstration of integrated coupled NW

laser WG systems.

The micro-metric polymeric waveguides used during this activity, were fabricated

using an in-house built laser-lithography setup [72]. The setup operation is based on

a free-space optical system, an ultraviolet laser at the wavelength of 370 nm, and

computer controlled positioning stages. The waveguide patterns were direct-written on

a silica surface with spin-coated photoresist (SU-8) [72]. Then EC (developer) solvent

was used to develop laser-written patterns. Since SU-8 is an epoxy-based photoresist:

all parts which were laser-scanned with the lithography system become cross-linked

whilst the rest of the surface is washed away during the development process. The

waveguide thickness is dependent on the type of photoresist used. Here, the fabricated

WGs had a thickness of 4 µm +/- 0.5 µm . Moreover, this technique allows maskless

fabrication of waveguides in various lengths and designs: enabling fast and controllable

device prototyping.

a b

nanowire

waveguide

Figure 4.1: Two investigated methods of coupling nanowire lasers into waveguides: (a)
end-to-end facet and (b) lateral coupling.

As stated before, two NW laser integration methods were investigated during this
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project, namely end-to-end facet (shown in Fig. 4.1(a)) and lateral coupling (shown

in Fig. 4.1(b)). The first method is achieved by aligning a NW laser directly to an

end facet of the waveguide, as shown in Fig. 4.1(a). By optically exciting the end-

to-end coupled NW laser, its lasing emission (from the facet) is injected directly into

the aperture of the target waveguide. Next, the lateral coupling technique is achieved

by integrating a NW atop the waveguide, as shown in Fig. 4.1(b). In this case,

the lasing modes of an excited NW laser overlap with the modes of the polymeric

waveguide. Thus, resulting in the coupling of the lasers’ emitted light along the length

of a waveguide. It should be noted however, that the large refractive index contrast

between the two systems (nInP = 3.4 and nSU8 = 1.5) strongly affected the coupling

strength between the two devices [72,121–123].

Before integrating the selected NW lasers onto the pre-fabricated polymeric waveg-

uides described above, the propagation losses of the latter were characterized. To do

this, we used a readily available fibre-optic experimental setup designed to determine

system losses in telecommunication platforms and therefore operating at the telecom

wavelength of 1550 nm. This wavelength was chosen due to the availability of the loss

characterization system, and even if it is different to the wavelength of NW lasers used

in this work, it provided nonetheless a good estimation of the losses in the fabricated

SU-8 waveguides. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method, described in [124], was

used to calculate the propagation loss of the fundamental mode and it was measured

to be equal to 3 dBcm−1. The emission wavelength of the InP NW lasers of this work

was around the 880 nm range [55]. At that wavelength window, and for the dimensions

they were fabricated with, the developed polymeric waveguides were estimated to be

multi-mode [125]. This was benefitial to the design of our systems for different rea-
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sons. Firstly, the NW lasers used in this work are multimode [55]. Secondly, by having

multi-mode waveguides we do not compromise on the dimensions, hence these resulted

in having higher numerical apertures (waveguide facets) to which it was much easier to

align the NWs.

a b edc

Figure 4.2: (a) The µ-stamp is aligned next to the selected NW laser. (b) The NW
laser is captured with the micro-tip of the stamp. (c) The µ-stamp is aligned with
the selected waveguide on the receiving substrate. (d) Surface contact between the
NW and polymeric waveguide. (e) The NW laser is released onto the waveguide.
For information, the colour of the NW in the micrographs was enhanced for a better
contrast. Scale bar: 30 µm.

The NW integration process was achieved by means of TP. In this case the pyramidal-

tip µ-stamp was used to pick-and-place individually selected InP nanowire lasers from

their donor substrate and subsequently integrate those onto the polymeric waveguides.

Due to the specific design of the stamp, with a narrow ridge at its end, it made eas-

ier to control the orientation of the NWs upon their release onto the WGs. Fig. 4.2

show the integration stages of a NW laser onto a SU-8 waveguide. It should be noted

here, that the NW had dimensions of diameter ∼ 435 nm and length of 5 µm. Fig.

4.2(a) shows a pyramidal shape µ-stamp aligned with an InP NW laser on the donor

substrate. Then, the selected NW is picked up using the stamp’s tip, as shown in Fig.

4.2(b). Fig. 4.2(c) shows the alignment process: the NW laser is being transferred onto
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the receiving surface, a waveguide in this case. The NW integration stage is depicted

in Fig. 4.2(d), where the NW laser is being positioned onto the center of the corre-

sponding waveguide. Next, the NW laser is released controllably onto the waveguide,

as shown in Fig. 4.2(e). Prior to the WG integration process, several NWs were printed

onto a SiO2 substrate forming 1D arrays to pre-characterized them, in order to allow

selecting comparable devices for a fair comparison. As discussed in Chapters 1 and

5, due to the inhomogeneous broadening during the growth process [69, 126], all NWs

have slightly different dimensions. Hence, a pre-screening of these NW devices, prior

to their integration, is a necessary step that provides, a relative understanding about

the lasing properties of the selected devices. After collecting the measured spectra of

the lasing emission from these devices using a µ-PL setup (see Chapter 3), devices with

single-mode emission and comparable lasing threshold were selected for integration.

After this, the waveguides were fabricated on a quartz substrate. These WGs were

slightly less than 1 cm long after their facets were cleaved and had a thickness of 4 µm

and a width of 7 µm. These WGs were tested to characterize their propagation losses

and as with NWs, comparable WGs were selected for the transfer-printing process.

4.1.1 Coupling Configuration Between NW Lasers and WGs

The described TP process enables integrating NWs at chosen locations with a minimum

of orientation offset (between NW and WG). Herein we show results of the two config-

urations of NW coupling with SU-8 micro-metric waveguides. Results of the fabricated

devices are shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4.

In the first case, we have used an individual InP NW (d ∼ 435 nm, length ∼ 5 µm)

and integrated it onto a 1 cm-long SU-8 waveguide by means of TP, as shown in Fig.

4.3(a). After the printing process, the NW laser was optically excited (λpump = 532
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b c

Figure 4.3: (a) False-colour brightfield micrograph of a laterally coupled NW laser
atop a WG. The inset shows a boxed area in part (a). Scale bar: 10 µm. (b) Spectral
emission of the laterally coupled NW laser under optical excitation. The inset shows a
darkfield micrograph of the lasing emission of the corresponding InP NW laser. Scale
bar: 7 µm. (c) Darkfield micrograph of the light output of the coupled NW-WG laser
system. Scale bar: 15 µm.

nm) at room temperature using the vertical setup (TS2) and characterised with the

edge-detection module of the µ-PL setup (see Chapter 3 for description). Fig. 4.3(b)

plots the spectrum of the integrated NW laser measured at an optical excitation of 38.8

mJcm−2. This revealed single mode emission at ∼ 877 nm as it is shown in Fig. 4.3(b).

The inset in Fig. 4.3(b) shows a darkfield micrograph of the lasing emission from the

NW laser, showing clearly that the emission comes from the end-facets of the NW.

The edge-detection module of the µ-PL setup (see Chapter 3) was aligned to capture

the light coming out from the far end facet of the waveguide in which we integrated

the NW laser (∼ 1 cm away). Fig. 4.3(c) includes a darkfield micrograph showing

the collected light from the NW laser at the output facet of the SU-8 WG using the

edge-detection system of the µ-PL setup. Fig. 4.3(c) therefore demonstrates that the

emission from the NW laser indeed couples successfully in part to the waveguide in
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which it is integrated and is guided 1 cm on-chip before it is detected at the end-facet

of the WG. We must note here that for consistency we used the same camera to capture

the images in Figs. 4.3(b-c), controlling in both cases the integration times to avoid

low exposure or oversaturation of the signal.

a

b c

Figure 4.4: (a) False-colour brightfield micrograph of an end-to-end facet coupled NW
device. Inset shows boxed area in part (a). Scale bar: 10 µm. (b) Lasing emission
spectrum of the corresponding devices under the same excitation as in Fig. 4.3(b).
Inset shows darkfield micrograph of the lasing NW laser. Scale bar: 7 µm. (c) Darkfield
micrograph obtained at the facet of the NW-coupled waveguide. Scale bar: 15 µm.

The integration process was then repeated, only this time the target NW laser was

integrated following the end-to-end coupling design. Fig. 4.4(a) shows a false-colour

brightfield micrograph of the integrated NW in an end-to-end facet coupling configura-

tion. Fig. 4.4(b) shows the NW laser’s emission spectrum at room temperature when

the device is optically-pumped above its lasing threshold. To note, spectra for both

devices (shown in Figs. 4.3(b) and 4.4(b)) appear to be broader than a typical lasing

emission due to the resolution of the spectrometer. For clarity, we must specify that the

devices used are exactly the same as reported in refs. [54,55]. The inset in Fig. 4.4(b)

shows a darkfield micrograph of the light emission of the NW, with the light emitted
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at the two end-facets of the device. In this case, we have used the same fluence as in

the previous case (38.8 mJcm−2), for a fair comparison. Fig. 4.4(c) shows the light

output at the facet of a the coupled NW laser-WG system for this second configuration.

The same integration time in the camera was used as in Fig. 4.3(c). In this case, we

see an enhanced (relatively to the previous case) coupling for the end-to-end coupling

configuration. Here, the coupling efficiency depends more on the acceptance angle of

the waveguide, rather than on the specific distance from the NW to the facet of an

uncleaved waveguide [127]. Thus, having a fine facet plays a vital role in achieving

higher coupling efficiencies.

After the devices were integrated and coupled with the WGs, we have derived a

method to estimate their coupling efficiencies using image processing techniques. The

method works by comparing the relationship between the measured average optical

power and the detected light intensity in the micrographs collected with the CCD

camera. The reason for choosing this method is due to the fact that the light signals

from the NW laser WG coupled systems have ultra-low energies which are extremely

challenging to measure/detect using our available power-meter systems. At first, the

average optical power for the “green” pump laser beam was measured using a Thorlabs

S401C power-meter. Next, micrographs were measured for the “green” pump laser, at

the same energy and the pixel intensity of the light coupled into the CCD camera was

processed. Hence, using this technique we obtain a micrograph of the “green” pump

laser beam corresponding to a measured average power of 56 nW (279 µJcm−2), as it

can be seen in Fig. 4.5(a). Then this micrograph was converted into a data file and

processed using a developed MatLab script, and the results are shown in Figs. 4.5(b).

Next, the background noise present in the micrograph was numerically removed for
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a fair comparison and better estimation. The background noise was calculated from

a darkfield micrograph with no light turned on at the selected integration time. The

processed average value of the pixel then was subtracted from the “green” pump laser

data file. Any pixel value below the average noise value was set to 0. In this way, we

make sure that the noise is removed from the measurements.

a b

Figure 4.5: (a) Darkfield micrographs of the laser beam at an average power of 56 nW
(279 µJcm−2). (b) 3D data graph of the converted darkfield micrograph in (a).

Last, the data file was processed to calculate the total integrated image intensity,

this was done by calculating a total value of the individual pixel’s counts. This relation-

ship was used as a reference point to estimate the energy and the coupling efficiencies of

the used micrographs. Besides that, the CCD camera was checked to behaving linearly

with increasing integration time (i.e. by increasing the integration time of the camera

by a factor of 2, the average integrated pixel value will have a 2 fold increase) to enable

scaling. Then, we have compared a converted pixel intensity of the “green” pump laser,

with the ones collected from the coupled nanowire-waveguide systems for both lateral

and end-facet configurations. Fig. 4.6(a) shows a captured darkfield micrograph col-

lected at the end-facet of a waveguide showing the guided NW laser’s emission in the

end-to-end configuration. Fig. 4.6(b) shows a 3D graph of the processed image data

file with the background noise removed.
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a b

Figure 4.6: (a) Darkfield micrograph of the light coupled at the facet of the waveguide.
(b) 3D graph of the converted micrograph in (a) with removed noise.

It is important to note that the spikes outside the localized light area are phantoms

that appear due to the long integration times used in the camera settings. However,

it should be clear that they do not have a large contribution to the total estimation

of the coupled light. All measurements were carried out with the same level of fluence

(38.8 mJcm−2) and the same CCD camera.

a

b

Figure 4.7: (a) Brightfield micrograph at the edge of a cleaved silica substrate. (b)
Darkfield micrographs captured with the edge-detection setup (of the µ-PL setup) at
an optical excitation of 38.8 mJcm−2. The micrographs show the direct light emission
from the end-facets of the NW lasers.

Next, individual InP NWs (same dimensions as before) were printed at the edge of

a cleaved silica substrate. This was done in order to estimate an average power emitted

by single laser devices. The printed NW lasers are shown in Fig. 4.7(a). These were

individually optically excited with the same optical fluence of 38.8 mJcm−2 as before

and the emitted light from the NW laser’s end-facet was collected, as shown in Fig.
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4.7(b). Then, we applied the same light relationship method to estimate the average

power of the light emission from the end-facet of a nanowire laser. This was found to

be equal to 11.2 nW (with a standard deviation of 3.27).

Finally, we have made a direct relationship between the light collected at the end-

facet coupled NW laser-WG system (for the two coupling configurations) and those at

the edge of a cleaved silica substrate. Then we have accounted for the differences in

integration times for the captured micrographs and estimated average power values for

the two coupling cases. As a result, average powers of 68 and 189 pW for the lateral and

facet nanowire-waveguide coupled configurations, respectively, were obtained. Besides

that, since a pulsed laser with a 1.6 ns pulse duration and 10 kHz repetition rates was

used to optically excite these semiconductor NW lasers, we could conclude that the

NWs will have peak power values of 4.22 and 11.84 µW for the lateral and end-facet

coupling configurations, respectively. Lastly, these values were used to estimate the

coupling efficiencies for the two integration techniques. Hence, using this approach we

were able to obtain the coupling to be equal to 1.9 % (or -17.2 dB) and 0.7 % (or -21.5

dB) for the facet and lateral coupling configurations, respectively. We must note that,

these are lower bound values as these include the waveguide propagation losses.

4.1.2 Nanophotonic Circuits with Integrated NW Lasers

As previously discussed, both the laser writing and the TP techniques offer a great

degree of freedom in the fabrication of photonic circuitry. Hence, we used these tech-

niques to demonstrate complex waveguide nanophotonic systems with integrated NW

lasers on planar surfaces. In particular, we demonstrate Y-junction waveguides for two

configurations: 1x2 and 2x1 (input/output) to enable coupling and splitting of light

signals from NW lasers. Fig. 4.8(a) shows a false-color brightfield micrograph of a
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Figure 4.8: (a) False-colour brightfield micrograph of a SU-8 Y-junction WG. Scale
bar: 80 µm. (b and c) Facet-coupled NW lasers into the 2-input of the Y-junction WG.
Scale bar: 10 µm. (d and e) Darkfield micrographs of the light coupled from the NW
lasers in (b and c) at the facet of the WG. Scale bar: 10 µm.

2-to-1 Y-junction waveguide with end-facet integrated NWs as shown in Figs. 4.8(b-c).

These NW lasers were individually excited and their light emission was coupled into the

Y-junction waveguide, Figs. 4.8(d-e) depict darkfield micrographs of the coupled light

from the NW lasers at the facets of the waveguide. Thus, successfully demonstrating

light coupling and guiding in these Y-junction WGs. We have estimated a power differ-

ence of ∼ 9% between the top (Fig. 4.8(b)) and bottom (Fig. 4.8(c)) NW lasers. This

was done by integrating the intensity measured in both micrographs. The difference in

power was not necessarily related to the power split between the two branches of the

Y-junction waveguide. Firstly, the NW lasers were optically pumped with the same

fluence. However, these might have been at different points in their respective lasing

threshold curves, or even emitting in different modes. Regarding the difference in the

field distribution, this could be due to the nature of waveguide laser-writing: at first

you write one branch of the waveguide, then the second branch is written atop the first

one. Thus, even due to some misalignments (even in the order of 10s of nm and other

offsets) from the very center of the WG it will affect the optical power transmission
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and introduce the differences observed in output modes [72].

a

b c d

Figure 4.9: (a) Brightfield micrograph of a 1x2 SU-8 Y-junction WG. The inset shows
the circled area in (a). Scale bar: 10 µm. (b) and (c) show brightfield micrographs of
the coupled light at the facet of the WG. (d) Shows darkfield micrograph of the light
scatter from a facet of the NW laser (in (a)). Scale bar (b-d): 15 µm.

Moreover, we demonstrate a similar coupling technique for the other Y-junction

WG configuration (1-to-2). Fig. 4.9(a) shows a false-color darkfield micrograph of a

1-to-2 Y-junction WG. This design could be well used to optically split a signal into two

paths. Figs. 4.9(b) and 4.9(c) plot the light coupled from the NW laser (in fig. 4.9(a))

into the polymeric SU-8 Y-junction WG. We should note that, these are brightfield

micrographs, and as a result the signals appear to be slightly noisy. The coupled light

from the NW could be seen in the centre part of the micrographs (Figs. 4.9(b-c)). Fig.

4.9(d) shows an image of the light at the output of the NW laser end-facet.

Additionally to the demonstrated Y-junction designs, we also demonstrate an alter-

native method of coupling multiple signals from different NW lasers on a single WG.

This is achieved by integrating several NW lasers onto a WG using the lateral coupling

configuration. For this example we have separately integrated two NW lasers, as shown

in Fig. 4.10(a). Figs. 4.10(b) and 4.10(c) show darkfield micrographs of the NW las-
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ing devices at room temperature under an optical excitation of ∼ 40 mJcm−2. Their

coupled light was propagated 1 cm along the waveguide. Figs. 4.10(d-e) show darkfield

micrographs captured at the output of the waveguide for the devices depicted in Figs.

4.10(b-c), respectively. Thus, presenting that this could be well used for fabricating

small-footprint multiplexing NW laser-WG coupled system. However, even though this

technique allows to add multiple NW devices onto a single optical waveguide, it has a

drawback. Light propagating along the waveguide will couple into the different NWs,

thus providing a non-even power distribution along the waveguide. By looking at the

later design, these difficulties were addressed: so we have demonstrated a reduced foot-

print system with several nanowires lasers (acting as active components). Additionally,

this could well be improved by introducing a closely packed nanowire printing capability

(described earlier in Chapter 2). Fig. 4.10(f) shows captured spectra at the end-facet of

the WG. The NW lasers were individually optically excited, hence Fig. 4.10(f) plots the

spectra corresponding to the NW lasers in Figs. 4.10(b-c) when measured separately.

a) c)

d)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 4.10: A pair of NWs integrated atop a polymeric WG. Scale bar: 15 µm. (b and
c) Darkfield micrographs of the NW lasers under optical excitation. Scale bar: 7 µm.
(d and e) Darkfield micrographs of the light collected at the waveguide facet. Scale
bar: 15 µm. (f) Spectrum captured at the waveguide facet for the two NWs. Figure
taken from [72].
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4.1.3 Mechanically Flexible Systems with Integrated NW Lasers

In the last decade, there has been a significant interest in producing flexible optoelec-

tronic circuitry and devices, see [128–130] for reviews. A stable device performance un-

der severe deformation ensures that these systems have great potential to be exploited

in radically novel designs [131–133]. To demonstrate that, a system on a mechanically

flexible glass was fabricated and NW lasers were end-facet integrated to WGs [72].

At first, a set of WGs were fabricated using direct laser writing processes on a

mechanically flexible substrate (flexible glass), see ref. [134] for the glass sample de-

scription. The WGs were fabricated following the same recipe used for planar SiO2

substrates. NW lasers were then individually transfer-printed in end-facet configura-

tion at the WGs’ facets. The flexible NW-WG system was mounted onto the edge-

detection setup (see Chapter 3) implemented with a bespoke bending module shown

in Figs 4.11(a-b). The bending module consisted of a metallic probe tip mounted on a

micrometric translation stage, allowing to be moved along the z-axis (vertically) over

a large range of values. The probe tip was used to evaluate the performance of the

flexible coupled NW laser WG system by applying linearly pressure to the surface of

the sample. Fig 4.11(a) shows an image of the bending module and the flexible glass

sample under a stress test. The stage ensures an even increment of the force applied to

the sample. As a result, by making surface contact with the sample, the metallic tip

bends it vertically (downwards). It should be noted here that the probe tip is wrapped

with scotch-tape to avoid local point stresses and secure an even spread of the load to

allow for an homogeneous bending angle across the total sample dimensions.

When the sample was mounted into the setup, a selected NW laser coupled into a

planar waveguide on a flexible substrate was excited above its lasing threshold. The
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sample

Figure 4.11: (a) Lateral view during the stress test of the flexible glass substrate.
(b) A view of the module implemented to the µ-PL setup for the characterization of
mechanically flexible system. VS - vertical setup, EDM - edge detection module (see
Chapter 3 for description). Figure taken from [72].

dimensions of the flexible glass were as follows: area = 1 square inch, thickness = 30

µm. Dimensions of the NW lasers: diameter ∼ 450 nm, length ∼ 5 µm. Using the

edge-detection module, in the µ-PL setup, the output of the NW-coupled waveguide

system was measured by capturing light at various deformation angles.

Figs 4.12(a) shows the measured spectrum from the NW laser integrated (in end-

facet configuration) with a micrometric SU-8 waveguide in-built in a mechanically flex-

ible glass substrate. The left inset shows a brightfield micrograph of the coupled NW

laser into the polymeric waveguide on the substrate. The right inset shows a darkfield

micrograph of the device under optical excitation at ∼ 36 mJcm−2. In this experiment,

two similar CCD cameras were used: (1) to inspect the light emission of the NW laser

as captured from its top plane (adjusting the laser focus during the mechanical bending

process) and (2) to investigate the light intensity of the coupled emission detected at

the output facet of the waveguide at the other end of the substrate (1 cm away). By

adjusting the micro-positioning stage we could increase in defined steps the amount of

force applied to the substrate to mechanically bend it with a controllable angle. We

then collect for each case of analysis the light coming out of the waveguide to investigate

the effect of substrate bending angle in the amount of light from the NW laser coupling
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Figure 4.12: (a) Emission spectrum of the NW laser integrated in the WG built in a
mechanically flexible substrate. The inset (left) shows a brightfield micrograph of the
fabricated structure. Scale bar: 15 µm. The inset (right) shows a darkfield micrograph
of the NW laser. Scale bar: 7 µm. (b) Normalised light intensity at the facet of the
waveguide as a function of 1/RC . (c) Darkfield micrograph of the light collected at the
facet of the WG. Scale bar: 15 µm.

into the waveguide and reaching the other end of the substrate. Fig. 4.12(b) shows the

relationship between the configured substrate bending angle and the detected (normal-

ized) output power of the waveguide. Significantly, the detected light intensity collected

from the waveguide’s output remains almost constant for all different values of 1/RC

configured. We only detected a slight variation (∼ 5 %) in the measured output power

for all cases of substrate bending configured. These results therefore demonstrate that

for the fabricated system of a NW lasers integrated with a waveguide on a mechanically

flexible substrate the coupling efficiency between the NW laser and the waveguide is
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practically unaffected, remaining constant from values of radius of curvature all the

way from 1/RC = 0 (flat substrate) to very large values of 1/RC = 1.6 cm. Fig. 4.12(c)

shows a darkfield micrograph of the light from the NW laser that has coupled into the

waveguide after its collection from the far-end facet of the waveguide in the mechani-

cally flexible substrate. Images, like the one shown in Fig. 4.12(c), were processed to

obtain a total intensity used in the stability measurement in Fig. 4.12(b).
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4.2 Integration of Semiconductor NW Lasers with Plas-

monic Nanoantennas

In this section we investigate the integration of NW lasers with nano-antennas as a

potential route towards improving the light directionality and achieving reduced lasing

thresholds in these devices. Moreover, the proposed method allows the achievement of

vertical emission in NW lasers as a key feature. Thus, opening new practical function-

alities for these devices (e.g. vertically emitting laser arrays and higher coupling rates

with optical fibre systems) [73]. The enhanced vertically emitting NW laser systems

were developed by integrating InP NW lasers into bespoke Cat’s Eye Al nano-antennas

(also known as Split Bull’s Eye), for an overview see [135]. Furthermore, full details

of this work, including the description of the nano-antennas structure and design, the

fabricated NW-CE laser systems and their characterization results can be found in [73].

The structure of the CE nano-antennas used in this work is depicted graphically in

the diagrams of Fig. 4.13. The NW-CE systems were designed by our collaborators

at Nanjing University (China) and fabricated at the Australian National University

(Australia). The nano-antennas were fabricated in Al on a quartz substrate. The an-

tennas’ design consists of two divided segments separated by an inner central ridge

with a total width marked as ‘g’ in Figs. 4.13(a-b). The design considers the posterior

integration of a NW laser right in the middle of this central ridge. With this design the

nano-antennas form a metallic resonant cavity with enhanced Q-factor [73]. Periodic

circular gratings are formed around the central ridge of the CE antenna as shown in

Fig. 4.13. These have been designed with dimensions, ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘d’ and ‘h’ that optimize

the surface plasmon (SP) coupling at the wavelength of 870 nm, precisely the wave-

length emission window of the InP NW lasers used in this work [73]. Full details on the
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CE nanoantennas’ design and structure and numerical analyses performed using com-

mercially available software (Lumerical FDTD) were carried out by our collaborators

to optimise the NW-CE design and can be found in our joint work [73] (see Support-

ing Information). There are two different methods to fabricate the NW-nanoantenna

laser systems, as reported in [73]. The first method consists on finding a NW and

growing the CE nanoantenna around it. This method allows less flexibility, however it

enables the fabrication of the NW laser-CE nanoantenna system with ultrasmall NWs

at the diffraction limit (diameter ∼ 290 nm and length ∼ 900 nm) [73]. Moreover,

the threshold reduction, due to the high reflectivity of the antenna and coupling of

surface plasmons, enables lasing emission at cryogenic temperatures (∼ 7K) [73]. The

second, is based on hybrid fabrication method: a selected NW (diameter ∼ 435 nm

and lengths ∼ 5 µm) is integrated in the antenna by means of TP. These results offer

higher flexibility and ease of fabrication, as there is no need to find specific NWs on a

substrate and building a structure around them.

Al

Top View

Cross Section

Al
SiO2 g

L
a h

a)

b)
d

g
b

Figure 4.13: (a) Top view schematic diagram and (b) cross section of the Cat’s Eye
Antenna design.

a b d h g L

900 nm 650 nm 200 nm 300 nm 600 nm 5 µm

Table 4.1: Table with the corresponding values of Fig. 4.13.
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In our work we describe the method used to fabricate NW-CE antenna coupled laser

systems using TP processes. To achieve that we have integrated a set of NW lasers and

optically excited them above their lasing emission at room temperature. To show how

the CE antenna system affects the performance of NW lasers we have compared the

NW-CE system with other NW lasers of the same dimensions. For a fair comparison

we have fabricated two sets of devices: (1) a NW integrated inside a CE antenna and

a bare NW on a SiO2 substrate; (2) and a NW inside a CE antenna and on a bare

NW on an Al substrate. It should be noted that since the CE antennas are made in

an Al substrate, this will have higher losses that the SiO2 substrate due to its metallic

nature. Moreover, our TP method enables integrating NW lasers post CE antenna

growth, which offers high prospects for the development of practical photonic systems.

4.2.1 TP of InP Nanowires into Cat’s Eye (CE) Antenna Cavities

We report here on the demonstration of InP NW CE antenna lasers yielding vertical

light emission at room temperature at the wavelengths of 850 - 900 nm and with reduced

lasing thresholds when compared to bare NWs on bulk un-patterned substrates. The

dimensions of the InP NW lasers used here were: diameter ∼ 435 nm and 4 - 6 µm

in length. These NWs were transfer-printed onto Al Cat’s Eye antennas fabricated on

quartz using standard e-beam evaporation for the metal layer and focused ion beam

etching for the patterning of the antennas, as stated in [73].

Here, TP was used to controllably pick-and-place individually selected NW lasers

for their integration into the antenna’s central ridge. Fig. 4.14 shows essential steps

of the fabrication process. At first, NWs were visually pre-selected, as shown in Fig.

4.14(a). Then, the selected devices were captured with an elongated-tip µ-stamp (Fig.

4.14(b)). Here it is essential to capture the device with the central part of the µ-
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Figure 4.14: Sequential micrographs illustrating the processes for the fabrication of
hybrid InP NW CE lasers.(a) The polymer (PDMS) µ-stamp is aligned with an indi-
vidually selected InP NW lying down on a donor Si substrate. (b) Surface contact
between µ-stamp and NW is produced to capture the NW. (c) The NW has been cap-
tured from the donor substrate by the µ-stamp for its transfer to the receiving surface.
(d)The µ-stamp is aligned with the central gap of the CE antenna, where surface con-
tact is produced for NW release at the desired location. (e) NW is released at the
target location into the CE antenna. Scale bar: 30 µm.

stamp (Fig. 4.14(c)), since the tip structure is non-transparent. Then this NW laser is

transferred onto the nano-antenna sample, and subsequently printed onto the structure.

This process is shown in Figs. 4.14(d-e).

Moreover, we have fabricated reduced size NW laser-CE antenna using ultra-small

NW lasers (d = 200 nm and length = 2 µm). These were subsequently transfer-printed

onto the CE antennas. However, in this case due to the optics of the TP system and the

small device dimensions we had a poor control over the final positioning of these NW

devices. Still, we successfully managed to TP some NW devices inside the antenna’s

cavity. Fig. 4.15 shows SEM images of our attempts in fabricating structures integrated

onto nano-antennas using ultra-small NW devices. The device in Fig. 4.15(d) was then

optically pumped using the µ-PL setup, however no emission was detected at room

temperature. From this case it is possible to see that most of the NWs were integrated

near the CE antenna structure. In reality, the final location of the device was strongly

related to the release mechanism. Due to their reduced size, these devices exhibit poor

release onto metallic surface, see Chapter 2 for discussion. However, a single device
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ended up being integrated into the cavity of the CE. The positioning of reduced size

nanostructures (those with dimensions barely visible through optical microscopy) will

remain a fundamental challenge. However, in this work we showed as a proof-of-concept

that the integration itself is possible with the expected reduced control over the printing

accuracy. This in turn could create a future work where our µ-stamps are fitted into

an SEM setup and the printing process is repeated. However, it is unclear if the PDMS

material will retain its performance and properties under the SEM environment.

a b c d
Figure 4.15: SEM micrographs of the integrated reduced size (ultrasmall) NWs into
CE antennas. Scale bar: 3 µm.

4.2.2 Reduced Lasing Threshold and Vertical Emission in NW-CE

Antenna Lasers

We have assessed the performance of the hybrid NW-CE antenna laser systems fabri-

cated by means of TP. We have done so by optically exciting the fabricated coupled

nanostructures and comparing their performance against that of bare NW lasers trans-

ferred on both un-patterned bulk Al and SiO2 substrates. For a fair comparison we

have selected NW devices with comparable lengths and excited these with the same

optical excitation conditions. Fig. 4.16 plots together for comparison purposes the

results for the case of a NW-CE laser with those of NW lasers on bulk substrates. Figs.

4.16(a) and 4.16(b) show lasing emission spectra of the two transfer-printed devices:

one on the CE antenna and another on an Al substrate, respectively. Both devices have
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single mode emission under optical excitation above their lasing threshold. The insets

in Fig. 4.16 plot the lasing emission from the NW laser coupled to the CE antenna

(Fig. 4.16(a)) and the bare NW laser when optically pumped above their threshold.

From the results in Figs. 4.16(c) and 4.16(d) we have recorded a significant threshold

reduction. In Fig. 4.16(c) the lasing threshold point is around 8 mJ/cm2 for an in-

tegrated device into the antenna structure. A SEM image of the fabricated device is

shown in the inset of Fig. 4.16(c), with an estimated length of 4.3 µm. For comparison,

a NW laser of similar length had a measured threshold point at 18 mJ/cm2. The inset

in Fig. 4.16(d) shows a SEM micrograph of the NW laser (L= 4.2 µm).

a b

c

d

Figure 4.16: (a) InP NW laser inside an Al CE antenna. The inset shows a darkfield
micrograph of the device’s lasing emission. The length of both NW lasers was found to
be equal to ∼ 4.2 - 4.3 µm. Scale bar: 1 µm.

Moreover, to show the contribution of the CE antenna we made a comparison

between a coupled NW-CE antenna system and a single device on a silica substrate.

The results are shown in Fig. 4.17. Here, for a fair comparison we have selected in
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a b

c d

Figure 4.17: (a) Spectrum of an InP NW laser integrated onto a CE Antenna. The
inset shows a darkfield micrograph of the lasing emission from the NW. (b) Spectrum
of a NW laser under optical excitation above threshold. The inset shows a darkfield
micrograph of the NW. (c) Lasing threshold plot of the NW in (a). The inset shows a
SEM image of the fabricated device. (d) Threshold curve of the corresponding device
in (b). Scale bar: 1 µm.

both cases single mode devices. Figs. 4.17(a) and 4.17(b) show single mode emission

under optical excitation at room temperature for both NW lasers. The insets in Figs.

4.17(a) and 4.17(b) are darkfield micrographs of the corresponding NW laser devices.

Figs. 4.17(c) shows the threshold curve of the fabricated NW laser system with the

CE antenna device. In this case, the threshold point was calculated to be equal to ∼

2 mJ/cm2. The inset shows a SEM image of the fabricated device. For comparison,

the lasing threshold curve in Fig. 4.17(d) corresponds to that of a single NW laser on

a bulk silica substrate. It should be noted here that the pump laser used for optical

excitation was changed between the two sets of results, shown in Figs. 4.16 and 4.17.

Therefore, that might have affected the direct comparison between the two sets of
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devices. However, it still gives strong proof of the reduction of the pumping power

required to achieve lasing emission [73].
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4.3 3D Integration of NWs onto Bow-Tie Antennas for

THz Sensing

Terahertz (THz) sensing has blossomed in the past decade due to the development of

novel devices which generate stable, directional and high intensity THz radiation (typ-

ically cited as the frequency range between 0.1 - 10 THz, or 3 mm - 30 µm [136,137]).

Since then, a great deal of research has been done towards characterizing and studying

devices, materials and systems using THz signals [136]. In general, THz spectroscopy

measurements offer “detecting carrier lifetimes, mobilities, dopant concentration and

surface recombination velocities with high-accuracy, high-throughput in a contact-free

fashion” [136]. This, on its own, provides an excellent set of tools for understanding

and measuring physical phenomena occurring at the nanoscale [136]. Due to their

unique properties, NWs were proven to be good candidates for realizing photoconduc-

tive THz detectors, see [74,136,138]. Furthermore, due to the NWs’ quasi-1D structure,

NW-based detectors will be ultra-compact and high-sensitive, when compared to con-

ventional bulk designs [74].

To put this in the context of this work, TP is a useful technique for integrating NW

lasers with controlled orientation and onto target locations with high-precision. This

gives great flexibility in realizing systems where the positioning accuracy of NWs is

key. The work described in this section was a collaboration between our group at The

Institute of Photonics and the group lead by Michael. B. Johnston at the University

of Oxford. The purpose of this work was to design and fabricate a 3-dimensional

NW-based THz detector that could be capable of measuring a full THz state (both

polarizations at the same time), something that has never been achieved before using

conventional detectors.
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In this section, a method of fabricating novel NW-based devices for THz sensing is

presented. The device consists of a 3D-cross NW network integrated into a dual Bow-

Tie (BT) antenna structure. As discussed in our work [139], this opens capabilities

of recovering a full terahertz state: electric field vector of light through three dimen-

sions (time and two spatial dimensions). This offers a significant improvement over

conventional detectors, since these typically are only capable of measuring intensity of

light or count photons. This results in the loss of the light’s phase or full polarisa-

tion information [139]. Nanowires of certain dimensions and materials have strongly

polarization-dependent transmission of THz pulses [138]. Furthermore, since the pass-

ing THz pulses are strongly dependent on the angle between the direction of the THz

pulse and the NW orientation [140], it becomes possible to measure those with high

precision. For a detailed description of relevant works on the topic, see [74,136,138,141].

In this section, we present the state-of-the-art integration of NW lasers on a multi-level

structure with reduced contact area between the target devices and the BT antenna.

4.3.1 Multi-stage Fabrication of a 3D-cross NW Network

To achieve controlled NW integration onto the BT antenna contacts (channels) a ”weak

bonding” technique was used, as previously described in Chapter 2. This technique

enables the integration of target NWs onto surfaces and structures when there is a

reduced contact area between those. To achieve this, InP NWs were scattered across

a “low adhesion” PDMS substrate which was cured at 6:1 (agent-to-base ratio). Then

individual NW devices were controllably captured with a µ-stamp (cured at 6:1 ratio).

In this way, the 6:1 PDMS is less “tacky” than the 8:1 stamp, resulting in almost 100 %

NW pick-up yield. Hence, upon the device release onto the substrate, there is enough

bonding force between NW/substrate to overcome that of NW/µ-stamp. In Fig. 4.18
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Figure 4.18: Schematic diagram showing the fabrication stages of a polarization-
sensitive cross-nanowire THz detector: (1-2) process flow of the nanowires in the ini-
tially ‘bare’ z-cut quartz substrate and (3-4) across the bow-tie electrodes of the THz
detector. Figure taken from [139].

a schematic illustration of the proposed fabrication stages to produce these devices is

shown: (1) a pair of InP NW lasers (diameter ≤ 260 nm, length ∼ 15 µm) are transfer-

printed onto a quartz x-cut disk in a target area specified by alignment markers on

the substrate. (2) The BT antenna structure (height ∼ 350 nm) is grown in gold via

electron-beam lithography (EBL) [139] with a gap separation between the “electrodes”

of ≤ 5 µm. The separation ensures that there will be enough contact area to place

a second pair of NWs. The BT thickness was designed to avoid the two NW pairs

to enter in direct contact with each other after the printing process. (3) the second

“orthogonal” NW pair is formed by printing the NWs one by one between the contacts,
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as shown in Fig. 4.18. During this step, the rotational stage of the TP system was used

to control the orientation of the NW devices and to ensure that they are parallel to

each other. (4) A second layer of gold contacts (channels) is grown on the BT antenna

structure.

Fig. 4.19 shows SEM micrographs of the fabricated NW-BT antenna detector. Fig.

4.19(a) shows a low magnification image of the BT antennas: each opposite antenna

pair corresponds to an individual channel. In Figs. 4.19(b-c) it is possible to see the

two-crossed pairs of NW, integrated across the channels forming a characteristic “hash-

tag” structure. From the micrographs in Fig. 4.19 it’s possible to see a highly accurate

control over the NWs’ orientations. This proved to be extremely important for the

subsequent THz signal detection due to the polarization sensitivity of the system [139].

a b c
Figure 4.19: (a)-(c) SEM images of the fabricated detector under different magnifica-
tions.

After fabrication, the NW detector was placed into a custom-built THz-TDS (Time-

domain spectroscopy) system for characterization, see [139]. The characterization mea-

surements were carried out by our collaborators and are included here to show the

performance of the fabricated device. The detector was tested for different channel

responses using a THz emitter in the setup. By rotating the THz emitter the polar-

ization in the setup was controlled [23]. Fig. 4.20 presents results on the detector

characterization. The data shows time-domain THz responses on the individual chan-
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nels obtained simultaneously, blue and red lines correspond to vertical and horizontal

channels, respectively. The results reveal that the two channels detect simultaneously,

hence the detector is able to retrieve the polarisation information.

Figure 4.20: Responses of the NW detector relative to the incident THz polarization
(left: raw and processed time-domain THz electric field; middle: amplitude and phase
spectrum of the THz electric field; right: simulated THz electric field distribution at 1
THz). 0 , 30 , 60 and 90 degrees are the angles that the incident THz pulse is polarized
at. Red solid line: response from the horizontal detection channel. Blue solid line:
response from the vertical detection channel. Figure taken from [139].
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4.4 Conclusion and Summary

To summarize, in this chapter we have successfully demonstrated different methods to

fabricate NW-based photonic systems by means of TP. The deterministic NW inte-

gration allows fabricating devices that could be very useful in a wide variety of fields

and scientific disciplines. Here we demonstrate that individual NWs could not only

be aligned to a specific target location (e.g. waveguide or nano-antenna’s cavity), but

be as well integrated vertically forming 3-dimensional nanophotonic systems. It is

worth mentioning that no alignment techniques were used in the works described in

this chapter and all alignment procedures were achieved by assessing the NWs’ position

and orientation with the integrated camera module of the TP setup. This, in my view,

strongly demonstrates the versatility of the built setup and its boundless capabilities

when it comes to NW integration.

In the first work, we have investigated two coupling schemes which allow NW lasers

to be precisely and controllably integrated with WGs on-chip. We were able to achieve

long propagation distances (relative to the lengths of the NWs devices) in the NW-WG

coupled configurations. Furthermore, the flexibility of the used laser-writing system

allowed us to fabricate Y-junction waveguides and WGs on mechanically flexible sub-

strates with embedded NW lasers.

In the second section, we have showed vertically emitting NW laser systems with

reduced lasing threshold. Here, the lasing threshold of a NW laser system was reduced

to ∼ 2 mJcm−2. Thus, the lasing threshold was reduced approximately by 1 order of

magnitude using this approach.

In the final section, it was shown that our TP system is capable of integrating NW

devices forming reduced systems. Specifically, we demonstrated the fabrication of a
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3D NW network with a characteristic ’nano-hashtag’ pattern to develop a new class

of THz detector system. Importantly, these retain their positions after the multi-layer

structures are grown atop the TP NWs. This proves that the formed bonding is strong

enough to hold them together.
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Chapter 5

Complex Hybrid Systems with

NW Lasers

In this chapter we report on complex nanophotonic systems fabricated using NW lasers

as building blocks and enabled by the hybrid TP technique. Systems with embedded

NW lasers are of great interest given the unique properties and nanoscale dimensions of

these devices [16]. The ability to fabricate such systems will allow for the development

of new nanolaser platforms offering not only highly-reduced footprint and ultra-low

energy devices (as low as 43 µJcm−2 [57] for lasing threshold), but also exploring

material physical properties at the nanoscale [88]. As it has been discussed in this

thesis, TP is a great enabling tool for the fabrication of functional and bespoke NW laser

systems, as it allows the integration of NW devices onto non-native surfaces beyond

their growth substrate. This offers great prospects to drastically increase the potential

applications of NW laser-based platforms and their future implementation into next-

generation photonic technologies [20]. In this chapter we focus on addressing fabrication

challenges and showing means of developing a next generation of nanophotonic devices
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with embedded NW lasers.

The structure of this chapter is as follows: in Section 5.1, a numerical model describ-

ing an evanescently coupled NW laser system for high-speed functionalities is provided.

Here we analyze the dynamics and conditions for stability for such a system in terms

of the separation between individual devices, their pumping rates, and their resonant

frequencies under conditions of weak coupling. We show that regions of stability were

found to be small and located close to zero wavelength offset between the coupled

NW laser pairs. Additionally, we have determined that ultra-fast periodic oscillations

exceeding the 100 GHz benchmark, could be obtained for realistic laser separations

and pumping conditions. These results pave the way towards ultra-small footprint

integrated laser modules for future on-chip ultra-high frequency nanophotonic systems.

In Section 5.2, we demonstrate an automated method for the mass-characterisation

and classification of NW lasers providing key information and allowing to select specific

devices with defined properties, and which is greatly needed for the fabrication of hybrid

bespoke nanolaser systems. We present experimental results describing how the lasing

emission properties of both transfer-printed and non-transferred NW lasers change over

a period of 6 months.

In Section 5.3, we report a wavelength multiplexing (WM) nanowire laser system

fabricated combining NW laser structures from different materials in the same plat-

form. These include bulk InP [54] and MQW GaAs/AlGaAs [57] NW devices. Using

the alignment techniques discussed in Chapter 2, we demonstrate the systematic in-

tegration of pairs of NW lasers in parallel-aligned architectures, achieving very small

controlled edge-to-edge separations between devices at around ∼ 1 µm. This practical

and simple arrangement allows both devices to be simultaneously operated by optically
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exciting them with a single (diameter of 1.6 µm) laser spot. Using this architecture, we

demonstrate WM NW laser systems operating at different wavelength bands and with

both fine and coarse separations between wavelength channels.

5.1 Numerical Study of Coupled NW Laser Systems

We start by presenting a numerical work on evanescently coupled NW laser systems.

We reveal the high potentials of coupled semiconductor NWs for future nanophotonic

integrated systems for ultra-high frequency technologies and high-speed data modu-

lation for applications in future ultrasmall footprint and low energy on-chip optical

communication systems [98, 142]. The numerical study in this section results from

the combination of two different models, and was carried out in collaboration with

colleagues at the University of Essex (Prof. Michael Adams’ group). Specifically, we

arrive at the results reported here by merging a rate-equation model (developed by

our collaborators at Essex, see ref. [143] for the model description) describing coupled

slab waveguides, with our developed model of coupled NW laser pairs using a commer-

cially available finite difference eigenmode (FDE) solver [144]. Those two models were

combined together to accurately describe the properties of weakly-coupled and parallel-

aligned NW laser pairs and study their stability properties and nonlinear dynamics.

Recently, coupled NW lasers systems have started to receive an attention by the

scientific community due to their ultra-small footprints and unique properties that these

offer, see [98, 145–147] and references therein. For example, a recent work shows butt-

coupled NW laser systems for multi-wavelength emission and mode output control [145].

The aforementioned system however, was fabricated using complex techniques [145]

where single NW devices are cut into two forming butt-coupled cavities. Hence, in
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practice this becomes challenging to realise on a large scale and at target locations in

selected substrates. Hence, the TP technique becomes a good candidate for enabling

the fabrication of coupled NW laser systems, since it allows integrating NW laser pairs

with controlled sub-µm separations (see Chapter 2) at desired locations in a wide range

of targeted surfaces (e.g. Si, SiO2, polymers, metals etc. [97]). To create a “first step”

towards the future development of coupled NW laser devices using TP techniques, we

have focused on investigating numerically such systems for realistic device separations

that could potentially be achieved with our nanoscale transfer-printing system [97].

5.1.1 Design and Implementation of Coupled NW Lasers Systems

We begin the section, describing the rate-equation model used for the simulation of

coupled NW laser pairs. This coupled slab waveguide model describes two identical

laser waveguides, ‘A’ and ‘B’, with widths of 2a an edge-to-edge separations equal to

2d (for further details see ref. [143]). The model outlined is schematically depicted in

Fig. 5.1(a), with both guides (‘A’ and ‘B’) having the same refractive index (ncore),

dielectric permittivity (εcore), and gain per unit length (gcore). Outside these regions,

values for the refractive index and dielectric permittivity are nclad and εclad, respectively.

nclad nclad ncladncorencore

Guide A Guide B

2a 2a2d
a SiO2

Air2a 2d

NW 1 NW 2

b

Figure 5.1: (a) Diagram of two coupled slab waveguides, adapted from [98]. (b)
Schematic diagram of a coupled nanowire pair on a SiO2 substrate.

This model, initially developed for coupled slab waveguide systems, was adapted

to simulate the parallel-aligned semiconductor NW laser system schematically depicted
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in the 3D diagram (left) and cross-section views included in Fig. 5.1(b). We have

simulated the operation of coupled NW laser pairs formed by InP NWs with hexagonal

structure, with a total length of 5 µm, equal NW diameters of 260 nm and a real

refractive index for InP equal to 3.4. These devices are placed on a silica substrate and

surrounded by air, as shown in Fig. 5.1(b). The refractive index of silica was set equal

to 1.5 in the simulations. For simplicity, the imaginary parts of the refractive index in

silica and InP were both set equal to zero and thus not considered in the modelling. The

described configuration of coupled InP NW laser pairs on a SiO2 substrate provides a

high-contrast ratio between the refractive indices of the NWs and the substrate. This

allows for low losses and high reflectivity permitting a simple NW laser excitation as

well as allowing easy routes for device fabrication, as outlined in Chapters 1 and 2.

Additionally, the NW lasers’ diameter (260 nm) was optimised to guarantee emission

in the devices’ fundamental mode at a realistic device lasing threshold [55].

5.1.2 Rate Equation Model

Rate-equation models are widely used tools permitting the study of laser systems by

solving differential equations. These models are frequently used to investigate nonlinear

dynamics in laser systems in a highly flexible way, whilst also providing accurate and

reliable results to help device design or to assess future performance. Eqs. 5.1-5.4

are normalised rate equations used to describe two coupled-slab WGs (‘A’ and ‘B’)

in ref. [143]. These were used to model the NW lasers, ‘NW1’ and ‘NW2’, in Fig.

5.1(b) [98,143].

dYA
dt

=
1

2τp
(MA − 1)YA − |κ|YBsin(θ + φ) (5.1)
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dYB
dt

=
1

2τp
(MB − 1)YB − |κ|YAsin(θ − φ) (5.2)

dφ

dt
=
αH
2τp

(MA −MB)−∆Ω + |κ|
[
YA
YB

cos(θ − φ)− YB
YA

cos(θ + φ)

]
(5.3)

dYMA,B

dt
=

1

τN

[
QA,B −MA,B(1 + Y 2

A,B)
]

(5.4)

Where YA and YB are the normalized field amplitudes and MA, MB are the normal-

ized carrier densities in the waveguides ‘A’ and ‘B’, respectively . The phase difference

between the fields and detuning between the cavity resonances in ‘A’ and ‘B’ are de-

scribed by φ and ∆Ω, respectively. QA and QB are the normalized pumping rates

in guides ‘A’ and ‘B’. The carrier lifetime is τN , τp is the photon lifetime, αH is the

linewidth enhancement factor, | κ | and θ are the amplitude and phase of the coupling

coefficient, respectively. It should be noted that the amplitude coupling coefficient | κ |

is described in terms of real and imaginary parts: | κ |= | κr |+i| κi |. Where the

imaginary part was set to zero. Resulting in | κ | = | κr |. For full details on the model

see [143].

5.1.3 Finite Difference Eigenmode Model

Finite Difference Eigenmode (FDE) is an electromagnetic modelling technique enabling

the calculation of propagating electromagnetic modes inside a structure [148]. This

is done by solving the Maxwell’s equations in a cross-sectional mesh of the defined

structure [144, 149]. This is a standard technique used in the modelling of waveguides

(and other structures), as it allows to study the properties and performance limits
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of such systems by calculating the waveguides’ losses, number of propagating modes,

refractive indices and confinement factors. The calculations are done within a software

defined mesh structure called “Yee Mesh” [150]. In our analysis we have started by

calculating the propagating modes (and their characteristics) of InP NW lasers (of

varying diameters) using a 2D approach, hence obtaining calculated results for a cross

section of the NW. The software allows to select different parameters such as: mesh

size, simulation area, and drawing structures. For example, a perfect hexagon shape

was used to describe the cross section of the InP NW lasers under analysis.

Fig. 5.2(a) shows an example of a 2D Yee Mesh, which is used to discretize Maxwell’s

equations in space; it consists of a grid (matrix) where different electromagnetic (EM)

field components are stored (e.g., E and H) [151]. By adjusting the size of the Yee

mesh, the accuracy of the simulation can be controlled, as more calculations will de-

scribe the simulated object’s shape and thus its behaviour. The mesh is used to describe

a simulated object shape (hexagonal in our case) and consists of small square boxes,

similar to those shown in Fig. 5.2(a). By changing the mesh size, it becomes possi-

ble to produce more accurate results, as more “elements” will describe the simulated

object’s shape. This becomes essential, particularly when studying structures with non-

rectangular shapes. By selecting small size grids, we are able to define angles in our

simulation. We have found that a mesh size of 5 nm allows to obtain accurate results

avoiding large simulation times. Fig. 5.2(b) shows typical computed results using the

FDE software. These show the calculated electric field intensity profiles of the first 8

propagating modes in an hexagonal InP nanowire (with a diameter of 660 nm and a

refractive index of 3.4) suspended in air (nair = 1).

These results help identifying the different types of propagating modes as well as
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Figure 5.2: (a) Example of a 2D Yee Mesh. (b) First eight transverse modes of an
InP 660 nm diameter hexagonal NW suspended in air computed with Lumerical Mode
Solutions.

calculate their losses and effective indices. Regarding the latter, we have used the

method described in ref. [55], to calculate the effective indices of the propagating modes

of InP NW laser on a silica substrate. This allowed us to choose specific NW dimensions

with selected propagating modes for the subsequent analyses of coupled NW laser

structures. Fig. 5.3 shows results computed for the case described above. Here we

have calculated the first 8 propagating modes in an InP NW laser on silica substrate,

whose diameter is varied from 200 to 1000 nm.
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SiO2

InP

Figure 5.3: Effective indices of propagating modes inside an InP NW laser on a silica
substrate (measured at the wavelength of 880 nm).

From the results in Fig. 5.3, we can estimate that InP NW lasers with a diameter

of 260 nm will be optimal for investigation with our model. This parameter choice is

based on the fact that for that specific diameter the only possible lasing modes will be

the HE11a and HE11b. This is not only supported by our calculations but from previous

numerical and experimental reports in the literature [55]. Moreover, from ref. [55] we

can retrieve the values for the threshold gains for the HE11a and HE11b modes for a 260

nm diameter InP NW to be equal to 1870 cm−1 and 1600 cm−1, respectively.

5.1.4 Simulation of Evanescently Coupled NW Laser Pairs

Here the process of combining the rate-equation and the FDE models for the analysis

of coupled NW laser systems is discussed. The calculated refractive indices from the

FDE model were included into the rate-equation model to find regions of stability for

an evanescently coupled NW laser pair [98]. Simple but accurate approximations for
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the bifurcations separating regions of stable and unstable dynamics have been derived

in [98] using a rate-equation based model of evanescently coupled lasers. A schematic

for that modelled system is included in Fig. 5.1(a). In our case, when investigating a

system formed by evanescently-coupled InP NW laser pairs (with equal diameters of

260 nm), we needed to calculate the coupling rate κ. In order to do so, we needed to

obtain the values for the propagation constants of the symmetric and anti-symmetric

normal modes, referred as β1 and β2 respectively. Using a commercial Lumerical FDE

software package, it is possible to calculate two sets of data for the two supported

lasing modes in this system, HE11a and HE11b, showing symmetric and anti-symmetric

modes. That information will be subsequently fed into the rate-equation model derived

by Adams et al. [143] to be able to investigate the dynamical operation of the coupled

NW laser system under analysis.

To get to that stage, a set of steps needed to be followed. Firstly, we calculated the

coupling rate, κ, by finding the index difference between the two supported coupled

modes in the system. The index difference (∆n), between the symmetric and asym-

metric modes, is obtained directly by subtracting the effective indices of the symmetric

(n1) and anti-symmetric (n2) modes: ∆n=(n1 - n2)/2. The coupling coefficient per unit

length, κ, is related to the normal mode indices by the expression κ = k∆n, where k is

the free-space wave number. We then calculate the group indices of the two supported

modes HE11a and HE11b as a function of wavelength using FDE simulations , as shown

graphically in Fig. 5.4, an applying the following expression (Eq. 5.5), where ng is the

group index and ne(λ) is the effective index at a given wavelength λ.

ng = ne(λ)− dne(λ)

dλ
λ (5.5)
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Figure 5.4: Group index values as a function of wavelength for the HE11a and HE11b

modes in an evanescently coupled NW laser system formed by two equal 260 nm diam-
eter InP NWs. Values in boxes correspond to group indices at the wavelength of 880
nm.

Next, we calculate the photon lifetime using the expression τp = (vg Γgth)−1, where

vg is the group velocity, Γ is the confinement factor and gth is the threshold gain. The

group velocity is defined by vg = c/ng, where c and ng are the speed of light and the

group index, respectively. After obtaining this information we can then calculate the

coefficient κ, for this system, using the expression, Eq. 5.6, reported in [98,143]:

κ = Cke
−2wd/a (5.6)

Where w = 2πa
λ

√
n2e − n2clad, being 2a the NWs’ diameter, λ is the propagated/

simulated wavelength, and ne and nclad are the effective index of the propagated mode

and the refractive index of the cladding. In this case, for the evanescently-coupled InP

NW laser system the values in this expression are equal to: λ = 880 nm, 2a = 260

nm, nc = 3.4, nclad = 1. The effective index, ne for each guided mode in the coupled
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Mode w Ck (ps−1) τp (ps)

HE11a 1.9733 45 0.0656

HE11b 1.9321 23 0.0757

Table 5.1: Numerical values of parameters.

InP NWs on an SiO2 substrate are found from the FDE simulations carried out with

Lumerical. The value of the constant Ck is found from fitting the curve depicting the

relationship between calculated coupling rate κ versus NW lasers’ separation, 2d. The

calculated values for w and Ck for the two supported modes, HE11a and HE11b, are

shown in Table 5.1. Table 5.1 also shows the photon lifetime values for each of the two

modes. Parameter values for both Γ and gth are extracted from the results provided

in [55] for InP NW lasers of length equal to 5 µm.

The relationship between the coupling rate-photon lifetime product (kτp) versus

NW lasers’ separation (2d) is calculated applying the values included in Table 5.1 into

Eq. 5.6. These are compared with the results obtained from FDE simulations. Fig. 5

plots together the results obtained for both supported modes, HE11a and HE11b using

the analytical equations reported in [98] (dashed lines) with those obtained with the

FDE simulations (solid dots). The insets in Fig. 5.5 also show the intensity profiles for

the two modes, HE11a and HE11b in the coupled NW laser pair system. Fig. 5.5 shows

very good agreement between both approaches for both HE11a and HE11b modes.
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Figure 5.5: Relationship between kτp and the separation between NWs for the HE11a

(in blue) and HE11b modes. Comparison of the results obtained from FDE simulations
(in circles) with those from Eq. 5.6 (dashed lines). The inset shows the intensity profiles
of the two modes supported by the NW structures. Figure taken from [98].

From Fig. 5.5 it is possible to conclude that a large parameter region in terms of

separation between the two NW lasers, 2d > 300 nm, satisfies this condition for both

supported modes in the system. After verifying the very good degree of agreement be-

tween the results obtained with FDE simulations and the analytical expressions derived

in [98] for a coupled NW laser system, it is now possible to use the model in [143] to

determine the stability conditions for our system using the following expressions:

∆f <
αHκ

π
(5.7)
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∆f >
1

2π

√
(2αHκ)2 −

(
Q

τp

)2

(5.8)

Where ∆f is the frequency offset between the two lasers in our system. Eqs. 5.7

and 5.8 provide the stability regions of the system limited respectively by saddle-node

and Hopf bifurcations. Fig. 5.6 shows the obtained results, for both supported modes

HE11a and HE11b, from the stability analysis of the system using Eqs. 5.7 and 5.8 with

parameter values equal to αH = 3, τN = 1 ns and Q = 2. In Fig. 5.6, blue and red

curves indicate the location of saddle-node and Hopf bifurcations in the ∆f vs 2d plane.

Regions of stability where the two 260 nm-diameter InP NW lasers are phase-locked

in the anti-phase normal mode lie between these bifurcations. Outside these regions

various forms of instability including periodic oscillation, chaos, and complex dynamics

will be found in system [143].
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Figure 5.6: Saddle-node(S) and Hopf(H) bifurcations calculated using Eqs. 5.7 and
5.8 for the modes HE11a (a) and HE11b (b) in an evanescently coupled InP NW laser
system. The parameter values used were respectively equal to αH = 3, τN = 1ns and
Q = 2. Figure taken from [98].

From Fig. 5.6, we can see that the regions of stable phase-locked behavior for

the coupled NW laser pair system are very small and located close to zero frequency

offset between the two NW lasers. In practice this would imply the selection of devices

with very similar resonant frequencies which will be very challenging indeed. We must
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note here that an offset in resonant frequency between the two NW lasers (∆f) will

be unavoidable in practice due to differences in the NWs’ cavity lengths arising during

device growth. For example, a 0.1 nm difference will result in a frequency offset between

devices of 5 GHz. This will imply that in practice non-linear operation rather than

phase-locked behavior is to be expected from a system of two evanescently-coupled

(260 nm diameter) InP NW lasers. Using Eq. 5.8 the minimum separation for stable

phase-locked operation for the case of zero frequency offset (∆f = 0) between the two

NW lasers is given by:

Q = 2τNαHκ (5.9)

Fig. 5.7 shows the calculated relationship between the normalised pumping rate

Q and the NWs’ separation 2d for both modes, HE11a and HE11b, obtained from Eq.

5.9 using the same parameter values as in the results of Fig. 5.6. The region of stable

anti-phase normal mode operation lies to the right of the line obtained in Fig. 5.7 for

each of the two modes. The normalised pumping Q is related to the actual pumping

rate P by:

Q = CQ

(
P

Pth
− 1

)
+

P

Pth
(5.10)

Where Pth is the threshold pumping value of P and CQ is given by:

CQ =
adiff
gth

N0 (5.11)

Where adiff is the differential gain and N0 is the transparency carrier concentration.

These latter parameters are difficult to estimate for the case of InP NW lasers. For
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simplicity, in our calculations we have used widely accepted parameters values for

conventional GaAs lasers: adiff = 5 x 10−16cm2 and N0 = 1x1018cm−3 [143]. Finally,

threshold gain values, gth, of 1870 and 1600 cm−1 for the HE11a and HE11b modes,

respectively, were extracted from [55].
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Figure 5.7: Stability boundaries for the HE11a and HE11b modes of the coupled InP NW
laser system investigated in this work at zero frequency offset. Figure taken from [98].

It should be noted here that values of these device parameters are subject to some

uncertainty for the case of nanowire lasers. The differential gain and transparency car-

rier concentration both influence the coefficient CQ which affects the conversion from

normalised pumping to the ratio of pump to threshold. Also, whilst the linewidth

enhancement factor, αH , is not expected to differ greatly from values found in other

semiconductor lasers, the situation for the carrier and photon lifetimes is less clear. In

the case of τN the effect of side-wall roughness and non-uniformity in NWs might intro-
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duce non-radiative processes that shorten carrier lifetime. However, provided the pitch

to hole diameter ratio is not too large during NW growth, as-grown InP nanowires are

hexagonal with smooth side walls and a planar top facet, we might not expect major

reductions. Nonetheless, for different types of NWs and different growth batches these

parameter values might differ. As regards τp, the values used here are derived, as de-

tailed above, from calculated values of mode confinement factor, and threshold gain.

These short lifetimes are, therefore, the result of a relatively low facet reflectivity com-

bined with a length of 5 µm. Further discussions of the result accuracy and sensitivity

are given below. As outlined above, outside the regions of stability diverse nonlinear

dynamical regimes could be obtained, including sustained periodic oscillations. For the

case of zero frequency offset between the two NW lasers, a first-order approximation

for the frequency, f , of periodic oscillations is given by:

f =
1

2π

√
4κ2 +

Q− 1

τNτp
(5.12)

The first term in the square root in Eq. 5.12 refers to the frequency of energy

exchange (beating) between the two NW lasers, whilst, the second term corresponds to

the relaxation oscillation frequency. Fig. 5.8 plots the oscillation frequency, f , versus

the separation between NWs, 2d, and the normalised pumping, Q. Fig. 5.8 plots

results obtained for the HE11a mode and using the same parameter values as before.

Remarkably, Fig. 5.8 shows that for low but realistic device separations very high

oscillation frequencies exceeding 100 GHz are predicted for a system of two coupled

NW lasers.

From the results shown in Fig. 5.8, it is possible to conclude on the perspectives

of coupled NW lasers for ultra-high frequency modulation systems. In the case when
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Figure 5.8: Frequency of periodic oscillations at zero frequency offset for the HE11a

mode. Figure taken from [98].

out-of-phase modulation is used, the modulation resonance frequency of evanescently-

coupled lasers is given by κ/π. Thus, the results of Fig. 5.8 for lower separations

indicate a good guide to potential modulation speeds. Recent results obtained with

different systems also provide additional basis to support the great prospects of coupled

NW laser systems for ultra-high frequency modulation. Specifically, a reported two-

element array of photonic crystal VCSELs already demonstrated modulation rates up

to 37 GHz [143]. Moreover, the modelling results showed a strong influence on the

modulation bandwidth by the phase between NW devices (equivalent to the frequency

offset used here) and the injection ratio (equivalent to the coupling rate). To conclude,

even though the work is specifically focused on evanescently-coupled InP NW lasers

with emission at 880 nm and diameters of 260 nm, the results, presented here, are

extendable to other types of NW lasers (different material systems, dimensions and

geometries). It is worth mentioning that recent reports (see refs. [152–154]) show the
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possibility of NWs to operate in telecom windows (1310 and 1550 nm). This makes

the presented model attractive for further research and when designing evanescenetly-

coupled nanophotonic systems.
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5.2 Binning of NW Lasers and ‘Champions’ Selection

As it was outlined before, semiconductor NW lasers are a promising technology for

the realization of coherent optical sources with ultra-small footprint. However, to fully

realize their potential in on-chip photonic systems, scalable methods are required for

dealing with large populations of inhomogeneous devices that are typically randomly

distributed on their host substrates [69]. In this section, we present work combining

two complementary, high-throughput techniques: (1) the characterization of NW laser

populations using automated optical microscopy (AOM) [57,70,71,110], and (2) a high-

accuracy TP process with automatic device spatial registration and transfer [21,56,97].

It is worth mentioning that this was a collaboration project with Dr. Patrick Parkin-

son’s group at the University of Manchester. His group developed an automated char-

acterization setup that scans substrates with randomly distributed NWs, maps those

and characterizes one by one creating large datasets. By combining both techniques it

becomes possible to select ‘champion’ NW lasers with specific laser properties (such as

threshold, lasing wavelength, number of lasing modes) and integrate these onto target

surfaces.

To experimentally demonstrate our approach, we show how a population of NW

lasers was characterized, binned by threshold energy density, and subsequently printed

into arrays onto a secondary substrate. Moreover, we provide a statistical analysis of

the transferred and control devices showing that the transfer process does not incur in

measurable NW laser damage, and the selected threshold binning can be maintained.

Moreover, the analysis on the lasing threshold and mode spectra of the device popula-

tions proves the potential for using NW lasers for integrated systems’ fabrication.
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5.2.1 Characterisation, Binning and TP of NW Lasers

In this work, GaAs-AlGaAs core-shell NW lasers were used, these were grown on a

GaAs substrate using a bottom-up approach, as reported in [85]. These NW devices

support multiple transverse modes and have a diameter of ∼ 450 nm and a length of

∼ 4 µm, see [69, 85] for the description of the devices. In Fig. 5.9, a schematic flow

diagram of the main stages of NW laser processing, measurement (using AOM) and

transfer from the growth substrate onto the host samples is shown: (i)-(ii) vertically

grown NWs are released and coarsely distributed on a quartz substrate with random

orientation. It is worth mentioning here, that in Chapter 6 we look closely at how to

controllably distribute a large-scale number of NW devices with controlled orientation.

In this case however, to achieve a successful mapping of the NW lasers, the devices’

distribution across the substrate should be relatively small. This ensures that individual

devices are characterized and these are not grouped into bundles or small clusters. (iii)

The transfer-printed devices are then optically measured and spatially mapped to allow

device binning by a specific parameter: threshold or lasing wavelength (in this case).

This is done using AOM by our collaborators at Manchester. (iv)-(v) Devices from the

population are selected for transfer to a second substrate. An automatically spatially

aligned transfer printing process is used to transfer these devices into regular arrays on

a second receiver substrate. (vi) Finally, the devices are re-measured using the same

setup as in (iii).

For the large-scale integration of NW devices, these were captured from their growth

substrate using a ∼ 2 mm2 flat polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp, as depicted in

Figs. 5.10(a-c). The PDMS sample was fabricated following the standard recipe and

then cut using a scalpel knife forming a square (∼ 2 mm2) piece. After, the stamp was
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Figure 5.9: Schematic of the process: (i) NW lasers on their growth substrate are
released using a large PDMS block and (ii) transferred onto a target quartz disk and
randomly distributed on the surface. (iii) Device populations are characterised using
an automated scanning microscopy system and binned by threshold. (iv) Selected NW
devices are individually picked using a PDMS µ-stamp and (v) printed onto a second
substrate in regular arrays. (vi) Target devices are re-characterised with the system.
Figure taken from [56].

mounted into the TP setup and aligned with the GaAs-AlGaAs NW growth sample,

as shown in Fig. 5.10(a). The NW capture process was done in two stages, as depicted

in Fig. 5.10(b): (1) the stamp was controllably pressed onto the NW sample. (2) the

stamp was dragged perpendicularly to the NW growth axis for 20 µm which resulted in

the breaking/fracturing and capturing of the NWs by the viscous stamp surface. The

stamp with captured NWs was then aligned with the target host sample and pressed

into the selected area. Following the developed NW capture/release procedure, after

raising the stamp from the sample, NW devices with enough surface bonding will be

left on the host sample, as graphically shown in Fig. 5.10(d). In the last stage we found

that the transfer yield was of the order of 50 %, resulting in a low density distribution
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of wires. However, in this very case the relatively low yield was expected as no stamp

optimization was carried out at this stage and the captured NWs had formed multi-

layer surfaces on the stamp. Next, a z-cut quartz disk, coated with ∼ 4 µm thick

photopolymer [155] layer was used as the receiver. The photopolymer provided an

adhesive surface to improve capture of the NWs, and the quartz and photo-polymer

are transparent in the visible spectral range, allowing for measurement of the devices

in a transmission microscopy arrangement. The NWs were transferred from the large

area PDMS stamp to the quartz sample producing a randomly distributed population

of devices on the sample. The spatial density of these devices was coarsely controlled

through the initial release and subsequent printing process parameters.

a

b

c

d

NWs

PDMS

2

1

Figure 5.10: Transfer-printing process of as-grown NW lasers from their growth sub-
strate onto a quartz disk sample: (a) a PDMS slab is aligned with the NW growth
sample. (b) (1) PDMS stamp is pressed into the growth sample, (2) the stage under-
neath the sample is moved, NWs are captured by the PDMS. (c) captured devices are
attached to the surface of PDMS. (d) captured NWs are transferred onto a target disk
sample. Figure was taken from [56].

A relatively sparse population was targeted to ensure the automatic characterisa-

tion method addressed single, easily distinguishable devices. Fig. 5.11(a) shows an
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optical microscope image of a random distribution of NWs on the quartz substrate

with low spatial density. Furthermore, both the initial and final quartz receiver sam-

ples were patterned with lithographic markers to allow spatial mapping of the NWs to

a predefined grid.

60 μm 15 μm

(a)

(b)

30 μm

NW 1 NW 2 NW 3

NW 4 NW 5

Figure 5.11: Quartz substrates with printed NW laser devices. (a) Randomly dis-
tributed 1st transfer and (b) 5 device array of binned and deterministically placed
devices. Figure taken from [56].

The randomly deposited NW lasers were measured using the AOM setup at room

temperature as previously described in ref. [69,71]. The automated scanning measure-

ment technique allows the direct mapping of NW spatial position to be associated with

the optical measurements. The measurements taken include below and above threshold

emission spectra, pump energy vs emission power and both dark and bright-field mi-

crographs of the device obtained with a CCD camera. Fig. 5.12(a-f) show an example

of typical characterisation information for a NW device. A plot in Fig. 5.12(a) shows

the device (red dot) location on the disk substrate relatively to the alignment markers

(black grids). Processed bright-field images, like that in Fig. 5.12(b), were used to

estimate the NWs’ lengths and their relative orientation to that of the markers. The

‘orientation parameter’ became crucial when verifying if a specific device was correctly
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identified, prior to its further integration onto the host disk substrate. Fig. 5.12(c)

plots a dark-field micrograph of the lasing emission of the NW when optically pumped

above threshold. Figs. 5.12(d-e) depict collected emission spectra of the NW laser at

various excitation powers and the processed the light-in-light-out curve, respectively.

The later was used to calculate the device lasing threshold level. Fig. 5.12(f) shows

the measured PL spectrum of the device below its lasing emission threshold. By using

the processed data, the NWs were pre-binned and selected for their further transfer

printing onto the host substrate.
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Figure 5.12: (a) Spatial map showing the location of a NW device. Dark grids indicate
alignment markers on the substrate. (b) Image processed bright-field micrograph of the
NW laser. (c) Darkfield micrograph of an excited NW laser above its lasing emission.
(d) Spectra showing emission wavelength at various excitation energies. (e) A threshold
plot showing LILO curve. (f) PL spectra of the NW laser taken at sub-threshold level.
Figure was taken from [56].
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5.2.2 Analysis of Target NW Devices

Due to the multi-mode nature of these NW devices, we have selected the threshold

energy as the binning parameter. Furthermore, we believe this will be an important

metric parameter in the fabrication of future integrated NW laser systems. For ex-

ample, allowing to utilize designs of large-array (nano-)systems operating with similar

performance (lasing threshold) across a chip. The initial transfer step created a popu-

lation of 221 NW devices, out of which 180 of them showed lasing emission, on the first

quartz substrate. Fig. 5.13(a) shows spatial mapping scatter plot of NW lasers across

the disk substrate: red dots are coordinates of the NW devices and dark grids depict

the alignment markers on the substrate. Fig. 5.13(b) shows a histogram of the initially

measured threshold energy densities of the NW laser population. From this popula-

tion, five bins of lasing threshold energy were selected as shown in Fig. 5.13(c), varying

between 500 - 2500 µJ/cm2, with mean values separated by ∼ 500 µJ/cm2, to produce

distinguishable sets. Five devices were selected per bin, and subsequently printed onto

the second quartz sample. The selected devices were distributed throughout the pop-

ulation with randomly distributed orientation of their long axes. The printing process

was semi-automated, taking as inputs the position of the NW relative to the registra-

tion marker at (0,0) and the orientation taken from the bright field microscopy image

of the NW. The NW target position was defined as a set of coordinates on the target

sample, relative to a registration marker on that substrate and all devices were rotated

to have their long axes co-linear. The translation and rotation of the NWs during the

printing process was computer controlled based on the measured registration marker

and NW device positions. Fig. 5.13(d) shows the measured coordinates of the printed

arrays as measured by the characterization system. Printed devices were separated by
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∼ 20 µm to allow individual optical injection and measurement.
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Figure 5.13: (a) Spatial map of 221 NWs (red circles) on quartz substrate identified
by the characterization setup. Dark grids indicate alignment markers on the substrate,
with a marker at (0,0) being the reference point. (b) Histogram of measured NW
thresholds before the selection and transfer processes.(c) Binning of selected NW lasers
by lasing threshold energy. (d) Absolute coordinates of the transfer-printed arrays on
the second quartz disk. Figure taken from [56].

The post-processing round of measurements was performed on both printed and un-

printed samples after a period of six months, during which time both sets of samples

were stored together in a desiccator cabinet in a temperature controlled lab. By using

the un-printed sample as a reference, we were able to control for variation in experi-

mental conditions (and device aging) between these two measurements. In particular,

our comparison allows compensation for changes made to the laser characterization

tool during this period, that may introduce some absolute variation between first and

second measurement rounds, but should not affect relative changes between printed and

un-printed device sets. Fig. 5.14 shows the extracted threshold energy densities of the
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printed (in color) and un-printed (black grids) devices before and after the transfer pro-

cess, a dashed line is included as a visual aid corresponding to ideal correlation. In the

printed device group, 24 out of 25 NW devices retained their lasing emission properties

at room temperature, one device did not exhibit lasing. In the case of the un-printed

devices, 74 out of the remaining 155 devices exhibited lasing during the second round

of measurements. The reason for the significant decrease in lasing population in the

un-printed devices is not clear at this stage, but may be due to thermal effects on the

polymer layer at the laser surface during repeated measurements.
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Figure 5.14: Correlation of laser threshold values between two measurements for printed
and un-printed NW lasers. Dashed line represents ideal correlation (ρ = 1). Figure
taken from [56].

Individually, both populations of devices show correlation of their lasing threshold

energy density from the first to second measurements, though there are clear differ-

ences. The linear correlation coefficient of threshold for the printed devices is moderate

and significant, at 0.462 with p-value of .023, showing that the binned devices retain the

global trend of threshold ranges, although a clear increase in absolute threshold levels is
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observed. Similarly, the un-printed devices exhibit a moderate and significant correla-

tion coefficient of 0.435. In this case the second measurement round exhibits a decrease

in absolute threshold levels. The threshold energy densities for both populations show

systematic variation in absolute values, but retain their global relative trends. There-

fore, the low threshold binned devices can be selected for, even though absolute values

are not stable for either printed or un-printed populations, due to changes in the laser

excitation system described above. From Fig. 5.16, a comparable scatter around ideal

correlation line (ρ=1) could be seen for both printed and un-printed devices indicating

that there was no systematic wavelength shifts in the two batches.
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Figure 5.15: (a) Pre- and (b) post-processed PL spectra of a randomly selected NWs
laser. Figure taken from [56].

As noted earlier, the NW lasers in this work support multiple modes and therefore

any changes in the lasing threshold may be due to a change in dominant lasing mode

between first and second measurement rounds. Before considering the lasing spectra,

the sub-threshold photo-luminescence of the NWs was measured. As previously shown

in ref. [69], the photoluminescence spectral form of these devices consisted of two dis-

tinct peaks, at ∼ 810 and 870 nm, which correspond to the emission from the core and

MQW regions of the devices. The shape of emission is unique from wire-to-wire due to
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the growth inhomogeneity. To verify that the TP techniques do not affect the printed

devices both pre- and post-processing spectra were compared, an example of the plots

is shown in Fig. 5.15. As no significant variations in the PL spectra were apparent, the

peak lasing wavelength for both populations of devices was measured, as shown in Fig.

5.16, where red circles represent printed devices and black grids represent un-printed

devices.
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Figure 5.16: Correlation of peak lasing wavelength between two measurements for
printed (red circles) and un-printed (black grids) devices. Dashed line represents ideal
correlation. Figure taken from [56].

5.2.3 Comparison between Printed and Non-Printed Devices

Both populations of devices exhibit a similar scatter around the ideal correlation curve,

suggesting that the printing process is not the dominant cause explaining the variations

in peak lasing wavelength. The latter can be in fact significant, extending beyond

10nm in some cases, given the multimode nature of these devices. The peak wavelength

measurement does not give a full account of the laser modal structure of the devices and

therefore a further qualitative measure of the spectra can be defined to help ascertain
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if the NWs have been physically altered between measurements. The modal structure

of the NW lasers is directly related to their physical geometry and it can be used to

provide a useful probe of any damage induced in the NWs. Three possible cases are

presented in Fig. 5.17 that show how the modal structure of the laser may change

between measurements.
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Figure 5.17: Three representative cases of printed and un-printed devices showing the
optical spectra pre- and post-processing: (a) reconstructed, (b) partially reconstructed,
(c) non-reconstructed spectrum. Figure taken from [56].

In the first case ‘A’, shown in Fig. 5.17(a), the Fabry-Perot (FP) modes of the

specific device under analysis in both measurements fully overlap, i.e. the modes overlap

in wavelength and exhibit similar distribution of optical power. For the particular

device presented, the lasing threshold changed from 734 to 356 µJ/cm2, but the modal

structure shows very little variation. This suggests that the device losses, gain or

absorption properties may be affected but its geometry and hence FP mode structure

is consistent. The second common case ‘B’, Fig. 5.17(b), exhibits a spectrum where the

FP modes of the device overlap between measurements, but the distribution of optical

power has changed significantly. Again, in this case it would suggest that the geometry

of the device is unaffected but the internal laser properties, or pumping conditions

have changed enough to favour lasing of an alternative mode. Finally, in case ‘C’,

in Fig. 5.17(c) the two modal spectra do not appear to overlap well, suggesting that

the device has been physically affected, inducing a change in the FP mode structure.
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Fig. 5.18 shows the correlation between measured laser threshold values between first

and second measurement rounds. The form of each data point marker (black, red and

blue) indicates whether the lasing spectral overlap between measurement ‘A’ and ‘B’

resembles case ‘A’, ‘B’ or ‘C’ most closely.
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Figure 5.18: A scatter plot showing modal cases relatively to the threshold change in
the NW devices: (a) printed and (b) un-printed devices. Figure taken from [56].

Table 5.2 presents the correlation coefficients and p-values for each of three spec-

tral overlap cases and the full printed and un-printed device populations. In both

the printed and un-printed devices, case ‘A’ (full mode overlap) shows good correla-

tion between first and second measurements. Cases ‘B’ and ‘C’ exhibit no significant

correlation values for both populations. This suggests that where the device lasing

conditions are consistent between first and second measurements, the printing process

does not introduce significant detrimental effects to the devices and lasing thresholds

are consistent. Nevertheless, the multi-modal nature of the NW lasers studied here

allows for variation in lasing mode between measurements and therefore a shift in

lasing threshold. In order to maintain tight control over device characteristics single

transverse-mode NW lasers could be used.
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Mode Spectrum Case
[un-printed | printed]

Un-printed Printed
ρ-value p-value ρ-value p-value

All devices [74 | 24] 0.435 < .001 0.462 .023
Case A [45 | 8] 0.584 < .001 0.841 .009
Case B [25 | 8] 0.265 .200 0.239 .568
Case C [4 | 8] -0.294 .706 0.006 .989

Table 5.2: Threshold fluence correlations for devices grouped by modal spectrum cor-
relations.

5.3 Towards Fabricating Coupled-NW Laser Systems

For functional NW laser systems to become a reality, it is key to deliver flexible, reliable

and reproducible nanofabrication techniques going beyond the current state-of-the-art

to yield nanoscale integration accuracy of individual NW lasers. Such nanofabrication

processes should also enable the integration of different types of NW lasers (emitting at

diverse wavelengths) onto multiple surfaces, and their integration over large distances

using simple protocols for operation. Such capability, would pave the way towards

new key-enabling on-chip NW laser systems (e.g. NW laser arrays, coupled NW laser

systems, multi-wavelength NW laser modules, etc.) with ultrafast speed operations,

low energy requirements and ultrasmall footprints [98] for transformative developments

in nanolaser-based ultra-frequency technology for on-chip data communications and

multi-wavelength systems for sensing and spectroscopy [56,72].

In this section, we demonstrate Wavelength Multiplexed Nanowire (WM-NW) laser

systems enabled by TP techniques, permitting the positioning of individually-selected

NWs into target locations with sub-µm precision in different selected substrates, as de-

scribed in Chapter 2. The WM-NW lasers were produced with controlled coarse (> 100

nm) and fine (< 10 nm) spacing between wavelength channels and with light emission in

different infrared windows. These are fabricated using different types of semiconductor

NWs (bulk InP [54] and core-shell GaAs/AlGaAs [85] NWs) with lasing emission at
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room temperature integrated in laterally-aligned architectures yielding highly reduced

footprints (> 10 µm2); hence allowing their simultaneous optical excitation using a

single pumping laser spot (diameter ∼ 1.6 µm).

λ1

λ1
λ2

λ2

μ-stamp

λe

a) b) c)

Figure 5.19: (a and b) Schematic diagrams illustrating the process to fabricate a
laterally-aligned NW laser pair by means of TP. (c) Sketch of the WM-NW laser sys-
tems proposed in this work. Figure taken from [56].

Fig. 5.19 illustrates the geometry of the WM-NW laser systems of this work, where

two NW lasers with light emission at distinct selected wavelengths (λ1, λ2) are con-

trollably integrated in a parallel-aligned arrangement (with facet-to-facet separation

between NWs down to < 1 µm). Figs. 5.19(a) and 5.19(b) depict the TP processes

followed to fabricate the laterally-aligned WM-NW lasers systems: a first NW laser is

captured using a polymer µ-stamp from its original substrate and transfer-printed into a

desired location in the receiving surface (Fig. 5.19(a)); subsequently, using the NW-to-

NW alignment method (described in Chapter 2) a second NW laser is transfer-printed

next to the first NW (with a desired separation) keeping the same device orientation

(Fig. 5.19(b)). The diagram in Fig. 5.19(c) shows that the reduced separation between

the two NWs in the formed WM-NW laser system permits their simultaneous optical

excitation with a single pumping spot (at λe) to yield dual-wavelength emission (at λ1
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and λ2).

5.3.1 Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) using NW Lasers

In this work we used two different types of NWs, namely bulk InP NW lasers [54] and

core-shell GaAs/AlGaAs NWs [85], showing both room-temperature lasing emission in

the wavelength ranges 840 - 900 nm and 750 - 800 nm, respectively . These NWs had all

hexagonal cross-sections but different dimensions. Specifically, we used InP NW lasers

of two different sizes, with average lengths of 5 and 10 µm and average diameters of

435 and 260 nm, respectively. Concerning the core-shell GaAs/AlGaAs NW lasers we

used devices with average diameters and lengths of 450 nm and 4 µm, respectively. The

variety of NW lasers used in this work allowed for a wide selection of their wavelength

emission; hence enabling the fabrication of WM-NW laser systems with user-engineered

wavelength operation.

Nevertheless, to develop the nanolaser systems of Fig. 5.19, counting with an align-

ment technique permitting sub-µm positioning accuracy is key. Our developed NW

alignment procedure is capable of achieving high positioning accuracy of ∼ 200 nm

(see Chapter 2). The alignment NW-to-NW method is exactly the same as described

in Chapter 2. This developed process, added to key capabilities of the TP platform,

such as the full visualisation and imaging in real-time of the nanofabrication processes,

and the highly-precise, software-controlled translational stages it possesses, ensures the

achievement of sub-µm NW placement accuracies in different receiving surfaces. This

crucial result opens the door to new transformative developments in coupled NW laser

systems and multi-wavelength NW laser modules. To showcase the potentials of the

highly-precise nanofabrication technique of this work, we focused on demonstrating new

WM-NW laser systems with ultra-small footprints based upon this approach. Impor-
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tantly, the versatility of the TP technique allows such systems to be fabricated using

NWs from different materials; hence emitting at different wavelength windows. This

remarkable feature is used to develop WM-NW laser systems with different wavelength

spacings between multiplexed channels and operating at different infra-red spectral win-

dows. Nevertheless, it should be highlighted that TP is technology agnostic and could

therefore enable the accurate fabrication of radically new, complex (nano-)photonic cir-

cuitry and coupled-cavity systems using optoelectronic nanostructures (such as NWs

amongst other components) with user-engineered properties as building blocks.

Figs. 5.20 and 5.21 provide experimental proof-of-concept demonstration of novel

WM-NW lasers with both coarse (> 100 nm) and fine (< 10 nm) spacing between

channels. The ultra-small dimensions of the developed WM-NW lasers permit their

optical excitation with a single micrometric pumping spot from a green 532 nm-pulsed

pump laser (spot size = 1.6 µm) to achieve room-temperature dual-colour nanolaser

systems. It is worth mentioning here, that the µPL setup, used in this work, is that

described in Chapter 3.
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Figure 5.20: Room-temperature lasing spectra of the individual (a) core-shell GaAs-
AlGaAs and (b) an InP NW lasers in a SiO2 substrate. The insets in (a and b)
plot dark- (i) and bright-field (ii) micrographs of the NW lasers showing the devices’
structure and their lasing emission from the NWs end-facets. (c) Room-temperature
lasing spectra from the fabricated coarse wavelength spacing (> 100 nm) WM-NW
laser system. The images in the insets in (c) show the fabricated WM-NW laser system
with closely separated (1 µm side-to-side) laterally-aligned NW lasers and its emission
under optical excitation with a single pumping spot. Scale bars in (a)-(c): 5 µm
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Specifically, Fig. 5.20 plots results for a coarse channel spacing (> 100 nm) WM-NW

laser system fabricated on a SiO2 substrate. This was built using two heterogeneous

NW lasers, namely a core-shell GaAs/AlGaAs NW laser (450 nm-diameter; 4 µm-long)

and a bulk InP NW laser (435 nm-diameter; 5 µm-long). Figs. 5.20(a) and 5.20(b)

plot the room-temperature lasing spectra of the core-shell GaAs/AlGaAs and bulk InP

NW lasers, when individually excited above their lasing threshold (at ∼ 50 mJcm−2)

and showing emission at the wavelengths of ∼ 760 nm and ∼ 880 nm, respectively.

Insets (i) in Figs. 5.20(a) and 5.20(b) show images of the GaAs/AlGaAs and InP

NW lasers on a SiO2 substrate. Additionally, insets (ii) in Figs. 5.20(a) and 5.20(b)

plot dark-field micrographs of the GaAs/AlGaAs and InP NW lasers under optical

excitation (above threshold) showing their characteristic lasing emission from their

two end-facets. After these two heterogeneous NWs are individually characterized,

they are integrated together in a laterally-aligned NW laser pair arrangement to form

the WM-NW laser system, reported in Fig. 5.20(c). The latter was fabricated in a

SiO2 substrate with a target separation between NW centroids of just 1.4 µm (for

an effective separation between the sides of both NWs of 1 µm). A CCD image of

the fabricated WM-NW laser is included in inset (ii) in Fig. 5.20(c). Fig. 5.20(c)

plots the measured room-temperature lasing spectrum of the formed WM-NW laser

under optical excitation (above threshold) with a single lasing spot (spot size of 1.6

µm). This shows dual-wavelength emission with coarse wavelength spacing (> 100

nm) between two multiplexed channels at different infrared windows (∼ 760 and ∼

880 nm). Additionally, inset (i) in Fig. 5.20(c) includes a dark-field micrograph of the

WM-NW laser showing its characteristic lasing emission from the end-facets of the two

heterogeneous NWs forming it.
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Figure 5.21: (a and b) Room-temperature lasing spectra measured from two
individually-operated InP NW lasers (diameter: 260 nm; length 10 µm) in a SiO2

substrate. The insets in (a and b) plot dark- (i) and bright-field (ii) micrographs of the
two InP NW lasers showing the achievement of lasing from the NWs’ end-facets. (c)
Room-temperature lasing spectra from the fabricated laterally-aligned WM-NW laser
system (in a SiO2 substrate) with fine wavelength spacing (< 10nm) between multi-
plexed channels. The insets in (c) show the fabricated WM-NW laser system with
closely spaced (1 µm side-to-side) laterally-aligned NW lasers and its emission under
optical excitation with a single pumping spot. Scale bars in (a)-(c): 5 µm

Furthermore, we have also fabricated laterally-aligned WM-NW lasers using homo-

geneous devices (bulk InP NWs) and thus with similar properties. This will enable the

demonstration of WM-NW lasers with fine spacing between multiplexed wavelength

channels and with operation in a single spectral window in the infrared (∼ 850 nm).

These WM-NW lasers were built using two InP NWs with average lengths of 10 µm

and diameters of 260 nm. Fig. 5.21 provides spectral characterization and imaging

data, obtained from the two individual InP NW lasers (Figs. 5.21(a) and 5.21(b)) and

the finally fabricated WM-NW laser systems (Fig. 5.21(c)). All devices in fig. 5 have

been transfer-printed on a SiO2 substrate for operation. The spectra in Figs. 5.21(a)

and 5.21(b) showed that the individual InP NWs exhibited lasing emission in two dif-

ferent modes, at the wavelengths of 854 and 857 nm for the NW in fig. 7(a)), and at

850 and 857 nm for the NW in Fig. 5.21(b). Given the reduced diameter (260 nm)

of these InP NWs, they would only support lasing on two transverse modes, namely

HE11a and HE11b, with similar wavelengths [98]. The two lasing peaks in the spectra
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of the individually-operated devices of Figs. 5.21(a) and 5.21(b), therefore correspond

to those modes. Besides, the images in the insets in Figs. 5.21(a) and 5.21(b) show the

separate InP NW lasers on the SiO2 substrate (see inset (ii)) and their characteristic

lasing emission through their end-facets (see inset (i)). After the InP NW lasers are

individually characterized, these are integrated together to form the laterally-aligned

WM-NW laser system of Fig. 5.21(c). The latter was built by means of TP with a tar-

get distance between NWs centroids of 1.26 µm; hence yielding an effective separation

between the lateral sides of the NWs of 1 µm. Fig. 5.21(c) shows that the measured

room temperature spectrum from the combined WM-NW laser system (when opti-

cally excited above lasing threshold at ∼ 40 mJcm−2), exhibited emission in two main

peaks at ∼ 850 nm and ∼ 854 nm, with an additional lower intensity emission peak

at ∼ 857 nm. The spectrum in Fig. 5.21(c) therefore shows multi-wavelength lasing

emission from the developed WM-NW laser system at the wavelengths of the individ-

ual InP NW lasers (850, 854 and 857 nm) and within the same spectral window in

the infrared. The results in Fig. 5.21 therefore demonstrate also the achievement of

WM-NW laser systems with fine wavelength spacing (< 10nm) between channels and

ultra-small footprints (< 10 µm2) and allowing simultaneous optical excitation with

a single micrometric laser pumping spot. In summary, this work demonstrates highly

accurate integration of individually-selected NW lasers with nanometric positioning ac-

curacies into multiple substrates by means of TP techniques. Our approach permits

successful operation with NW devices built from diverse material systems (e.g. bulk

InP and core-shell GaAs/AlGaAs) and therefore showing lasing emission at diverse

wavelength ranges (∼ 880 nm and ∼ 750 nm, respectively). The developed nanofabri-

cation technique has been used to develop new laterally-aligned NW laser systems with
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very high NW integration accuracies, offering ultrasmall footprints (> 10 µm2) and

allowing their simultaneous pumping with a single optical excitation spot (spot size

1.6 µm). We also demonstrate WM-NW laser systems built with laterally-aligned NW

lasers from similar (bulk InP) or different (bulk InP and core-shell GaAs/AlGaAs)

material systems yielding respectively fine (< 10 nm) and coarse (> 100 nm) spacing

between wavelength channels. These results pave the way for new tailored wavelength-

multiplexed nanolaser modules with operation at user-defined wavelengths, with con-

trolled number of multiplexed channels and selected wavelength spacings whilst also

yielding ultrasmall footprints and permitting optical excitation with a single micromet-

ric pump laser spot. These results therefore offer exciting prospects for novel on-chip

integrated nanophotonic platforms with in-built nanolaser systems for on-chip data

communications, spectroscopy and sensing functionalities.
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5.4 Conclusion and Summary

In conclusion, in this chapter we have shown and discussed the main concepts behind

the design and production of complex hybrid systems with NW lasers. In the first

part of the chapter, we analyse the dynamics and conditions for stability in an array

of two laterally-coupled NW lasers in terms of their separation, difference in resonant

frequencies and pumping rate under conditions of weak coupling. We find that the

regions of stability are very small and are found close to zero frequency offset between

the NW lasers. Outside these regions various forms of instability including periodic

oscillation, chaos and complex dynamics are predicted to occur. Importantly, the anal-

ysis of the frequency of periodic oscillations for realistic laser separations and pumping

conditions yields values of order 100 GHz thus underlining the significant potential of

nanowire laser arrays for ultra-high frequency on-chip systems with very low foot-print

and energy requirements.

In the second part of the chapter, we have demonstrated that large populations of

NW lasers with random spatial distribution can be rapidly characterized and sorted

using their measured lasing parameters. These populations can then be transferred

to separate substrates using a semi-automated pick and place technique that uses the

same spatial registration markers as the characterization measurements. NW lasers can

be binned by lasing threshold and spatially arranged into regular arrays on a secondary

substrate. Repeated measurements on both un-printed and printed device populations

show that the multi-mode nature of the devices allows for variations in measured laser

characteristics in both cases. Nevertheless, in cases where the laser modal spectrum

is similar in both measurements, the lasing threshold energy densities are strongly

correlated, showing that effective binning and device assembly can be achieved. These
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results suggest that the printing process does not induce any particular detrimental

effects in the transferred devices and could be a route to scalable systems assembly

from large inhomogeneous distributions of NW devices. Furthermore, by targeting

single-mode devices, some of this variability may be mitigated.

In the final section, we have showed how the TP technique combined with the

accurate alignment processes developed was used to enable the capability to fabricate

laterally-aligned NW laser systems with ultra-small separations between devices (∼ 1

µm) and built using different types of NW devices. Such systems form the basis of

the Wavelength Multiplexed NW laser systems demonstrated in this work. The latter

provided controlled emission wavelengths in different infrared bands (∼ 760 nm and ∼

850 nm) and were designed with both coarse (> 100 nm) and fine (< 10 nm) wavelength

spacing between multiplexed channels. Importantly, such WM-NW lasers yield ultra-

small footprints (> 10 µm2) allowing their optical excitation with a single pump laser

spot (∼ 1.6 µm spot size).
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter brings the thesis to a conclusion. Here, a summary of the key points

of this project are presented along with suggested lines for future work. The latter

are illustrated with additional preliminary results, not included in the main framework

of the thesis. The structure of this chapter is as follows: in the first section, the

main research outcomes are summarized describing how these align with the main

goals set at the beginning of the PhD project and reviewing the main achievements of

our contributions and the new ideas these have triggered. We also provide a detailed

summary of the main experimental and numerical results provided in Chapters 2 - 5.

In the second section, we discuss ideas for future research work providing early

preliminary results for those new directions. These include: (1) large-area transfer-

printing of NW devices with controlled orientation and high-printing coverage. This

new approach with our transfer-printing technique enables producing large arrays of

NWs on a target substrate, where printed devices have the same orientation; (2) We

also present our new work on the transfer-printing of other types of nanostructures,

namely Perovskite quantum-dot clusters, onto non-native substrates forming spatially

controlled patterns. We also provide preliminary evidence that after the printing pro-
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cess, the transferred Perovskite QD clusters retained their light emission properties,

which could prove a significant result towards the fabrication of novel photonic systems

with embedded QDs.

6.1 Conclusion

The main aim of this PhD project was to develop a novel system permitting the hetero-

geneous and controllable integration of semiconductor nanowire devices for the manu-

facturing of a new generation of nanophotonic circuitry. We have successfully achieved

this ambitious goal set at the beginning of this PhD, with main research outcomes

including:

(1) The deterministic pick-and-place of target semiconductor nanowire devices from

their growth substrate for their integration onto non-native surfaces. To achieve this we

designed and fabricated bespoke polymeric µ-stamps permitting the transfer-printing

of semiconductor nanowires by allowing the control of the bonding forces (between

nanowire and substrate) during the capture and release processes. This technique

made possible not only to controllably capture different types of NWs (in terms of

geometry, length, diameter, material), but also to release those at desired locations on

non-native surfaces.

(2) The assembly of arrays and other spatial patterns of NW lasers onto hetero-

geneous surfaces. Such systems were fabricated with target number of devices and

controlled separations between them. Furthermore, an alignment technique was devel-

oped during this PhD project, enabling to position selected NW devices onto target

locations with sub-µm positional accuracy. This, combined with the NW pre-screening

technique also presented in this work allowed us to create arrays of devices on tar-
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get locations with control of key NWs’ parameters (e.g. lasing threshold, emission

wavelength).

(3) The integration of semiconductor NW devices, including NW lasers into pre-

patterned nanophotonic systems (e.g. waveguides, nano-antennas) with absolute sub-

µm transfer-printing accuracy. Importantly, we have showed that the transfer-printed

NW lasers retained their room-temperature lasing properties. This offers significant

potential for a next generation of nanophotonic and optoelectronic systems with key-

enabling NW devices at their core.

(4) The development of a numerical framework for the design and simulation of

ultra-small footprint (< 5 µm2) high frequency (100 GHz) on-chip coupled NW laser

systems. The model was designed for realistic NW separations, dimensions and pump-

ing conditions, making it possible to be used for the design of bespoke coupled NW

laser systems for their future assembly with the developed TP technique of this work.

I now summarize the main works presented in this thesis. I also give detailed

comments on the future perspectives and directions that these might have. The works

are summarized in the same order as they are presented in this thesis.

Chapter 2 describes the newly developed NW transfer-printing system, states its

underlying operating principle and compares it with other alternative techniques. We

show that the highly-precise NW positioning system of this PhD project using transfer-

printing protocols has important advantages in terms of flexibility, repeatability and

ease of use. Moreover, the ability to have several ‘donor’ and ‘receiver’ samples on a

single TP system opens great perspectives for new routes towards advanced nanopho-

tonic devices assembly into a single chip. Thanks to the developed TP technique at

the nanoscale we can assemble nanophotonic systems built with different nanostruc-
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tures and integrate those with sub-µm accuracy. In Chapter 2 we also described the

proposed new polymeric (PDMS) µ-stamp designs for NW integration and show how

and which of these should be used in different cases. Additionally, we state the opti-

mal µ-stamp composition (in terms of PDMS agent-to-base ratio) for successful NW

integration with high printing yield. To demonstrate the NW transfer-printing tech-

nique, InP NWs with room temperature lasing emission were used with diameters and

lengths ranging from 450 – 900 nm and 4 – 8 µm, respectively. These were subsequently

integrated from a ‘donor’ substrate onto target ‘receiver’ surfaces to demonstrate het-

erogeneous NW integration. Different receiver substrates were used including polymers,

metals, gold-plated surfaces and diamond membranes. Importantly, our technique did

not damage the NWs after the integration processes and these retained their lasing

properties at room temperature. This was verified using µ-PL characterization of the

TP devices, before and after integration. Finally, we demonstrated a NW alignment

technique using the ‘microscopy module’ integrated on the TP system and based on

a real-time image processing algorithm combined with SEM imaging processes. This

technique enabled us to achieve NW integration with sub-µm positioning resolution.

Importantly, the alignment technique is flexible permitting different potential routes

towards its implementation for the fabrication of systems with even higher resolution.

For example, by integrating the µ-stamp (used for NW capture and release) directly

into an SEM imaging system and implementing the developed algorithm, in principle

it could be possible to achieve significant improvement in terms of positioning accuracy

(sub-10 nm printing resolution) thanks to the greatly improved resolution provided by

SEM techniques.

We also used the developed TP technique to fabricate diverse NW-based hybrid
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photonic systems, as described in Chapter 4. At first, we demonstrated the integra-

tion of semiconductor NW lasers with waveguide (WG) systems on chip using two

NW-WG coupling schemes: ‘lateral’ and ‘end-to-facet’ coupling. The results showed

successful NW coupling to on-chip micrometric polymer waveguides with estimated

coupling values of up to 1.9%. This value, however, is more governed by the refractive

index mismatch between NW and WG, than the coupling scheme itself. Moreover, we

showed that by employing mask-free laser-writing tools in combination with our TP

technique it is possible to fabricate on-chip NW-WG coupled systems with various com-

plex configurations (e.g. Y-junction architectures) on regular or mechanically-flexible

substrates. Furthermore, the TP technique was used also to demonstrate vertically

emitting nanowire laser systems with reduced lasing threshold. These were fabricated

by means of TP integrating semiconductor NWs with Cat’s Eye (CE) nano-antennas.

These showed low threshold room temperature lasing emission at ∼ 2 mJcm−2, which

is significantly lower compared to the lasing threshold measured on silica or aluminium

substrates for comparable devices. Finally, we showed the capabilities of our TP tech-

nique for the integration of NW devices in 3-D architectures on prefabricated platforms

and onto surfaces with reduced contact area. Importantly, the individual devices in the

developed 3-D NW architectures retained their integrated positions after the multi-

layer structures were processed. In particular we were able to successfully fabricate

a 3D NW network forming a characteristic ‘hash-tag’ pattern onto bow-tie electrodes

with a reduced contact area.

We also introduced complex hybrid systems with integrated NW lasers and the pro-

posed methods to building those by means of TP, as described in Chapter 5. Essentially,

this work could pave ways towards realizing novel ultra-compact NW systems providing
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high-frequency complex dynamical regimes and multi-wavelength operation directly on-

chip. We report a numerical model investigating the operation of evanescently-coupled

InP NW laser pairs. Using this model we analyzed their dynamics and conditions

for stability in terms of the separation between the NWs, their difference in resonant

frequencies and pumping rate (under conditions of weak coupling). Our results show

that the regions of stability were very small and found close to the zero frequency offset

between the NW lasers. Furthermore, it is predicted that outside these regions vari-

ous forms of instability including periodic oscillation, chaos and complex dynamics will

occur. Moreover, high-frequency responses, exceeding 100 GHz were obtained. Hence,

these results show the potential of NW laser arrays for ultra-high frequency on-chip

systems with very low footprint and energy requirements for operation. Additionally,

we also show that large populations of NW lasers with random spatial distributions can

be rapidly characterized and sorted using their measured lasing parameters. We have

binned by lasing threshold the characterised NW devices and transferred those using

our TP technique to a host receiving substrate with spatial registration markers. We

then spatially arranged the transfer-printed devices into regular NW arrays on a sec-

ondary (host) substrate. The repeated characterisation measurements of these devices

showed that the multi-mode nature of the devices allows for variations in measured

laser characteristics. This implies that in cases where the laser modal spectrum is simi-

lar in both measurements, the lasing threshold energy densities are strongly correlated,

showing that effective binning and device assembly can be achieved. At last, we also

used the TP technique combined with a developed algorithm for accurate alignment to

fabricate laterally-aligned NW laser systems with reduced separations between devices

(edge to edge separation of ∼ 1 µm), built using different types of semiconductor NWs.
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Such devices form the basis of the wavelength multiplexed (WM) NW laser systems

with controlled emission wavelengths reported in Chapter 5 of this thesis. For these

systems, we used NW lasers emitting in two distinct infrared bands (∼ 760 nm and

∼ 850 nm) and designed systems with both coarse (> 100 nm) and fine (> 10 nm)

wavelength spacing between multiplexed channels. Importantly, such WM-NW lasers

yield ultra-small footprints (< 5 µm2).
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6.2 Future Work

6.2.1 Towards Large-Area and Parallel NW Printing

A line for future research would be the integration of NW devices in a large-scale

with controlled orientations using the transfer-printing technique. We have started

preliminary work in this research direction towards the fabrication of a next-generation

of switchable THz polarization modulators built with NW devices at their core (see [141]

for a description of these type of devices). To successfully fabricate such systems, it

is strictly necessary to integrate a uniform layer of semiconductor NWs aligned in the

same orientation. An alternative method to fabricate these devices relies in the use of a

direct-printing technique (when a growth sample is dragged across the target surface).

However, this method is not fully controllable and there is a difficulty associated with

implementing an alignment mechanism or targeting a specific area in a given substrate

where the device is to be fabricated. Using our developed TP technique, properly

modified to be able to also perform large-scale device integration could help overcome

these challenges. Hence, we have modified our TP apparatus and developed a larger

square-shaped µ-stamp 500 × 500 µm in dimensions to provide a first-proof-of-concept

demonstration of large-scale aligned NW integration.

The large-scale NW capture process is very similar to that used to pick-up small

bundles of NWs (from their growth substrate), for their integration onto a ‘donor’

sample. Such NW bundle integration was carried out prior to starting the transfer-

printing processes used to integrated individual NW devices in diverse platforms, as

presented during this thesis. However, in this case the stamp has a much larger area

(500 × 500 µm). As a result, this approach allows not only to capture more NW

devices at once, but also upon detaching these from the growth substrate, the devices
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are forced to align into a single direction. This process is depicted in Figs. 6.1(a-b),

where a square µ-stamp is positioned atop an ‘as-grown’ NW array (Fig. 6.1(a)) before

it is pressed-and-dragged against it (Fig. 6.1(b)). After this process is completed the

‘target’ NWs within the range of the larger area µ-stamp are captured. The process used

for the large-scale NW release is analogous to that used when transfer-printing a single

NW, however here we have found that typically a 50% printing yield was achieved. We

believe this is mainly due to the multiple layers of overlapping NWs captured at one

go. In principle, when decreasing a NW array density, we should achieve a comparable

to single NW devices printing yields.

a b
Figure 6.1: (a) Micro-stamp is aligned with as-grown NWs on a substrate. (b) Micro-
stamp is dragged across NWs’ array and devices are captured with the µ-stamp.

Fig. 6.2 show our first preliminary results on the large-area NW device printing.

For this first demonstration InP NWs (length ∼ 10 µm and diameter ∼ 260 nm) were

used. These were transfer-printed onto a quartz disk substrate targeting a defined

(vertical) orientation, as shown in Fig. 6.2. Since this was a first trial, we have not

yet achieved full uniform device spread. Additionally, since multiple layers of NWs are

simultaneously captured, these detached from the growth substrate at different points,

resulting in a certain variation in the dimensions of the released NWs in the receiver
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substrate, as seen in Fig. 6.2. However, these early results clearly show the potentials

of using our developed TP for this large-scale integration task. There is also significant

room for improvement for our approach going forward, both in terms of stamp design

and in the density of integration of ‘as-grown’ NWs. Moreover, a clear advantage of

our technique over direct printing alternatives is the ability to fully visualize the whole

process through the transparent µ-stamp used in our approach to carry out the NW

printing mechanisms. As a result, it becomes possible to locally print NW devices at

target areas within a substrate, by selecting a specific geometry for the µ-stamp used

for outlining the region of interest with positional markers.

Figure 6.2: Optical micrograph of the fabricated large-scale area on a quartz disk
substrate. Arrows indicate the target orientation of the ∼ 10 µm NW devices. Scale
bar: 100 µm.

The further improvements to the large-scale technique can offer parallel and scalable

integration of NW devices onto heterogeneous surfaces and into systems. This will

allow integrating 100s or even 1000s of devices in a single transfer step (in a similar
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way it’s done using µ-LEDs [78]). Prior to that, however, certain challenges must be

solved: (1) high-capture yield, (2) common orientation of the captured devices, and

(3) equispaced device separation. To achieve better capture yield, stamp’s parameters

should be properly tuned/optimized (its base/agent ratio) during the curing process.

Or even other stamp designs should be investigated. In principle, this will ensure more

devices are successfully picked during a single capture step. Which in turn will result

in more NWs being aligned in the same orientation. The later difficulty can be solved

by adjusting the as-grown NW sample: by making larger separations between adjacent

NWs (50 - 100 µm, for example). After, a stamp that complies with the outline can

be fabricated. It will have an array of stamp heads on the stamp’s base to enable

parallel integration (individual elements of the array will be separated by the same

distance as as-grown NWs). To illustrate the idea, Fig. 6.3 depicts the proposed stamp

design, where an array of stamp heads is located on the stamp’s base. Finally, if the

same sub-µm printing accuracy is maintained during the TP process, this will enable

a significant step forward in realizing NW devices for industrial purposes and would

open a large-scale manufacturing capabilities.

stamp head
stamp base

Figure 6.3: Sketch of a large-scale NW stamp for parallel and scalable integration.
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6.2.2 Transfer-Printing of Perovskite Quantum-Dots (QDs) onto Non-

Native Surfaces

In the past several years, Perovskite quantum dots (QD) have received considerable

attention by the scientific community due to their unique properties at the nanoscale

[156–158]. For example, due to their reduced lattice defect properties these nanostruc-

tures perform well even under non-ideal growth conditions. These nanostructures have

become building blocks for a large number of QD-embedded photonic systems, includ-

ing resonators such as whispering gallery mode and Fabri-Perot resonators [159, 160].

Recent studies have also shown that the devices offer great prospects for the devel-

opment of ultra-small laser sources with emission [161] at room temperature. Hence,

using TP processes to controllably transfer Perovskite QDs into target locations on se-

lected surfaces or pre-fabricated substrates, will open new exciting routes towards the

development of novel hybrid (nano-)photonic integrated systems using these unique

nanostructures as main elements.

We have started preliminary work in this research direction using in-house syn-

thesized Peroviskite QDs [162] and transfer-printed them onto heterogeneous surfaces.

Specifically we have used CsPbX3 QDs [162] which due to their band-gap structure

exhibited photoluminescence emission at the wavelength range around 530 nm. Hence,

for their characterization we optically pumped these nanostructures with a 355 nm UV

pump laser using the setup described in Chapter 3.

Here we present our preliminary results on the transfer-printing of uncoated Per-

ovskites QD crystals onto both polymer (PDMS) and diamond substrates. We show

first our results using PDMS as the target receiving substrate. Due to the strong ad-

hesive properties of PDMS, it becomes possible to release Perovskite QD crystals onto
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Figure 6.4: (a) bright-field micrograph of a TP array of uncoated-perovskite QD crys-
tals. (b) collage of separate dark-field micrographs of an optically excited QD crystals.
Spectrum plots below are measurements of the optically excited quantum-dot clusters
in dotted-lines of dark-field micrograph in (b).

its surface when these are captured with a PDMS µ-stamp with a lower base-to-agent

ratio. A similar method was used for the transfer-printing of NW devices (see Chapter

2). As a result, we have managed to sequentially-print Perovskite QD clusters to build

an array forming the pattern ‘IOP’, initials of the Strathclyde’s Institute of Photonics,

onto a PDMS substrate. Before the transfer-printing processes, a preparation process

had to be followed. At first, the Perovskite QDs were diluted in isopropanol were drop-

coated onto a thin-glass slide. After the isopropanol evaporated, the thin glass slide

was covered with randomly distributed Perovskite QD clusters. After this, the glass-

slide was mounted onto the TP setup where a flat-tip µ-stamp (analogous to that used

to transfer-print NW devices) was used to capture individually-selected Perovskite QD

clusters. Next, the stamp (with the captured QD cluster) was brought over to a desired

location in the receiving substrate (PDMS in this case) where the Perovskite QD cluster
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was finally released. Fig. 6.4(a) shows a bright-field micrograph of the transfer-printed

array of Perovskite QD crystals forming the “IOP” acronym on a PDMS surface. Fig.

6.4(b) shows in turn a dark-field micrograph of the formed array when the transferred

QD clusters are optically excited with the UV pump laser revealing their light emis-

sion (after integration). Fig. 6.4 shows emission spectra for the QD clusters marked

with yellow and red dotted squares. The central PL wavelength of both QD clusters

is comparable in both cases and centered at around 522 nm. These results show that

Perovskite QD clusters can be transfer-printed onto a non-native surface whilst keeping

their emission properties at room temperature. This opens a variety of possibilities of

integrating those into photonic circuitry (for example, WGs and antennas), which in

turn, will enable creating ultra-compact novel devices.
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